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CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Preamble_ 
In recent years the knitting"industry has-expanded 
considerably due to the increased demand for kAitted fabrics. 
Not only does the weft knitting industry'produce'more of the 
fabrics'which are exclusive, to the kAtting,, tradev but it has 
also branched out into. fields which'Were-pre4ioUsýy only open 
to the weaving trade. - 
This increasing demand is`paiýtly due-to the development 
of new fibres,, but mainly to the technologicalimprovements of 
the knitting machineS,, which now"'provide many'new structures and 
more scope for patterned-fabrics,. 
-_, 
-: 'ýnother impr 
- 
ovement in weft 
knitting machinery has been. an increased rate of, fabric production, 
but in this-field-the limitations-of ines - 'have now almost 
,, 
the' ch 
been reached. 
The work discussed in the following chapters is primarily 
concerned with an investigation into the'fundamentals of the weft 
knitting machine to see if substantial increases in rates of 
fabric production can be achieved. 
A General DescriRtion of Knitting Machine Components 
Weft knitting machinery may be divided into two groups - 
the circular type and the flat machine, Both types of machine 
can be used to produce a similar fabric construction but each has 
its own advantages. For examples, the circular machines because 
it is a continuous process, will Produce fabric at a far greater 
rate than the flat machine, but the latter can be used to shape 
garments to the required dimensions, 
Fiq 
Fic, ý. 
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Waft knitted fabrics are comprised of a series of 
horizontal loops which are interlocked (rig, 1), The fabric 
is extensible in both length and width which makes it suitable 
for close fitting garments, Complex knitting structures can 
be used to reduce the amount of stretch and, thereforep give a 
more rigid fabric which is comparable to the woven fabrico , 
Machine Needles 
The two types of needles used in the production of 
weft knitted fabrics, are the latch needle and the bearded 
needle (Fig, 2). 
The bearded needle is easier to manufacture as it is 
essentially a piece of thin wire bent to the correct shapet 
however* during loop formation e: ýternal pressure is required to 
close the beard on to the shank. 
The latch needle is more complicated andt thereforet 
more expensive to manufactures since it is made up of more than 
one part. On the other hand, it does not need an extermal 
presser during loop formation. as the latch is opened and closed 
by the yarn and this enables higher speeds to be achieved and 
requires less complicated mechanical motions to produce the 
loop forming action. For this reason the latch needle* used 
in conjunction with circular machines, was chosen for the first 
part of this work. In later work a new needle was designed for 
further increases in the rate of fabric production,. 
(b) Loop Formation with Latch Needles 
The loop, forming action with latch needles is shown 
in rig. 3, The normal position of the latch needles, before the 
loop formation takes place, is one in which the old loop holds 
the latch open - this is termed the-"running" positiono (rig* W., 
Fjc4 3 
LOOP - FoRfAATiON wjrH LATCH NEVIDLEES 
PUNMIr4rQ POSITION 
S. Ct-EARING, P0.51r, 
G. I<NITTINCI POINT 
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To produce a new loop the needle moves upwards so that 
the latch is released from the old loop,, the fabric being hold 
down to prevent the old loop riding up with the needle - this 
position is known as the "clearing" position. (Fig. 3B), 
The needle then moves downwards as new yam is 
presented to the hook of the needle$ the old loop closes ihe 
latch and the new yarn is trapped in the hook. As the needle 
descends further the old loop rides over the closed latch to join 
the fabric* The needle then moves down to its lowest positiong 
(i. e. knitting point, Fig. 30 and pulls through the now loop 
before risiýg tý the running position. 
The loop-forming action described above is for plain 
knitted fabrics and is the same for all knitting machines,, 
although with more complicated fabric structurest slight 
variations in the loop formation are required. 
Sinkers 
- These are used in conjunction with the needles to 
assist in the loop-forming action, those used in weft knitting 
machines being either loop-forming or web-holding types. 
Loop-forming sinkersq which are normally used with 
bearded needles, foým the loops by corrugating the yarn inbetween 
the needles; they arcs thereforeq absolutely essential in 
forming a loop. 
The web-holding sinkers (shown in rig. 3) are used 
with latch needles and hold down the loop as the needle rises up 
the clearing cams thereby ensuring that the latch is freed from 
the old loop. This type of sinker is extremely useful if the 
fabric has pressed off the needles, as a new fabric may be 
started immediately, Without sinkers it is necessary. to attach 
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one end'. of I'the fabric to the --needles .ý and'the, other, to' the fabric 
take-down unitS-, in order toýprovide'sufficientý, tension'-to prevent-il'. 
the fabric rising up when the needles--rise up, ýatvthe, -clearifigiuqý 
,-: ''A f-f -- ---ýi. t% position. -ý -1 ý1ý "; C, Vr . 11r: ,. Iý; ý, . 
Cam Systems. 
aachine, The,, needles . are, held in tricks, in the. bad of. the,, 
with butts protruding outwardso, and are. free to, slide up_. ýnd down. 
'-ý. The. ýcam system (see, Fig., 4). fits closely to. the machine 
bed. and is made'tip, ofiseparate pieces-of hardened'steel comprising 
running's clearings-stitch andýupthrow cams. -'These cams are 
designed-' to move the needle butts'-throughýth6. relative positions 
necessary for-loop'formation, The cams are made-up'of separate 
pieces-to allow'the stitch cam to, be adjustable andq thereforeq a 
range of fabricqual4ties., to be, pr, oduced., Lowering. the-stitch 
cam, for, instance, _means_that 
the needle will movejurther down 
at the. -knitting-point, -draw. more yarnand..,, thereforell produce a 
longer. lopp, giving', an overall slacker fabric. 
(e) Rates of Fabric Production 
To a large extent the cam system determines the rate of 
fabric production on, a knitting machine. " On a circular weft 
knitting Machine the rate of fabric production is determined by 
M the number of loop-forming sections (usually termed, 
"feeders") on a machine,, 
ý (ii) the circumferential speed, of the knitting cylinder. 
A circular machine usually has many feeders positioned 
around its ýircuýference. roý examples in the case of a 
30" diameter machine_there may be as many as 36 feeders$ 
each with its oiqn yam supplys This means that for every 
revolution of the machine 36 rows of loops are knitted. 
F. 5- 
The circumferential, length of each. feeder, determines how, 
many feeders can be fitted on to a machinejý-apd this, ultimately 
depends upon the, maximum stpapness, of the cam angles. (usually 
45! ). and the aiaplitude. pf vertical needle movementq i. e. the 
vertical distance between the'n6adles at the clearing 
position and the knitting point. 
(ii) The circumferential,. speed. of the, cylinder on-a knitting 
--machine 
is depen4ent, upon 4ts, diameter, ýbut the.., important 
, __Iactor, ýas, regards 
theýrate. of fabric productionsis. the 
linear speed of the actual needle butts. For examplep a 
30" diameter machine, run6, at,, approximately 22 r. p. m., and an 
8" diameter machine'ýrunsýat. approximately 85 ropomeg-but-in 
both these machines the-linear-speed of the needle-butts is 
approximately 170 ft/miu. 
In commercial pr . actic"e', 'machizies are not normally run 
with the-linear speýd, of themeedle buttsýabove, 200, ft/min. 
as the forces on the needle butts become, too high, and they 
tend to break. , 
W* 
Circular Weft Knitting Machinesr-, 
The method of rotation on circular knitting machines 
is varied. - In some machines the' cam boxes rotate and the 
cylinder is fixedg'whOreas in'others the cylinder rotates and 
the cam boxes are fixed. Ineach system the relative movement 
of needle butts to cam system is ihe"same', ' although there are 
factors which give advantages'to each, type, 
On the rotating cam box machine the yarn package- 
supplies move with the cam boxes so that the chances of yarns 
becoming entangledg or even yarn packages coming off the revolving 
stand, are quite high, and this tends to limit the speed at which 
-6- 
the machine may run. However, since the cylinder is fixed the 
fabric is also stationary which allows an operatorg who may be 
controlling a number of machines, to check for fabric faults as 
the machine is still knitting. 
on the rotating cylinder type of machine the speeds 
may be higher butq since the fabric rotatesq the examination of_.,. - 
the fabric is usually made whilst the machine is stationarye 
Apart from the advantage of speed on this type of machine. 
another advantage has become more apparent over the past few 
years with the introduction of a reliable yarn speed measuring 
device. This device enables an operator to set all the'stitch 
cams on the rotating cylinder machine to give the same yarm speed 
whilst the machine is running and thus obtain a level fabric,. 
Properties of a Knitted Fabric 
A necessary property of a knitted fabric is that it 
will stretch in width and length so as to fit closely to the 
wearer* The fabrics however, when distorted like this, will not_ 
return to its original dimensions immediately. This feature of 
the fabric often leads to errors in the fabric manufacturing 
industries where it is desirable to check the dimensions of a 
fabric (i. e. courses and wales per inch) as soon as it has been 
knitted, In this case the fabric has been distorted in width 
by a stretcher board and in length by the take-down rollers, and 
it is therefore unlikely that any measurements will be accurate. 
To obtain the correct dimensions of c, p, i, and w, poio it is 
Sil al that the fabric is completely free from any Previous es fiti 
strains. This can be achieved by allowing the fabric to relax 
naturally for a long period of time,, or alternativelyg for rapid 
relaxations the fabric can be Immersed in water* 
-7- 
These relaxation treatments are obviously inconvenient 
for the fabric manufýFtypqrs-, 
__and 
therefore it was important to 
find a more suitable method of stipulating the dimensions or 
quality of a fabric. A more precise method Is to measure the 
stitch density (i. e. c. p. i. x w. p. i. ) as to some extent any 
distortion that increases the length of the fabric is compensated 
by a decrease in width, although even this is only really accurate 
if the fabric is free from strain. 
It was Doyle (2) who first showed that stitch length 
was closely related to stitch density and that it was unaffected 
by any strains in the fabric, He suggested that since a fixed 
amount of yam was knitted into the fabric it must remain there 
whatever the extent of the fabric distortion. He also indicated 
that the stitch length could' be measured by unroving a lengtfi of 
yarn from the fabric and dividing this length by the number of 
loops from which it was knitted, 
Munden (3) showed conclusively that the relaxed dimensions 
of a fabric were determined by the stitch3ongth. He did this by 
knitting fabrics to a wide range of stitch lengths, and providing 
relationships of fabric dimensions and stitch length, He Showed 
that knitting, variables such as yarn count$ fabric take-down 
tension, machine gauge. etc. would affect the relaxed dimensions of 
a fabricq'but that they did so by causing a change in the stitch 
length and* therefores the relationships given below were true for 
all conditions of knitting. 
These relationships of fabrýcldimensions and stitch 
length am : 
Stitch density Naks 
k Courses per inch (c, pi, ) =c 
z 
k Wales per inch (w. p. j. ) aw 
L 
-9 %* 
where I is the stitch length; ý` k and k are constants and so cw 
their values after dry and wet relaxations were given as 
Dry relaxation Wet relaxation 
k 1910 21.6 
k 5.0 5.3 
kw3.8 4.1, 
Quality Control System_s_ 
The technique of measuring stitch length by unroving 
yarn has certain. practical disadvantages which prevent it from 
becoming a standard method of quality control in the factory* It 
is a slow and tedious procedure as a number of lengths of yarn 
have to be unroved and measured, and it also involves cutting the 
fabric. In addition. if it is necessary to knit to a specific 
stitch lengths a certain amount of guesswork is required* the 
fabric must be knitted 4nd the stitch length measured$ and if 
this is not the value requireds then the stitch cams must be 
adjusteds more fabric knitted and the stitch length ifteasured again. 
This procedure must be repeated until the correct stitch length is 
obtained, 
Instruments have recently been developed which eliminate 
these disadvantages and, enable the stitch length to be controlled 
as the machine is running (4,50 6). 
(a) Yarn Speed Meter 
This instrument is designed for rotating cylinder 
machines$ and it will measure the speed of the yarn accurately as 
it is fed to the needles. If thd speed of the machine is known 
the relationship 
-b- 
Yarn sp-6e dý meter 're adin ftImin) course len 
: 
gth L ft Machine speed (r. p, m. ) 
will enable the stitch length to be obtained from 
Course length M (ins) 
Number of needles n 
Stitch*'length L (ins 
If. therefore. a fabric is required with-a. specific stitch lengths 
it is a simple-matter to calculate the necessary yarn speed meter 
reading and then set each feeder to give this readings by adjusting 
the stitch cam whilst the machine is running. 
(b) Yarn Length Counter' 
On rotating cam box machines the yarn supplies rotate 
and, therefore$ a yarn speýd meter cannot be used. Howeverg a 
yarn length counter has been designed which can be clamped to the 
machind and this will measure the quantity of yarn fed to each 
feeder. The stitch length can be calculated easily provided the 
number of machine revolutions are counted and the length of yarn 
fed to the needles is noted. 
Positive Feed 
L 
The positive feed system is designed to feed a fixed 
quantity of yarn to the needles irrespective of any of the knitting 
variablesq such as yarn tension,, stitch cam settingg yarn countg 
etc* 
In one type of positive feed system the yarn is wrapped 
around a conical wheel, which is sufficiently rough to prevent 
the yarn slipping. The roller rotates at a constant speed in 
relation to the machine speed and supplies a constant quantity Of 
ya= to the needles. 
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In another type, the yarn is passed between a roughened 
belt and a free wheel; the belt, which is driven from a control 
wheel, drives the yarn to the needles at a constant speed, 
A range of stitch lengths may be obtained, by feeding 
in different amounts of yarn to the needles. With the first 
type this is achieved by moving the yam to a different position 
on the conical wheel, and to obtain an even larger range of stitch 
, length the machine gear can be altered to give different speeds 
to the roller. In the second type stitch length changes can be 
obtained by altering the diameter of the control wheel which in 
turn alters the belt speed andq thereforeq the yarn speed. 
One advantage of the second methodg often referred to 
as "trip-tape". is that the stitch length of all the feeders can 
be changed at the main control wheel, whereas in the conical 
roller method the yarn of the feeders has to be adjusted to a 
different position on each individual conical roller. 
Both these systems9 which are very similars guarantee 
an excellent quality fabric and have been so successful over the 
last ten years that almost all new knitting machines are fitted 
with cne or other of these positive feed devices. 
The stitch cam, which in previous quality control 
, systems has been the normal method of altering the stitch length$ 
is now used to control the tension of the yarn between the posi- 
tive feed roller and the needles, ror instancet if insufficient 
yarn is supplied to the needlesq then the tension becomes too 
high and the yarn may break - by raising the stitch cam the 
tension will be reduced; alternatively, if too much yam is fed 
to the needlesp the tension becomes so low that dropped stitches 
will occur -a downward adjustment of the stitch cam will 
increase the tension and prevent this,, 
.1 11 - 
4. Survey-of Previous Work on the Mechanisms of Loop-Forming 
General Survey 
It may be seen from an examination of the 45 0 commercial 
cam system (shown in Fig. 4). that the separate cam pieces are 
essentially linear cams ands consequently,, the needle butts will 
change direction abruptly when moving from one linear cam to 
another. 
From a theoretical point of view the needle butt would 
have infinite acceleration at the ends of the linear cams and the 
butts would shear off. In practice, howevers this does not 
normally happens partly because the needle butt movement is 
controlled between two cam tracksg and partly because the needle 
butts have a natural resilience which enables them to absorb the 
shock. However, a theoretical investigation of the forces of 
the needle butts in the linear cam systems made by Munden MS, 
showed that if the 45 
0 cam angle were increased to 5509 then the 
forces would increase three times. With cam angles above 550 
severe. butt breakage might occurs especially if the friction 
between the needle butts"and cam track were high dge to inadequate 
lubrication. 
It has been stated that the rates of fabric production 
can be increased by : 
(1) increasing the number of feeders on a machine,, 
(2) increasing the rotational speed of the machine. 
In recent years most of the increases in rates of fabric 
production have been achieved by fitting as many feeders to the 
circumference of the machine as is physically Possible- The 
point has now been reachedg howeverg where any further increases 
in this direction can only be achieved by : 
- 12 - 
. 
(i) reductions in circumferential lengthi. is. by increasing 
the angles of,. thecam system,, which normally range 
between 45 0 and 50o. or 
(ii) reducing the vertical anplitude - this is usually 
-dependent upon the dimensions of the'knitting needle. 
Speeds of machines. have only increased by a marginal 
amount over the past. twenty years,,. one reason for this is that 
speed increases-would, inevitably affect many working parts of 
the machine*, -apgrt, from the cam system and$ consequentlyg more 
sophisticated and expensive machine bearing systemst gearing 
techniquess yarn stop motions, etc, would be necessary* The 
other reason is that the needle butt reactions on the linear 
cam track would also increase with increases in speed and could 
lead to severe butt breakage. 
Knapton's researches 
This work was concerned. with an analysis of the loop- 
forming action and, -incl4ded investigations into increasing the 
rates of fabric, production. ror a brief summary,,, Ynapton's 
work may be, divided into three parts : 
An investigation inio-the effect of cam setting and 
yarn . tension on-stitch length. 
A calculation of the maximum yarn tension in the 
knitting cycle and the importance of the positions 
of these maximwn tensions. 
Measurements of the forces and investigations into 
increasing the rates of fabric production* 
- 13 - 
It was shown that stitch cam settings had no real 
control over the final stitch length of the fabricq even 
when the depth was positioned accurately, Although the 
stitch'cam initiýýi'-d-ete-rmin-ed-i-hqEý-f-in-ii-h-iDf yarn pulled 
into a loop, the final stitch length was determined mainly 
by the tension of the yam as it was fed to the needles. 
Using a fixed cam setting, it was shown that changes in 
yarn tension could alter the stitch length by as much as 
20%,, and an increase in tension always produced a smaller 
stitch length. 
Previous to Knapton's work a number of reasons had 
been suggested to explain this variation in stitch length 
(9). It was thought possible, for instancep that the 
needle was extending the yarn as it descended to the 
knitting point, especially with high yarn input tensions* 
Knapton showedq however, that the yarn would break before 
it could extend to give this 20% variation in stitch 
length. Another suggestion was that the inertia of the 
needle,, after the knitting point,, could fluctuate 
sufficiently to give a variation in stitch length. In 
this caseq often referred to as "needle fling"# the needle 
would tend to move further below the knitting point with 
low yarn tensions than with high yarn tensions; this 
would produce a variation in stitch length with the values 
of stitch length being greater than that predicted by the 
cam setting* 
Knapton showed that under all knitting conditions 'the 
actual stitch length was always less than the theoretical 
stitch lengthp predicted by the geometry of the needles an 
the stitch camq and was 20% less than the theoretical 
length at low yarn input tensions, and as high as 40% less 
under high input tensions. 
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To explain these observations it must be assumed that 
as the needle moves down the stitch cam to form a loop, 
some of the yarn in the loop is robbed from the previously 
formed loop. The reasons for the variation in stitch 
length with change in knitting tension can only be 
explained by "robbing-back". 
A method was shown for calculating the maximum yarn 
tensions$ developed in the knitting cycle, from the 
geometry of the knitting elements and the known values of 
yarn friction. These calculated values corresponded 
closely to the knitting performance of the yam. ror 
example,, the calculated maximum tensions of a waxed yarn 
were much lower than those of an unwaxed yarno When 
knitting the yarns the waxed yarn knitted satisfactorily 
but the unwaxed yarn produced holes in the fabric. The 
breaking load of the unwaxed yarn was measured and it 
proved to be lower than the calculated values of maximum 
tension. 
The positions of the maximum tensions in the knitting 
cycle had a larger bearing on the stitch length than their 
actual values. It was shown that the calculated stitch 
length, obtained from the geometry of the knitting 
elements at the positions of maximum tensionst corresponded 
closely to the actual measured stitch lengths in the 
fabric. 
The high maximum values of tension increased the effort 
required to rotate the machine and the wear on the knitting 
element and it was therefore considered important to see if 
reductions could be made in these values. 
Calculations made using a 600 cam system, as opposed to 
the 450 cam system showed, greatly reduced maximum tensions 
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due to a reduced number of yarn/metal contacts in the 
- knitting cycle, This was proved practically, as the reduced 
maximum tensions allowed a high friction yarn to knit more 
satisfactorily with a 600 cam system than with a 45 0 cam, 
In addition, it was shown that when using paraffin wax 
emulsion, a reduction in yarn friction value was obtained 
which resulted-in lower values of maximum tension., 
A torque measuring device was designed which could 
measure the effort required to rotate the machine when using 
different knitting conditions. It was mounted on the main 
driving shaft of the machine and any twist that developed in 
the shaft was detected and measured by a change in capacitance 
between two condenser plates. 
Several linear cams were made with angles ranging from 
45 0 to 65 0 and it was shown that the torque increased with 
an increase in the cam angle when the machine was rotating 
without yarn. The increase in torque was assumed to be due 
to the larger reactions of needle butt forces on the steeper 
cams* However. when a yarn was knitted it was observed 
that the torque was reasonably constant with an increase in 
cam angle. It was explained that the reduced maximum 
tension, due to less yarn/metal contacts, had balanced out the 
increased reaction of needle butts. 
It was suggested from these tests that an increase in 
cam angle from 450 to 65 0 might prove acceptable in practice 
iand that this increase could lead to twice the number of 
feeders that are fitted as standard on present-day machines. 
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It was pointed outll'howevers that certain problems 
arose from the use of steep angle cams; the running 
, forces of individual needles on the cam track increased 
rapidly with increase in cam angle and on starting the 
machine these forces were particularly high. 
It was suggested that inon-linear cam could be used 
to reduce these forces,, although it was appreciated that 
the curved shape would limit the number of feeders that 
could be fitted to the machine. However, it was 
suggested that a combination of the steep angledg curved 
cam and an increase in machine spesý would provide the 
same increases in rates of fabric production as those 
achieved with the steep angled linear cams* 
A parabolic curved cam was designed and madeq but 
the performance of this cam was not investigated through 
lack of available time, 
Wignall*s research ftO) 
This work included invpstigations into the effect of 
knitting variables on stitch length and machine forces. 
He devised a mechanical torque meter that worked by 
means of a spring-controlled peg attached to the drive of the 
machine. This moved a cam pointer when a change in torque 
occurred and appeared to give reliable resultso 
His work on a commercial 450 cam system showed that 
an increase in speed reduced the stitch length but increased 
the torque required to rotate the machine; with lower stitch 
cam settings$ which produce longer stitchese. a decrease in 
torque occurred. 
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On working with yarns having different characteristics 
such as yarm thickness, friction, extensibility, etc., it was 
seen that these properties had very little effect on the stitch 
length, although the torque increased with yarm thickness and 
with high friction yams. 
An analysis was also made on the forces at various 
positions in the knitting cycle, and it was seen that the 
proportion of forces at each position changed significantly 
with changes in knitting variables, The measurement of 
these resultant horizontal forces,, produced by the needlest 
was achieved by maintaining separate floating cams in 
equilibrium, using a spring balance. 
5. Purpose of Present Work 
This work is primarily concemed with investigations 
into increasing the rate of fabric production on circular 
weft knitting madhinery. 
In Phase Ig (Chapters 2- 5). non-lýnear CaM SYstems 
with controlled acceleration characteristics, are investigatedl. 
as it is considered that a combination of steeper angleds 
non-linear cams and higher circumferential machine speeds will 
not only provide satisfactory needle butt performance but also 
give increases in rates of fabric production. 
The work in Phase I compares the performance Of 
linear and non-linear cams, and includes I 
Calculations of the yarm tensions developed within 
the loop-forming portions of the various camss 
and a comparison of the measured and calculated 
stitch length values. 
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A comparison of the measured and calculated 
horizontal forces acting on the rýeedles with 
and without yarn supplied to the needle hooks. 
Calculations of the acceleration forces acting 
on the 4eedles and an assessment of the maximum 
machine speed, when using a non-linear came 
A comparison of stitch lengthq fabric appearance 
and needle butt performance,, for the various 
camso at speeds much greater than commercial 
speeds. 
Phase II of this work considers the possibility 
of increasing the rate of fabric production by reducing the 
amplitude of vertical needle movement (i. e. the distance 
between the clearing height-ind-the knitting point); a 
reduction of this amplitude would provide a shorter 
circumferential lingth'ýnd therefoi-i allow-more feeders to 
be fitted to the machine. This work (discussed in Chapter 6) 
includes : 
M Designs of new types of latch needle to givG 
reductions in latch motion. 
(ii) An application of a compound needle to a circular 
weft knitting machine. 
(Lii) An application of a lifting sinker motion to a 
circular weft knitting machine. 
CHAPTER 2 
-- .- -t- -, - -, -- -- CAM DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 
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CHAPTER 2 
CAM DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 
Preamble 
This chapter is concerned with the design and 
manufacture of the various cam systems used in Phase I of 
this work. 
A description of the design and construction of 
three non-linear cam systems and a specially shaped "straight 
and curved" cam system will be given; these cams have 
controlled acceleration characteristics and are designed for 
high speed knitting. 
In additiong two commercial-type linear cam systems 
have been constructed in order to compare their performance 
with that of the high speedg curved cam systemSe 
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A. General Design and Special Requirements for Hipýh Speed 
Knitting Cam Systems 
1. Non-linear cam system 
It has been indicated in Chapter 1 that the linear 
cam system used on most commercial machines would be 
unsuitable for knitting at speeds greater than commercial 
speedst since the positions wh. ere the needles change 
direction give instantaneous changes in acceleration (see 
rig, 5 As Bs C9 D) and this would eventually lead to 
needle butt breakage. 
For high speed knitting,, thereforeg it was considered 
that a non-linear cam was required which would provide 
complete control over the needle butt acceleration t the 
proposed shape of a non-Iinear cam suitable for the knitting 
action is shown in Fig. 6. 
Unfortunately when designing a non-linear cam it is 
insufficient to join straight lines with smooth curves* or 
even use circular arc curves, as these will not appreciably 
improve the acceleration characteristics of the cam system. 
If there is a sudden change in curvature. 1/p then there 
will be a dudden change in acceleration,, since -acceleration 
towards the centre of curvature is equal to v2/P, Great 
emphasis is placed upon the importance of controlled 
accelerationg as this characteristic is closely connected 
with the performance of a cam (11), The acceleration is 
proportional to the force that acts on the cam system andq 
therefore, a poor acceleration curve will cause dynamic 
disturbances which will be detected by the needle butts9 
whereas a good acceleration curve will give smooth needle 
butt action, 
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It will be shown later in this chapter how the leading 
edges of a non-linear cam were designed mathematically to 
give the necessary controlled acceleration. 
To take full advantage of a mathematical-design* the 
non-linear cam must be made with an upper and'lower profile 
designed to-ensure that the needle buttýis-positively- 
controlled throughout the knitting operation. With such 
a camg however, it would not be possible to fit the separate 
adjustable stitchýcam usually found on commercial machines$ 
since this would-immediately introduce the points of sudden 
accileratiop. and__therefore restrict the machine spee4s. 
It was important, therefore, to investigate alternative 
methods of obtaining a range of stitch lengths9 if the non- 
linear cams were to fulfil the requirements of a commercial 
machine. This aspect is discussed below. 
(i) Positive feed as a-stitch length controller 
some preliminary'experiments were made with a 450 linear 
cam system cn a Kirkland 81' diameter weft knitting machineg 
using positive feed as'the means of altering the stitch 
length. 
By feeding different known quantities of a 1128 worsted 
yarn to the needles, at a fixed cam s'ettings it was possible 
to assess the range of stitch lengths that c6uld be 
(btained under theseconditions. The results are given in 
Table I and they show that a 26% range of stitch length-ýcan 
be obtained before the tension'becomes high enough to break 
the yarn-(i. e. "above 25 gms), or low enough-tO cause 
'dropped stitches (i. e. below 3 gms). 
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TABix r 
Supplied Resulting 
Stitch Length Tension 
(ins) (gms) 
01189 3 
0.166 7 
0.147 13 
0.139 25 
It is to be expected that, when using a stronger man- 
made yarns, an even greater range of stitch length could 
be achieved, although a 26% range of stitch length 
represents a wide range in fabric construction and 
provides almost as-wide a range as would normally be used 
on any one commercial knitting machineý 
From these observations it seems possible that positive 
feed could be used to obtain a range of stitch length 
when uqing non-linear cams. 
Nal and cylinder adjustments as a stitch_length 
controller 
There are possibilities that 4 high yarn tension, such 
as the 25 gms observed in Table I. when using positive feed 
as the stitch length ControllerO might reduce the life of 
the needles, and cause wear on the cams* For instance$ the 
high tensions would. produce strains on the needle hooks as 
the needles moved down the stitch cam to form a loop and# 
at the same time,, high forces would be acting on the butts 
which would tend to wear the cams. 
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If this'proved to be a serious problem on the plain 
knitting machine (i. e. cylinder only), modifications to 
the design of the machine could be made to provide a 
vertical adjustment of the cylinder with respect to the 
knitting cams, This'vertical adjustment would enable 
a range of stitch length to be obtained. 
If the knitting machine were of the dial and cylinder 
type then no modifications to the machine would be 
necessary, as a range of stitch length could be achieved 
by an adjustment of the height of the dial above the 
cylinder -a facility which is already provided on these 
machines. 
"Straight and curved" cam system 
An important aspect of non-linear cams is that they 
must be Constructed with carefully chosen techniques to give 
a high degree of accuracy, if the conditions of controlled 
acceleration are to be achieved. It was realised that the 
most critical points were those where the needle butts meet 
the stitch cam and upthrow cam (i, e, F and G see Figs 6)9 
since a discontinuity in the acceleration curves at these 
points would result in high impact forces of the needle 
butts on the cam track. 
In view of the possibility of the commercial machine 
builders not having the time or facilities to achieve the 
necessary high accuracy, it was considered to be worthwhile 
investigating an additional type of curved cams whose 
performance would not be completely dependent upon the 
accuracy with which it was made. 
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a cam system were fitted with low-angled ramps 
at the points. F and G. Th9n the im act forces on the needle 
butts would be low and consequently. the perfomance of the 
cam would not be seriously affected; the remaining portions 
of the cam system. would be designed with mathematically 
curved shapes, The proposed shape of this, cam is shown 
in Fig. 7 with low angles at K and L. and will be described 
throughout the thesis as a "straight and curved" cam. 
Experiments, with a linear cam, discussed in more detail 
in Chapter 5. showed that the needle butts were held against 
the upper face of the stitch cam by the tension In the yarn 
during loop formationg and this tension also caused the butts 
to move upwards after the knitting point by approximately 
1/32". 
It was considered that if the portion after-the knitting 
point were cut away,, to allow the needle butts to take up 
their natural position-, the forces acting on the butts would 
be reduced. A relieved portion was therefore incorporated 
in the design of the "straight and curved" cam(prig, 7). 
It may be observed that since this cam system has low- 
angledq straight line ramps at the top and bottom of the 
stitch cam portion, it would be possible to incorporate a 
separate adjustable stitch cam. The mathematical design 
and construction of the*straight and curved! cam is shown 
later in this chapter. 
3. Some Aspects concerming, both Non-Linear and "Straight 
and Curved" Cams 
(L) Circumferent al length 
The obvious disadvantage of non-linear or "straight 
and curved" cams is that for a given maximum Cam angleg 
a curve requires a longer circumferential length to 
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produce a particular vertical displacement of the 
needle than does a linear cam. Howeverg since the 
acceleration would be controlled in the non-linear 
cams and in the curved portions of the straight and 
curved cam, g, much higher maximum knitting speeds were 
anticipated, and these increases in speed might be 
sufficient to providb significant increases in rates 
of fabric production, 
The straight and curved cam system has a disadvantage 
when compared with the non-linear camg-in that the low- 
angled ramps would necessitate an even longer circum- 
ferential length. However, it was. hoped-that the 
increased speeds achieved through having low sudden 
acceleration forces would still allow substantial 
increases in rates of production to be made over those 
of the linear camss even though these increases would 
not be as high as those of the non-linear cams* On 
the other handq it was considered possible that poor 
accuracyq when manufacturing the non-linear camse, 
would lead to the strciight and curved cam: becoming a 
better high speed cam. 
(ii) The Life of the Cams and the Needles 
other important aspects of performance* which depend 
to some extent on-the shape of the cam system* are 
those of wear on the cams and the life of the needles* 
it is well known that at the points of the commercial 
cam which have high sudden acceleration forcesp the 
needles tend to bounce causing wear (12) and even grooves 
in the cam. Also the continuous bouncing of the needle 
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eventually weakens the butt and it breaks off. it 
was hoped that controlled acceleration cam systems 
would reduce this wear on the cams and also extend 
the life of the needle butts. 
The other parts of the needle which are continually 
being overworked are the latch, the latch pivot and 
the hook. The commercial cam sYstemg with its points 
of high sudden acceletation, offers no real control 
over the motion of the latch; consequently the 
continual flinging open of the latch and rapid closing 
of the latch on to the hook can eventually lead to 
bent latches and hooks and latch pivot fatigues 
It was hoped that the controlled acceleration cam 
systems would give smoother latch movement and 
subsequently give a longer needle life. 
(iii) Special racilities for stitch length adjustments 
For a complete set of experimental resultst it was 
considered important to be able to set the non-linear 
cam systems at different vertical heights and henceg, 
obtain a range of stitch lengths in this way as well 
as by using positive feed as a stitch length controller. 
All the cams were designed$ therefore, to fit to the 
same cam section which was slotted to allow for this 
vertical adjustment. 
The straight and curved cam was intended as a cam 
system that had individual stitch cam adjustment. 
Howevers, for the purpose of this work it was more 
convenient to make the cam with complete upper and lower 
tracks, U. 'e. no separate pieces) and obtain a range of 
$ 
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stitch lengths in the same way as with the non-linear 
cams. If the straight and curved cam proved to be 
successful as a high speed cam, only small modifications 
to the design would be necessary to convert this cam to 
give a separate adjustable stitch cam, if this were 
required. These modifications would be unlikely to 
affect the performance of the cam. 
B. General Cam Design 
A complete study of general cam design has been made 
by Rothbart (11) and this proved invaluable in finding the 
most suitable mathematical curve for the non-linear and 
straight and curved knitting machine cam systems. 
An examination of some well known basic and advanced 
curves is shown below, and it will be illustrated that the 
suitability of a particular curve depends to a large extent 
on the shape of the acceleration curvet and also on the 
actual displacement motion required, 
The various displacement motions which are examined 
in this section are su=arized below and shown in rig* S. 
Dwell-rise-dwell (D. R. D. ). 
Dwell-rise-return-dwell (D. R. R. D. )* 
Rise-return-rise (R, R, R, ), 
1. Characteristics of Some Basic Curves 
Dwell-Rise-Dwell Curves 
(i) Linear or Constant Velocity Curve 
It has already been emphasised that the linear cam is 
normally used for the cam design of the loop-forming 
action in knitting machinery, This is a simple 
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polynomial curve giving the smallest length for a given 
rise.. During the rise the rate of change of displace- 
ment is uniform. the velocity constants and the 
acceleration is zero. At the ends of the curve there 
is an instantaneous change in velocity giving a 
theo reticalyinfinite acceleration which transmits a 
large shock to the needle butts. This curve can only 
be used at low speeds with small maximum angles 
(a. Fig. 9). 
(ii) Straight-Line Circular Arc Curve 
This curve is also used for the cam design of the 
loop-formLng action in commercial knitting machinery* 
It has radii between the dwell and rise giviýg 
improvement over the straight line curve. Howevers 
there are still large acceleration values at the ends 
of the curvel, which prevent it from being used at much 
higher speeds than the linear cam. (bo Fig. 9). 
(iii) Parabolic. Constant Acceleration Curve 
This polynomial curve has constant positive and , 
negative acceleration with a lower maximum acceleration 
value than any other curve, This often misleads designers 
into thinking that it is the best curvep whereas due to the 
sudden changes in acceleration at the ends and at the 
transition point - or point of maximum angle - which cause 
vibration and wear, it is probably one of the worst curves 
for high speeds. It is only suggested for moderate or 
low speed cams. (c. Fig. 9). 
-, --r 
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(iv) Simple Harmonic Motion Curve 
This trigonometric curve is often used because it 
is simple to understand and construct. The basis of 
the harmonic curve is the projection (on a diameter), 
of the constant angular velocity movement of a point on 
the circumference of a circle, The movement is similar 
to that of a swinging pendulum* this curve is an 
improvement over the above curves, but since the change 
in accelerýtion is abrupt at the ends this design of 
cam is unsuitable for high speeds. (dq Fig. 9). 
(v) Double Harmonic Motion Curve 
This curve is composed of the difference between two 
harmonic curves,, one being one-quarter of the amplitude 
and twice the frequency of the other. 
The rate of acceleration change at the beginning of 
the displacement curve is smaller than that, ofthe simple 
harmonic motion curves but it requires a longer cam to 
give the same vertical displacement. Also there is a 
larger sudden change in acceleration at the end of this 
curve than in the simple harmonic motion curves which 
prevents it from being used for high speeds, However# 
it is frequently used in dwell-rise-return-dwell cams 
as there are then no abrupt changes in acceleration and 
it can therefore be used at high speeds in this instance. 
(e, Fig. 9). 
(vi) Cycloidal Curve 
This trigonometric curve is produced from-the locus 
of a point on a circle which is rolled on a straight 
line, There are no sudden changes in acceleration at 
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the ends of this curve, and if these ends can be 
manufactured accurately it is the best cam for high 
speeds. (f. Fig. 9). 
(vii) Sunmary of the Characteristics of the Basic 
Dwell-Rise-Dwell Curves 
From the brief description of the basic D. R. D. curves 
it is observed that all the curves, apart from the 
cycloidal, produce sudden acceleration at the ends of 
the cams causing high shock, vibration and wear, which 
makes them unsuitable for high speeds. The cycloidal 
cam,, however$ has a smooth, continuous acceleration curve 
and therefore Is the most suitable for high speeds, It 
will be shown later how this curve was used in the design 
of the "straight and curved" cam., 
(b) Basic Curves Applied to Dwell-Rise-Retum-Dwell and 
Rise-Return-Rise Motion 
D. R, R, D, Curves 
An interesting feature when basic curves are applied 
to the D, R, R*Do motion is that the cycloidal curveg which 
has been shown to be the best dwell-rise-dwall camg now 
exhibits a sudden change in the acceleration curve at the 
maximum rise point. (Fig. 10). This gives a sudden 
change in pulse and makes it unsuitable for high speeds 
in dwell-rise-return-dwell camsq since vibration and 
hence wear would occur at the maximum rise point (1-1) 
The simple harmonic motion and the parabolic curves 
have continuous acceleration at the maximum rise pointq 
but they still exhibit the sudden change in acceleration 
at the ends. 
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The most suitable curve for sy=etrical D. R. R. D. 
cams is the double harmonic curve which now has a 
continuous acceleration curve throughout the motion, 
and later it will be shown how this curve was also 
used in the design of the "straight and curved" cam. 
(ii) Symmetrical Rise-Returm-Rise Cams 
This motion (Fig, 11) has no dwells and a simple 
harmonic curve can be used as this will give continuous 
displacement, velocity and acceleration characteristics. 
This shape could be used to produce a. multi-feeds high 
speed cam system. 
2. Characteristics of Advanced Curves 
Basic curves are easy both to-construct and analyse 
and areg thereforeg frequently used in cam design, Howeverg 
with stopped cams or unsymmetrical cams9 such as the knitting 
cams basic, curves are often inadequate. as the characteristic 
curves of displacement* velocity and acceleration may require 
modification. In these cases more advanced curves are 
necessary. 
When designing moderate to high speed camss 
irrespective of whether the cam is a symmetrical D. R. D. cam 
or a complicated unsymmetrical stepped cams the character- 
istics of the cam are usually selected so as to provide : 
M continuous displacement,, velocity and acceleration; 
(ii) lowest maximum acceleration value; 
(iii) rate of change of acceleration (i. e. Pulse) which 
is not too large, 
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A finite pulse is a critical factor in designing 
high speed cam systems, An infinite pulse (i. e. a discon- 
tinuous acceleration curve) could lead to serious vibration 
effects of the needle butt motion in the cam system, The 
aim for good performance is to have a finite pulse with a 
value which is not too large. 
Advanced curves are considered here in two ways : 
(a) Combination of Basic Curves. 
(b) Polynomial equations, 
(a) Combination of Basic Curves 
Any combination of basic curves may be used to give 
the good acceleration characteristics necessary for high 
speed cams. When combining basic curvesq the curved 
portions must be joined with the same slope (i. e. tangentially) 
to give continuous displacement and velocity curves - with 
high speed cams the acceleration curve should also be 
continuous., 
A further examination of the cycloidal D. R, R, D. cam 
will show the effect of using combinations of basic curves* 
It was stated that the sudden change in acceleration 
curve at the maximum rise point would prevent this curve from 
being used at high speeds* This sudden change in'the 
acceleration curve can be eliminated, howeverg by combining 
the parabolic curve with the cycloidal curve at the maximum 
rise point (see Fig, 12). To do this the desired boundary 
conditions of vertical acceleration are fitted into the form- 
ulae for parabolic and cycloidal curves# and the new curve 
portion is then calculated. In the case of unsymmetrical 
cams or stepped cams, the mathematics become very involvedg 
when using the method of combinations of basic curves* as 
many simultaneous equations have to be solved. 
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'Polynomial Equations 
The method of solution by polynomial equations is more 
appropriate for unsymmetrical cam design, since this method 
is easier, more direct and more accurate than the method of 
combining basic'curves (13), 
An examination of Fig. 13 shows a diagram of the 
displacement curve for a dwell-rise-dwell cam,, where the 
horizontal displacement is x and the vertical displacement 
is Y, The displacement curve is defined by the polynomial 
equation of the form 
yZC0+C lý'+ 
C2X 2+ ____ cnxn 664 (1) 
ý 
The vertical velocity (dy/dt) 11 acceleration 
(d2y/dt2) 
and pulse-Wý/dt3) of the needle are therefore given by 
Vertical V61ocity a 
dy 
a 
dy dx VA 
dt dx Y* I it- dx 
where v-is the constant horizontal velocity, of the needle. 
Vertical acceleration a d2 v2d2 a- 
, -4 dt 
iiý 
and Vertical pulse =d 
v3d3 
dt '23 
'2 
Because v is a constantg the boundary conditions may be 
written in terms of derivatives with respect to x, which are 
easily calculated from a polynomial equation of the type Me 
ror convenience,, derivatives with respect to x will be denoted 
by primesq e. g. y' z 
dx 
It will be shown later that the characteristics of the 
polynomial curve depend upon which boundary conditions are 
chosen for control. The number of boundary conditions used 
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determine the number of terms in the polynomial equation andq 
as the number of terms becomes higher the initial and final 
displacement of-the curve becomes slower T greater accuracy 
is therefore necessary at the end points of the curves 
(i) Dwell-Rise-Dwell Curveusingr Polynomials 
Any curve can be dupl#ated closely# mathematicallys 
using polynomial equations; an example of this is given 
below in which polynomial equations have been used to 
give curve characteristics that are very similar to the 
cycloidal curveo 
An examination of the cycloidal D, R. D. curve 
has shown that the velocity and acceleration values are 
zero at the ends of the curve, this being extremely 
important for a high speed cam system, To provide 
similar curve characteristics when using polynomial 
equations,, boundary conditions of vertical velocity and 
vertical acceleration equal to zero must be used in the 
calculation, 
From an examination of Fig. 14(1), which illustrates a 
D*R. D, displacement motion$ the necessary boundary 
conditions at positions A and B may be written down, 
At B9 xa 00 yx ho y' a o, yll 0. 
At A. x= dq yz 09 yt z o. y" 0. 
Ass=e yC0+Y+c2 X2 +C3 X3 + C4X4 + C5X5. 
Then, yl C1+ 2C 2x+ 3C 3x 
2+ 4C4x3 + 5CSX4 
3 y" 2C 2+ 6C3x + 12C4X2 + 20C, x 
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Substituting the, boundary conditions and solving the 
resulting equations gives 
yah_ 
10h 
x3 + 
15h 
X4 _ 
6h 
X5 dy d; dT 
Therefore 
1- 10 hddd 
The curves of velocity,, acceleration and pulse may be 
obtained from the above equation. Plotting these 
curves (see Fig: 14(11)) shows that the characteristics 
are very similar to the cycloidal and; therefore# this' 
cam could be used_for high speeds. 
Li Dwell-Rise-k0turn-Dwell Curve using PolynomLa; _; 
quat ons 
When two cycloidal dwell-rise-dwell curves are joined 
together to give a'dwell-rise-return-dwell motionip there 
is a sudden change in the acceleration"6urve at the 
maximum rise point (see Fig. 10). This change in the 
acceleration curve may be av9idedg when using polynomial 
equ4ttonsq, by fitting a boundary condition of Y"' 0 
at the maximum rise point. 
Examination of Fig. 15 shows a dwell-rise-raturn-dwell 
motion, and the boundary conditions for the dwell-rise 
portion CD are 
At D9 x= 09 y= h9 yt = Os Y"' 0' 0; 
At C9 xa do y= 09 yt = 09 Y11 z 0, 
The basic polynomial equation required is" 
yVC0+C lx + C2 x2 + C3x3 + C4x4 +C5 X5 
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Substituting boundary conditions and solving the 
resulting simultaneous equation gives 
0-2 2E Y- 
_L h13 
QdD 5 UP4 - -13 
((d)5 
20 + 20- 40 (2E)4 
h Td dd edl a Td- d 
20 60 (X 2 160 3 
id- 2 'r --id7 ý 
2d11) 
- -337 d) 
I fit= 120(j) 
_ 
480(2i2 
h dl d -3 -Adf d)- 
To calculate the return-dwell ciirve (D. E. ) the actual 
value of acceleration at the maximum rise point D, 
obtained from formula (2), is used as a boundarY 
condition for curve DE. 
In this way the two curves CD and DE. will be joined 
at position. D with a continuous acceleration curve., 
_jhe 
procedure given above, will be used to provide 
a continuous acceleration curve for the non-linear 
knitting cam system* This is discussed in the following 
section. 
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C. S2ecific Cam Des1pn for the Knitting Cam Systems used in 
this Work 
Calculations for the Non-Linear Cams using, Polynomial 
Equations 
(a) Introduction 
It was realised from the examination of basic and 
advanced curves given in Section B,, that the best method 
of obtaining a displacement curve, with controlled 
acceleration characteýistics. for the knitting action, 
was to use polynomial equations. 
An examination, of Fig. 16 shows the general shape of 
the non-linear displacement curve for the knitting action, 
where Er is the clearing cam, FG the stitch caml and GH 
the upthrow came. 
The principal dimensions (h and d) of each part of the 
cam are shown an this diagram. 
When calculating the displacement curve by the method 
of polynomial equationsg it was necessary to consider the 
curves EF9 FG and GH separately, It was essential* 
however, that the boundary conditions of displacementg 
velocitylo acceleration and pulse agreed at the positions 
F and G, thus ensuring that the above curve characteristics 
were continuous thropgbout the knitting action. A summary 
of the mathematical procedure for calculating the separate 
parts of the knitting action is given below. 
N 
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(b) Mathematical Procedure 
(L) Clearing Can (Er) 
This curve is shown separately in (a), rig. 16, and 
the boundary conditions at'E and r1hay be written down as 
follows, 
At Es xmd, » 
--i -At 
F, x z-0, 
yco, p Y, =ob y"no. 
h le 00 yttt Z 00 
The polynomial equation is of the form 
C2+C3 IC4 + C5X5, 0+c 1ý + C2v* 3x+ C4 
Substituting the boundary conditions and solving the 
resulting simultaneous equations gives the following 
displacement equation for the clearing cams 
10 2 
S. 
4 
3d1 dý) - '31 
(d 
(ii) Stitch Cam (FG). 
To join the clearing cam and stitch cam together the 
velocityq acceleration and pulse values at the clearing 
height r must be the same. The boundary conditions at 
ro (b), rig, 160 mayq thereforeq be written down as 
follows : 
At F. xzd 2' y= h2' yo a 09 Y11 a Q* yott 2 
0,0 
where Q is the vertical acceleration value at the clearing 
height and is obtained from the second derivative Of 
formula (3). when xa0. 
At position G the boundary conditions areg 
At Ge xm 00 yx ob y, a 00 y#II a oe 
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The polynomial equation is of the formt 
6 yaC0+C? + C2x 2+C x3 + C4 X4 +C5 X5 +C 
substituting the boundary conditions and solving the 
resultipg simultaneous equations gives the following 
displacement equation for the, stitch cam 
+ _q 
d222Qd24 
)+2+ h2h2 2 
(5 
2 72- 2) 
ý6 +3 Qd22 (I S) +Q2 L' 6 (4) ' 
) 
72- 
) 
d 2' 
-h2 
#d 
2 
(iii) Upthrow Cam (GH) 
To join the stitch cam and upthrow cam together the 
velocityO acceleration and pulse values at the knitting 
point G must be the same. The boundary conditions at 
position G ((c), Fig. 16) may therefore be written down 
as follows : 
At G. x r- d 3' ya 09 yl a 09 yll x Ro y 
111 = 00 
where R is the vertical aýceleration value at the knitting 
point and is obtained from the second derivative of 
formula (4) 9 when xxo. 
At position H the boundary conditions are : 
At H, xx 01, yz h39 y' - 0# yll c 
The polynomial equation is of the forms, 
yxC0+ Ce +C2 X2'+ C3 X3 +C4 X4 +C5 X5 +C6 X60 
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Substituting the boundary conditions and solving the 
resulting simultaneous equations gives the following 
displacement equation for the upthrow cam. 
d23 11 d2 (20 
- 2R 3+ 
(45 
-2R3 h3) 
(2dE )") rd3) 
33 
3 
r3 
- 
(36 
- SR 
d 32)fx ý5 
ý; 
3 
Cd 
3) 
10 _ 
AR d 2) (x 3 
2 r- 1! 3) 3 
0** (5) 
To Establish Actual Values of h and d for the Knitting 
Action 
The distance from the running position to the maximum 
clearing height (i. e, hl, see Fig. 16)6 is the distance 
necessary for the needle to rise and clear the loop off the 
latch. The distance from the clearing position to the knitting 
point (i. e. h 2) is the necessary downward movement of the needle 
for the old loop to ride ovek the latch and pull through an 
average sized new loop below the top of the knitting cylinder. 
The distance from the knitting point back to the running position 
(h 3) 
is the upward needle movement necessary to make the new loop 
hold open the latch, The value of h2 was obtained from the 
dimensions of the latch needleg and to provide a symmetrical cam 
system the running positions E and H (see rig. 16) were 
positioned midway between the clearing height and the knitting 
point, so that hl equals hV The value of h2 was measured and 
found to be 2/311. Thus, h1ah3= 1/3". 
It has been shown that the formulae for the non-linear 
displacement curves are designed to give continuous displacementg 
velocity and acceleration characteristics throughout the 
knitting action* Howevcjr,, in order to obtain the best high 
(4 
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speed characteristics* such as small acceleration values with 
relatively small pulse values, it was necessary to substitute 
different values of d19d2 and d3 into the respective formulae,, 
for the clearingg stitch and upthrow cams, and then to plot 
out the values of the curve characteristics. 
Since the calculations for just one set of d values 
(e. g. d1a0.5"9 d2=0,8"9 d3x0.511) proved to be such a 
lengthy procedureq it was considered worthwhile to, make a 
computer programme of the formulas. 
As an example of some of the computer resultsio a 
comparison of four ratios of d values is given in Fig. 171, 
where the values of di and d3 are fixeds but d2 is varied,, 
ViZ2 
d 0.52" d2u o"601, d3a0.52" 
d 0.52" d2a0,6611 d3a0.52" 
d 0.52" d2 ra 0,7510 d3a0.5211 
d 0.5211 d2a1,0511 d3x0.5211 
,, The displacement ratio (iv) which has the greatest 
value of d2 is unsuitable for the knitting action since it has 
a large dip on both sides of the knitting point,, which would 
introduce high knitting tensions during loop formation. In 
addition* the acceleration curve has a corresponding dip which 
would be undesirable for high speeds. 
The other ratios (i) and (iii) prdvide acceptable 
displacement and acceleration characteristicss although the 
maximum acceleration value of ratio (i) is higher than that 
of ratio (ii) at the knitting point, and the acceleration curve 
of the ratio (iii) is slightly higher than-that of (ii) at the 
end of the upthrow cam. 
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- It was considereds therefores that the,, ratio with the 
best high speed characteristics was ratio (We i. e* 
d1n0.521's d2=,, 0,66", d' 3 a-0.5211. and this was. chosen for 
the non-linear cam system used in this work, The 
characteristics, -. of displacement, velocity# dcceleration and 
pulse-for this ratig-are shown enlargedýin Fig. lGe--, 
To obtain the maximum slopd for any part of the camp 
the following procedure may be used., The slope of the cam is 
given by +t -2 hence''he mikimum dlope 'occurs when d 0. 
dx 
For examples for the clearing cam, (formula 3)9 
d)4 
10 lex N2+ 51 
Yh5 3d 
Hence 
'h LO 
+ 
20 (x 
3 
40 
4) 
y 3d, dýý 3d 
and 
y" 
2q 
+ 
60 2 160 
3d 172 d) 3d72 
r 
The maximum slope occurs at the value of x obtained by 
equating the last expression to zeros ioea 
when 2.3i- 
+3d dýl) "s 0 d) 
the solutions of this equation are 
2E 2E z1" 
A-3 
d1d1 16 
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The first of these solutions refers to the point E (Fig. 18) 
where the velocity attains a mathematical maximum, of zerot 
Lje; the slope is zero* The solution x (1 - 
6-3) is 
d 16 
outside the range of the cam. The remaining solution 
x (1 + 4-3) a 0.4216 gives the position of-the-maximum 
d1 16 
slope of the cam. 
The maximum slope itself can be obtained from the 
equation for Y' above. if eM is the maximum angle we have 
- tan 0 
dy 
M dx 
x=0.4216dq 
- tan 
h1 
-10 (0.4216) + 200.42103 - 
4Q, (0.4216)4 
m T1,3 3 
Since h1x0,33 and (for example) d 0.52., this gives 
- tan 0mx-1,6 3.15 
Hence 6M a 48 0 61, 
when the stitch cam is considered, the polynomial equation is 
of the 6th order and* consequently, its second derivative is 
of the 4th order; in order to find the'ýosition of the maximum 
slope of the stitch cam it is therefore necessary to solve a 
quadratic equation and this is not usually considered worth- 
while@ 
However& measurement of the clearing cam angle from 
rig. 18 gives an angle of 49 0 which is within 2% of the 
calculated value for the clearing cam. It was consideredq 
therefore* that the maximum cam angles of the non-linear cam 
could be obtained by accurate measurements* 
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rrom rig. 18, the maximum angle measured for the 
clearing, stitch and upthrow cams were 4909 57 0 and 49 0 
respectively. 
For this work it was desirable to compare the 
performance of three non-linear knitting cam systems when 
using different maximum angles. To obtain three non-linear 
cams it was convenient to plot the displacement points for 
ratio (ii) on alternatively a shorter or longer horizontal 
base. 
The measured maximum angles of the clearing# stitch 
and upthrow cams for the non-linear cams designed for this 
work are given below : 
ClearinF Stitch Upthrow 
Cam Cam Cam, 
44 0 52 0 44 0 
49 0 57 0 49 0 
54 0 62 0 54 0 
and for convenience'the cams are subsequently referred to by 
the maximum angles of the stitch cam, ie, (a) 520 non-linear 
(b) 570 non-linearg (c) 620 non-linear. 
2, Calculations for the "straight and curved" cam usinv 
basic curves and Polynomial equations. 
The loop-forming shape for the "straight and curved" 
cam is shown in Fig. 196 and suitable basic curves and a 
polynomial curve were chosen to give a controlled acceleration 
curve. 
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Each cam portion was taken separately and the method 
of calculation is summarised below. 
(i) ClearinO, Cam6, --- 
The clearing cam is essentially a dw6ll-rise-dwell 
curves It has been shown that for this motion excellent 
acceleration characteristics may be obtained using the 
qycloidalýcurvee' 
The equation for the cycloidal curvet given belowt 
is well known t 
h1 21ral 
Yx :W -i sin ins. 
where az angle of cam rotation (degrees), 
a maximum angle of cam rotation (degrees). 
The displacement curve of the clearing cam (i K., rig. 19) 
may be written in terms of x and d. 
IF , 
11, 
d1 
1xI. 
-1 sin 2w 1 il- 000 
The characteristics of velocity and acceleration for this 
curve have been shown previously in Fig. 9. 
Stitch Cam 
The stitch cam was provided'with a low angled start 
for two reasonse If any inaccuracy occurred at the top 
of the clearing cam (K) the acceleration of the needle 
butt would not be zero, as predicted by the mathematics 
of the cycloidal curves and the needles would tend to fly 
off the top of the clearing cam with a fairly high 
acceleration* It was important, therefore, for the 
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ne'edle butts' to-meet the stitch cam with a low impact$ 
and this'would only be achieved if the start-of the 
cam vere very slow, 
With a low . angled st . art to ilia stit ch cam there was 
n6 regson why a separate adjustable stitch cam should 
not be usedo since the, needle butt would meet the slow 
start when the ptitch cam was set to different vertical 
depths. 
If an adjustable stitch cam were to be fitted,, then' 
a 10 - 150 ramp could be used to start the curve; this 
could be joindd by it stitch cam calculýted from poly- 
nomial equations''to provide the fall to the knitting 
point. 
In the design used for this work a separate adjustable 
stitch cam was unnecessary and therefore it was more, 
convenient to use a double harmonic curve to provide 
the slow start at K and the fall to the knitting point. 
The-double harmonic curve gives a slower start than 
any other basic curveq but has a finite acceleration 
value at the end which reduces its popularity as a dwell- 
rise-dwell cam for most applications. -, 
Howeverg in the particular case of loop-formingg 
experiments mentioned in Section A have shown that the 
tensiorsof the yarn. as a new loop is formedq are 
sufficiently hijh to hold the needle butt against the 
upper face of the stitch cam during the downward traverses 
and are high'enough to make the butts rise slightly after 
the knitting point. Consequentlyq it is expected that 
the finite acceleration values provided by the double 
harmonic cam will be counteracted by the yarm tensions 
- -, 47'- 
durin& knittingi, and: this will prevent "the ý. naedle 'butts 
from flying, offithe--stitch-cat at'the kxiittln&ýIpoint. 
Th a double harmciic curve . comprises the difference 
between,. twoisimple harmonic curvesq, one beLng'jýof'the 
amplitudecandotwicaý, the, frequency of the, other*`ý`- 
ion ior the double harmonic displacement 
curve is given as I 
-, Cos 0 
'41 
C, s 
10-2)] 
-I 
e4 "ýI,, I 
The displacemint-curve I of the stitch cam (K Lg, Fig. 19)9 
may be-written in terms of x -and d 
hx1x (7) y ý2 -. COS T -2 cos 2W, 
2 
'd d 2 -2, 
The chýLracteristics of the'velocity'a-nd-accolaration for 
this curve have been shown previousiy in rig, 9. 
Upthrow Cam 
When the needle butts leave the, stitch cam it is 
important that they meet the upthrow cam with a fairly 
low impact force; the start of the upthrow cam is there- 
fore provided-with-a low angled ramp. The ramp is also 
a necessitywhen-a separate adjustable stitch caM is 
being used,, as It-will ensure the same low impact to the 
needle butts whatever the stitch cam setting. 
The 10 0 ramp is shown in rig, 19 with dimensions h3 
and d where ha0.097 ins. and d=0,543 ins* and 333 
the ramp is Joined by a curve calculated from polynomial 
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equations* - it 'i4as I easier to use, polynomial, equations 
than basic curves because of 'the initial velocity of 
the needles at the. end of the ramp. 
The upthrow cam MN is shown-separately in Fig. 19 
and the boundary conditions at M and N may be written 
down as follows t 
At M x a, 0# yxh 46 YI 3 00 ytl 3 0' 
At Nd h3 10 ytt x 04 40 y" 011 YI - d3 
Polynomial equation is in the form, 
yvC0+C 1ý + C2x 
2+Ce3+ C4X4 + C5X5* 
Substituting the boundary conditimp and solving the' 
rpsulting s#ultaneous equations giVe3 the following 
displacement equation for the upthrow cam t 
hh il 0+43. d4 3+ ý5 +7 3' . .4xN 
4- 
4h 
)(d 
h -r3 
4 
ýA4) 73 
4 
144 
_ý. 
h3.44 
>+ 6). (X ý5466 (8) 
ý7 3 g4 ý- 
d4) 
For the design of the straight and curved cam values 
of h1a0,33"9 h2a0.66119 and h4a0,238" were used in 
the respective formulae 6.7 and B. and values of djo d2 
and d4 were chosen to give a maximum angle of 550 for the 
clearingg stitch and upthrow cams. 
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3. Desinn of Comercial T _vpe 
Cam Systems 
IV is known that commercial cam systems have, maximum 
angles ranging between*45 0 and 550: Ii was therefore 
decided to design and make two linear cams with maximum 
angles of 450 and 55 0', 
Although comeraal cams are usually fitted with 
separate adjustable stitch cams, It vas more convenient to 
make these cams from-complete pieces of steel, s so that they 
could be fitted on to the same-section as the non-linear and 
the straight and -curved -cams .-A range of stitch length was 
obtained by lowering or raising the compl3te cam system-in 
the slots of the cam sectiong in the same way as the curved 
camse 
Thi cams, in other respects, were similar to most 
commercial cams producing plain knitted fabric. They were 
designed with straight lines and slight curvatures at the 
leading edges. 
The dimensions of the cams were obtained from the 
length-of the needle latch and the distance from the running 
position to the top of the cylinder, as with the curved cams9 
hlo h2 and h3 equalled 1/3% 2/3" and 1/3" respectivelOg 
and the circumferential lengths were equivalent to those of 
commercial cams. 
D. Method of Manufacturing Cams 
1. introduction 
Six cam systems were made for this work : 
(a) Three "non-linear" cams with maximum stitch cam anglOs 
of 52 09 57 0 and 62 0. respectively* The cam profiles 
were calculated from polynomial equations and were 
- so-. - 
designed to give continuous acceleration characteristics. 
(b) One "straight andýcuryed" cam with a maximum angle of 
55 0 for, each cam portion, This cam profile was 
calculated from basic curves and polynomial equationsp 
and was designed to give controlled acceleration 
characteristics. 
(c) Two "linear" cams with maximum angles of 45 0 and 550 
respectively. These cam profiles are-similar to 
commercial cams and were used for comparison with the 
curved cams; -- they were designed with straight lines 
and curved edges, 
It was realised that the degree of success of these 
cams$ as high speed systems, would largely depend upon the 
accuracy with which they were made, Consequentlyq the 
techniquesfor making the cams were chosen carefully to ensure 
the best possible accuracy with the facilities available, 
Even so* it was not expected to attain the accuracy necessary 
to give the calculated theoretical characteristics. It was 
suggesteds howeverg that an inaccurately made polynomial curves 
with theoretical continuous acceleration, would probably give 
bett6r high speed performance then, for examples an in- 
accurately made simple harmonic motion curve. which already 
has a theoreticAl sudden change in acceleration at the ends. 
Another justification for using sophisticated theoretical 
designs for these cams, is that it seems likely thatt over 
the next few years, more accurate camming machinery will 
become availableg which will permit cams to be more accurately 
produced to a theoretical outline. 
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2. Making Master Cams 
To obtain the best accuracy possible in constructing 
the cams, master cams six times actual cam size were made for 
all six cam systems. These were used on a profile milling 
machine with a 6: 1 reduction, to reproduce the cam profiles* 
This technique is often-used, as high accuracy can be achieved 
in producing a large master cam; also any errors which are 
made will be reduced. six times when milling the actual cam 
profile. 
To make the master cams the mathematical displacement 
points for each of the six cam systems were plotted out on 
graph paper, thus providing the leading edges of the cam 
profile, The mating curves were then obtained by measuring 
off the width of the needle butt (six times'actual size)s 
from each leading edge at frequent -intervals 9 axid joining 
these points with a smooth curve, The upper and lower 
profiles were cut out accurately and attached to 1/3.210 
aluminium sheeting. 
A thin line was scribed around the paper piofile in 
order to reproduce the profile accurately on to the aluminium 
sheet* The aluminium profile was cut out, using a band saw 
to follow the scribed line closely, and was then filed 
carefully to the line and finally polished with fine grain 
emery paper to give a smooth edge. 
3. Material used for making Cams 
A trial cam was made with mild steel and the profile 
edge was hardened by carbonising. With this methodl, howeverg 
it proved difficult to obtain a hard edge throughout the 
profiles owing to the problem of getting an even layer of 
carbon on to the sloping tracks. 
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The material finally chosen for making the cam systems 
was a special oil-hardened cast steel. Although this material 
gave an adequate hardness to the profile edge$ it also became 
hardened over the whole cam system, unlike the carbonising 
method which only hardened the actual profile edge. 
Consequently,, great care had to be taken in Qding the cams 
to the cam sectionp to reduce the chances of cracking when the 
cams were clamped down, To prepare the material for cam 
making, the cast steel was ground to a thickness of 0.38". 
Rectangles were then milled to give a suitable width and a 
correct cam length of 3.375 inches. 
4, Profile Milling 
The ideal profile milling machine f or making cams is 
one which functions without a master cam or even an operator* 
(14915), All that is required is a punched tape with 
information of the displacement profile, as the machine has a 
built-in computer supplying data to a mechanism which 
continuously moves the cutting tool to its correct position. 
The positioning of the tool is extremely accurate# and any 
vibration of the cutter is corrected by a "feed back" unit. 
A machine tool of this type, however, was not 
available for this work and the machine used for cutting the 
cam systems was a small profile milling machines which had 
originally been designed for engraving work (see Fig. 20). 
The main disadvantage of this machine was that the vibration 
of the cutting tool became quite large when cutting the cam 
profiles. It was consideredl, however, that the accuracy of 
the cams would not be affected if only small cuts were taken 
on each traverse of the milling cutter. 
Fici. 20 
41 
. 
77 
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,A wheel, which rptate. d. freely on a I*aring, ý was made 
six tipesý the size of- the milling cutter for -following the 
profile. of thq master cam. Tor cutting the cast steelcams 
a special high speed Wimet milling tool (4" diameter), was 
acquired, as the ordinary cutters tended to wear very quickly. 
The-master cam, C,, and cast steel rectangle# D9 were 
clamped to their--rqspective tables of the milling machine, 
The profile linkage, me&hanism was set to give a 6t1reductions 
, and checked 
by ensuring that the milling tool and followet. 
would., touch each end of the rectangle and the master cam 
respectively. 
The technique'of cutting the profile was to traverse 
the followers byýýhandq around the profile edge of-the master 
cam until the pilling, cutter had described the outline of the 
profile on. -the surface of-the rectangle. -In-order to reduce 
jailling time,, thp. -main bulk-pf the material was then removed 
by. sawing carefully around the outline of the profile. This 
rough-profile. vAs, then ground by hand. leaving as little excess 
material as was- possible without cutting through the, -profile 
outilne. 
Thei-cam ýrofile*was rec'lamped to the milling machine 
and its edge milled until perfectly formed. An important 
factors yhen-cutting this profile, was to make sure that the 
follower moved, continuously and slowly on the edge, of the, ' 
masvýr cgm. _ 
If the movements of the follower were not 
continuous, it was likely that the profile would not be 
smooth, andýthe--acceleration characteristicss therefores 
seriously affected.,., 
The-wiath'6f theýProfile edge (0.3811)5-was then 
reduceds as only"a'siiall. 'contact area of needle butt to cam 
track was necessary, This was achieved by cutting back 
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approximately O. OSOII on the, profile edge,, but leaving 
approximately-0,030" thickness of the-edge untouched, to-act 
as th6, needle butt track. - The profile was then ready for 
bending. 
5, Bending Cams 
The mathematical characteristics of the cam profiles 
are unaffected by bending. However$ if two mating curves 
are-bent differentlys then these curves will not fit together 
accurately. This is to be expected-as the arcs of the curves 
will be different and consequently the displacement points 
on two mating curves will not be exactly opposite, 
As the radius of the knitting cylinder used in this 
work was 4"9 it was necessary to bend the cams to this same 
radius, Two cast iron blocks - one with a concave'radius 
and the other a convex radius of 4" - were used In a 
hydraulic press$ to bend the cams. The cams were heated to 
8000C. then quickly positioned between the two cast iron 
blocks* Pumping the lever of the hydraulic press brought 
the blocks together and therefore bent the cams to a 411 radius. 
As a standard for bending, a pressure of 1.0oo lbs/sq. in was 
attained for all the cams before the blocks were released. 
It proved to be very difficult to obtain a perfect 
bend over the complete length of the cam, even after several 
reheating and bending attempts, this being mainly the result 
of trying to bend particularly long cam profiles. It was 
observed that needle butts would not pass through the profiles 
with the correct clearance if the two cams had been bent 
differently; it was essential, however,, that this clearance 
should be correct with the non-linear cams# as a positive 
control was required over the needle butts, 
;. Stý 
In order'. to. 'rectify the bending errorsp it was 
considered ýtorthwhile, to., ýryan4. re7-maqhine the bent cam 
profiles. 
Re-machining Cam Profiles 
It was found convenient to mount the bent cam profile 
on the concave block used in bending, and to position this 
block on the table of'the. milling machine. The master cam 
profile was fixed to a curved plate of 24" radius and a long 
follower was made, so that contact with the master cam was 
maintained along the curved length of its profiles Only a 
few traverses of the follower were required to eliminate the 
bending errors and it was found, on matching two mating 
profiless that they now fitted very closely,, with the correct 
clearance. 
The mathematical characteristics of each curve were 
not affected by this re-machining. procedure since both the 
master cam and actual cam were bent to respective radii of 
24" and 4"9 which ensured that the horizontal and vertical 
displacement points were correct, 
There was a slight discrepancy, however, when' 
machining cams which were already bent. After bendingg the 
cam tracks acted radially inwards and this gave a correct 
motion for the needle butts,, as they were held In radial 
tricks in the knitting machine cylinder. Re-machining these 
bent cams with a vertical milling tool eliminated the radial 
slope of the cam tracks* which meant that the actual contact 
=va for the needle butts was reduced, However, this was 
not too important as the needles would "bed-in" and provide 
an adequate contact area after a period of running-in# 
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7. Hardening the Cams 
After drilling and tapping screw holes in the cams# 
the cams-were reheated in'a controlled oven to a temperature 
of SOOOC9 and quenched in whale oil to give the necessary 
hardness to the cam tracks. The cams became completely 
hard throughout and those that had been bent imperfectly 
were likely to break when screwed down on the cam section - 
this, in fact, happened with the first cams that were made. 
It was importanto therefore,, to bed the cams perfectly to 
the cam section. This was done by relieving material from 
the back of the cams9 apart from an area around týe two screw 
holes. These areas were then polished with a hand stone 
until a perfect seating with the can section had been 
achieved. 
8, Running In 
The cam tracks were polished carefully with fine 
emery paper to remove the scale developed during hardening. 
The six cam systems, which are shown in rig'* 219 
were run in with a full set of needles in the knitting machine; 
after a period of approximately 60 hoursq the leading edges 
became shiny and smooth and were considered to be sufficiently 
well run in. 
Many needle butts broke in the initial periods of 
running in with the steeper angled cams& After a periods 
the tracks became smooth and needle breakages became less 
frequent until no breakages occurred at all, Additional 
needle breakage also occurred with the non-linear cams, but 
this was due to a variation in size of the needle butts - the 
larger butts jamming in the positive track. Eventually these 
larger butts were eliminated and no further breakages occurred. 
N 
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Quite a lot of damage can be done by needle butts; 
on one or two occasions during running in, a. butt would bend 
into an adjacent buttq and this set up a chain reaction until 
as many as twenty butts were bent beyond repair and the 
damage done to the trick walls was severe. 
It was therefore decided to harden the needle butts 
so that they were particularly brittle andq consequently$ 
would shear off rather than bend and damage the tricks. A 
window, made in the cam section so that the needle butts 
could be observed# provided an excellent escape for the 
broken buttso as they tended to fly out of the window rather 
than tangle with the butts moving through the cam track. 
This worked particularly well,, and the hardened butts were 
invaluable for running ing, and also for later work when 
extreme conditions of knitting, such as high yarn tensiont 
high speeds,, etc-,,, were used, as inevitably many needle butts 
were broken. 
CHAPTER' 3 
A DESCRIPTION-OF THE KNITTING APPARATUS AND - 
MODIFICATIONS TO-THE MACHINE TO ENABLE HIGH SPEED 
TESTS AND MACHINE TORQUE MEASUREMENTS TO BE MADE 
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CHAPTER 3 
IA DESCRIPTION OF THE KNITTING APPARATUS AND 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE MACHINE TO ENABLE HIGH SPEED 
TESTS AND MACHINE TORQUE MEASUREMENTS TO BE MADE 
Preamble 
It has been shown in the previous chapter how various 
high speed cam systems were designed and manufactured. 
In Chapter 5 it will be shown how these cam systems 
were subjected to many different knitting conditions including 
knitting tests at very high speeds. measurements of machine 
torque, forces on cams and stitch length were also made,, so that 
an analysis of the performance of the cams could be achieved. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 
modifications necessary to a commercial knitting machine to suit 
the particular requirements of this work, The first part is 
concerned with a description of the machine and some of the 
important componentsq and the second part describes a major 
modification to the machine bearing system, to make it suitable 
for high speed tests and machine torque measurements. 
A, Description of the Knitting Apparatus 
Experimental knitting machine 
An 811 diameter weft knitting machinep of the rotating 
cylinder type, was supplied by A, Kirkland &Cd. Lt'd, for use 
in this experimental work, The machine$ fitted with eight 
feeders, was originally intended for producing patterned 
fabric using the pattern wheel system; however* to suit 
our requirements it was supplied with a spare set of blank 
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cam sections so that cams could be made to our own 
specification and design. For the experimental worko 
the machine was reduced to-a single feed-9 and the various 
cam shapes designed and manufactured f(ýý this 'work were 
attached separately, to one camýsection the remaining 
cam sections were maintained, with horiz6nta]: -'rýnining cams. 
The machine is shown in Fig, 22, and some of the 
important featuress such as the yarn tension'device, 
positive feed and fabric take-down unit are described in 
detail below. The machine drive and bearing, system is 
described in the second part of this chapter. 
Yarn Tension Devices 
It is wall known that the yarn input tension (the 
tension of the yarn prior to its entering the. needies), 
must be constant if a good quality fabric is to be obtained 
when knitting without positive feed, It'has also been 
shown# by Nutting (100 that the variation in stitch length 
is greater at low yarn input tensions than at high input 
tensions. To obtain constant tension values a reliable 
tension control device is necessary. more especially when 
knitting at tensions below 5 gms. 
Many different types of tensibn control devices are 
availablet but some are far more effective and reliable 
than others, Kalkman (17). did some 6ýctensiVit tests an 
more than fifty different types of tension device and 
related them to steadiness and "sensitivity to speed". He 
found that the three most efficient devices were the 
Hysteresis brakeg the Gate tension and the Disc tension with 
a compensatorg in this order, 
Fiq - 22 
cap-- 
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The Hysteresis brake and the Gate tension device, 
however, are not normally used in the knitting industry, 
The Hysteresis brake is expbnsivt and there is'a tendency 
for the yarn to wrap around the feed wheel when the 
machine stops which would obviously ISeInconvenient-on 
a'multifeed machine. '' 
The Cate tension device has the disadvantage of 
being a rather large and cumbersome arrangement and$ as 
the technique of adding or subtracting weights, to alter 
the tension value would be a lengthy procedure on a 
multifeed machine, this tension device is also unsuitable 
for commercial use. 
The Disc tension with, compensatort which was Kalkman's 
third most efficient device, is fitted as standard equipment 
on many commercial machines - including the machine supplied 
for this work. It is compact, easy to use and gives 
satisfactory performance. 
For a large proportion of the experiments the disc 
tension device was used, since it was considered important 
that an assessment of the cam's performance should be made 
with the tension unit most likely to be used in commercial 
practice. With certain experimentsq howeverg the hysteresis 
brake was used to check the results, 
Positive Feed System '' 
A positive feed system supplies a fixed quantity of 
yarn to the needles and therefore variables such as YiM 
input tension, cam settingo yarn counts etc. $ have no 
effect on the stitch length of the fabric. 
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For . this work a "trip-tape" system of positive feed 
was fitted to the machipq. From Fig. 22 it will be seen 
that a main control wheel M* geared to the machine drive,, 
rotates a continuous belt (B) which is tensioned and guided 
by jockey pulleys (C). The yarn from the package passes 
between a freely rotating wheel and the roughened surface 
of the belt and is consequently fed at a constant rate to 
-the needles. The diameter of the control wheel can_ be 
varied to-alter the speed of the belt and therefore the 
speed of the yarn; in this way a wide range of stitch 
lengths can be obtained. In commercial practice the 
inevitable change An yarn tension between the belt and 
the needles* caused by altering the stitch length'g is 
coý ensated for by an adjustment to the stitch cam. Howeverg, MP 
in this works, the main purpose of the positive feed was to 
determine the maximum range of stitch lengths that could 
be obtained fývm a fixed setting of a non-linear cams 
(i, e. without compensation for changes in tension), The 
results of the tests are shown later in Chapter So 
(d) Fabric Take-down Tension 
Applying a tension to the fabric during the knitting 
process'is an important function'of any knitting machineg 
as this ensures reliable clearance 'of the loops from the 
needles. The techniques of applying the fabric tension 
varies for different machines; on hand driven machines the 
tension may be effectively applied by simply hanging 
weights on a fabric clip* but on circular power driven 
machines a complicated roller mechanism is necessaryg as 
the tension must be applied continuously.. ý If the machine 
is the rotating cylinder type, where the fabric revolvess 
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an extra mechanism is needed to roll up the fabric as it 
is being knitted. 
Although provision is made for changing the tension 
in the fabrics the take-down mechanisms on power driven 
machines are not usually calibrated and there are no 
simple techniques for measuring the tension in the fabric, 
It was considered important, in this work, to use a 
take-down ufiit that could be calibrated accurately so that 
the effects of known fabric tensions on stitch length and 
needle forceps could be compared when-using different cam 
systems* 
The existing fabric take-down tension mechanism on 
the machine used in this work offered no scope for 
calibration andq rather than attempt to modify it to suit 
our requirementsp it was considered more convenient to 
replace it with a simple gravity take-down unit., 
A gravity take-down unit was designed in a similar 
manner to the one used by Knapton (8) and-is shown in 
Fig. 22. It is a simple arrangement comprising two 
pillars mounted between two discs and supporting a freely 
sliding fabric clip (D). The top disc was screwed to 
the knitting cylinder and the bottom disc mounted on a 
self-aligning bearings, which was fixed to the floor; this 
gave a good alignment of the take-down unit as the cylinder 
rotated* The fabric was attached to the clip and provision 
was made so that a large range of weights could be attached 
to it* 
This system would obviously be unsuitable for cOm- 
mercial machines as it was necessary to stop the machine 
and raise the fabric when it reached the floor; howevers 
for the relatively short tests in this work the system proved 
to be quite adequate. 
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B, Modifications to the Machine to enable satisfactor7 High 
Speed Tests and: Machine-Torqua*Measurements to be made 
1. Examination of'the moving parts of the Machine 
To provide a coniplete analysis of the various high 
speed cam systems,, it was necessary to adapt the knitting- 
machine to allow high speed tests and reliable machine torque 
measurements to be made. 
Examinittibn of the original moving parts of the 
machine (see'Fig. 23) show that the knitting cylinders 
complete' with sinker rings. is screwed to a bevel geared crown 
wheals and this assembly Ls-fitted into a bearing system in 
the machine bed. Tbe, main driving shaft for the machine, 
which is fitted with a bevel gear and is belt driven from a 
1 h. p, motors rotates the crown wheel, knitting cylinder and 
sinker ring assembly. 
. Examination of the bearing system (Fig. 23) reveals 
that it is essentially a plain bearing, i, e, the Crown wheel 
has-direct metal to metal contact with the bearing surfaces 
of the machine bed. The total weight of the crown wheelb 
cylinder and sinker ring, act on the bottom bearing surface 
(A)v the periphery of the crown wheel exerts thrust forces 
on the radial bearing surface (B), and the tendency of the 
crown wheel to lift,, due to the upward thrust motion of the 
bevel gear drive, is prevented by the bearing surface (C) 
of the machine top plate. 
on small diameter knitting machines, ranging from 
approxcimately 2-8 ins. diameter,, this type of bearing 
system is found to be adequate for commercial purposes* 
since the speeds of knitting machines are reasonably slow. 
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In this work. however, where speeds much higher then 
commercial speeds were required and r9liable measurements 
of torque were essential, it seemed likely that the 
existing bearing system would prove inadequate, 
Preliminary high speed tests and static torque 
measurements were made to assess the suitability of the 
plain bearing system, 
2* Preliminary High Speed Tests and Static Torque 
Measurements 
The machine was fitted with a high-. spe6d motor and 
a variable speed systemg and run at speeds approximately 
three times that of commercial speed, without a cam in 
position. 
Observations from short running tests showed that 
most moving parts fuýctioned satisfactorily; fýr examplep 
the sinker ring unit, although running on a plain cast 
iron radial bearingg gave no signs of over-heatingg and 
the, sinkers functioning on linear cam systems moved in and 
out without damage-or breakage. This satisfactory 
performance was due to small radial friction forces and 
the relatively low angles of the sinker cams, 
The bevel gearing systems on the main drive to the 
crown wheel and on the positive feed also proved to be 
satisfactory at the high speeds. 
As expected, the main adverse effect was that of 
the machine bed which, after only short periods of running 
at high speedg became quite hot. It was realised that 
continuous running could lead to bearing seizure andl 
thereforel, damage to other parts of the machine. Although 
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this problem might be solved by improving the lubrication 
system, the most direct solution was to reduce the high 
friction forces by improving the bearing system. 
measurements of static machine torque were achieved 
by attaching a lever arms one foot longg to the main drive 
of the machine and hanging weights on the arm until the 
knitting cylinder started to rotate. It was found that 
the torque required to start rotation of the crown wheel 
and cylinder on the plain bearing was 10 lba. ft. 
With the 450 linear cam system in position and a 
moderately high tension applied to the yarn, the extra 
torque required to turn the machine was found to be 
approximately 0.25 lbs. ft. 
These simple tests showed clearly that the main 
proportion of the total torque was involved in rotating 
the crown wheel assembly on its bearing, and only a small 
proportion was due to the cam system. If a dynamic 
machine torque measuring device were used, with this bearing 
systemg the torque range of the meter would need to be 
approximately 0- 10 lbs. ft. t9 accommodate the high values 
of the bearing torque. , This wide range would mean that 
only a small sensitivity would be available for detecting 
the small changes in torque caused by the cam effects. 
Examinations of the bearing system showed that large 
thrust forces were also likely to occur on the periphery of 
the crown wheel and on the machine top plate. The thrust 
forces would lead to variation in the torque of the bearing 
system and these inconsistent values might be large enough 
to obscure the torque effects when Changing from one Cam 
to anothers or when altering the knitting variables on a 
particular cam, 
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It appeareds therefore, that for suitable measurement 
of dynamic torque, a reduction of friction forces in the 
bearing torque wag necessary, so that a lower range and,, 
therefore, more sensitive torque device could be used. 
The bearing torque must also be reasonably constants 
From these preliminary investigations it was clear 
that to obtain satisfactory high speed running and reliable 
measurements of machine torque, a major modification to the 
bearing system would have to be made, 
3. Modifications to the Bearing System* 
(a) Introduction 
The ideal bearing system for this machine would be a 
complete ball race systems which would contain and support 
the large crown wheel* Such a bearing would solve both 
high speed and torque measuring problems, The ball races 
would be perfectly aligned to ensure even loading of the 
crown wheel and to give free movement,, and this would give 
large reductions to the friction forces and therefore no 
overheating of the bearing would occur at high speeds, 
The reduced friction forces would result in a lower running 
torque, which would allow a low range, sensitives torque 
measuring transducer to be used and, as the thrust forces 
would be reduced to a minimum, a constant torque value would 
be obtained. 
During discussions with bearing manufacturers it w; Ls 
pointed out that a complete ball race system of this type 
would have to be made specially to suit this particular 
crown wheel; alternatively the existing crown wheel could 
be redesigned to suit the standard bearing. Either of 
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these modifications would necessitate a. redesign of the 
machine bed,, as examinations revealed that there was 
insufficient cross section material to fit the housing 
of the roller race bearing system. 
After consideration of the expense and the time 
required to provide the machine with this ideal bearing systemg 
it was decided that a compromise should first be considered-, 
a bearing system, for example, that could be fitted to the 
existing parts of the machine and ye-t would allow short high 
speed tests and reliab, le,, measurements of dynamic torque to 
bq made. 
If it became evident that certain cam systems were 
particularly successful for high speed knitting$ it might be 
considered worthwhile rebuilding a knitting machine-so that 
prolonged knitting tests could be made at high speeds, 
Such a machine could. -be designed to incorporate several other 
factors apart from the complete ball race system: For 
example, an improved bearing for the sinker ring unit; a 
more compact gear system completely immersed in oil; a 
take-down unit with a mechanically-balanced. fabric roller 
mechanism-, faster stop motions; automatic yarn package 
changesq etc* ,I- 
zII 
Design of a compromise ball race bearing sXstem 
As an a-Itergative to the ideal bearing systemp it was 
considered that an improvement to the plain bearing might 
be achieved by making use of separately mounted ball races. 
To achieve thisq slots were cut in the crown wheel so 
that ball races. could be. mounted freelYi, to provide a low 
friction running edge on the bottomq top and sides of the 
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bearing surfaces. The positioning of the slots and the 
mounting technique for the ball races are illustrated in 
Fig. 24 (Page 63). Only three ball races were fitted to 
each running surface, as a larger*number would have 
presented extremely difficult problems of alignment. 
It was realisedl, from the dimensions of the bearing 
cross section (Dq Fig, 24). that a ball race of diameter 
larger than 9/1611 could not. be used unless major modifi- 
cations were made to the machine bed, A small increase 
in ball race diameter could have been achieved by machining 
the surfaces of the machine bed, but for substantial 
increases in the bottom and top ball race diameter a new 
machine bed with thicker cross section would be necessary. 
Calculations of the loading weight of the crown wheel and 
estimated maximum speeds,, however, indicated that a ball 
race of 9/16" diameter would be satisfactory. These races 
were therefore mounted in position and the crown wheel 
bearing edges were relieved by 1/32" so that the crown 
wheel was free from the bearing surfaces but made contact 
through the ball races, 
The ball races which acted on the top and bottom 
bearing surfaces were fitted with carbonised mild steel 
tyress to avoid the scuffing of the bearing that would 
otherwise have occurred, 
Static torqueneasurements and high speed-tests 
Preliminary static torque measurements showed a 
considerable improvement over those of the original plain 
bearing system. The torque now required to start the 
machine was only 4 lbseft. and therefore an apPrOximats 
torque range of 0-4 lbs, ft, may be used to give more 
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than. twice the sensitivity. It was also considered that 
a constant value'of running torque would be achieved, due 
to the control on the crown wheel periphery. 
High speed tests* however, were not so satisfactoryg 
and the limitations of'thi compromise bearing system 
became evident. Examinations of the ball race tkres after 
a period of high speed running showed that considerable 
wear was taking place'andl, after further periods of runningg 
the tyres became distorted and damage to the ball races 
occurred. Exppriments without tyrea produced excessive 
scuffing, as. had been expected, and consequently the ball 
races were damaged. 
It became 'evident ilso' that certain conditions of 
machine running could result In breakage of the ball races 
and it was noticed that, on one or two occasionsq sudden 
acceleration or deceleration of the machine caused sufficient 
thrust forces to break a -tide ball race. It was also 
observed,, during preliminary experiments on the effects of 
knitting variablesp that breakage of any of the ball races 
could result from a high yam count or heavy take-down 
tension. It was realiseds therefore, that although this 
bearing system was probably suitable for reliable dynamic 
torque measurementss the excessive thrust forces caused by 
varying knitting conditions and the sudden speed changes 
were exceeding the safe'limit of the ball races: this 
together with the ball race tyro problem made the system 
unreliable. 
These problems could be overcome but would necessitate 
major modifications to the machine. ror exampleg the 
problem of breakage due to thrust forces could be overcome 
by using ouch larger ball races, and more robust tyreso 
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Alternativelys a system of separately mounted ball 
bearings could be used as these would overcome the 
problems of scuffing and may give satisfactory high 
speed performance, However, if these adaptations were 
to be appliedq it might well be debatable whether tb go 
a stage further and fit a complete ball race system whichq 
as discussed previously, would clearly be the ideal bearing 
system. 
Before any major modifications *ere made to the 
machine to fit either of these bearing systemso it was 
considered worthwhile to try a low friction material such 
as P. T. r. E. as a bearing surface, since this would not 
involve machine modifications and yet might provide the 
desired requiraments for high speed tests and reliable 
dynamic torque measurements, 
(c) Designof a P. T. F. E. Bearing System 
P. T. F. E. is the best known of the fluorated plastic 
materials and has certain properties which are made use 
of in the chemical and electrical industries. The 
mechanical properties of P. T. F. E. are limited compared 
with other plastic materials, but it has one outstanding 
property that is frequently made use of by the engineer; 
it has the lowest value of friction of any known solid. 
ror this reason it was considered that it might be used 
successfully as a plain bearing surface in the knitting 
machineg although the suitability of certain of its 
mechanical properties, such as compression strength and 
resistance to wear at high speeds, could only be determined 
by a trial run. 
The application of P, T, F, E, on the existing bearing 
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surfaces of the machine bed was a, relatively simple 
procedure (rig* 250 Page 63), The oil groove. (L) which 
runs in the centre of the bottom bearing surfaces is 
wids and 1/32" deep and was found-to be a convenient place 
to mount P. T, F. E. washers, The washers were cut from 
sheet P. T. r. E., material to give dimensions of 1/1611 x 
1/2" x 6" and were fitted adjacently in the oil groove to 
give a, continuous P. T&F. E. surface protruding 1/32" above 
the crown wheel bearing edge, To provide a low friction 
surface from the top edge of the crown wheelg three pads 
were fitted into the slats that had been made for the 
roller races. The pads were clamped by screws and 
protruded 1/32" to give the correct distance for contact 
with the machine top plate (F). 
To provide a low friction surface for the crown 
wheel peripherys P. T,, F, E. rod of 1/16" diameter was acquired. 
A semi-circular gmoveL was cut in the crown periphery and a 
continuous length of P, T. F. E. rod was pressed into the 
grooves thus providing a 1/32" protrusion to give the 
correct distance for contact with the radial bearing 
surface (G). 
High Speed Tests and Static Torque Measurements 
Preliminary high speed tests proved to be extremely 
successfulq with maximum speeds being maintained for fairly 
long periods and no signs of the bearing overheating. 
Micrometer measurements of the thickness of the 
P. T. F. E, material showed that no change had occurred after 
these extensive speed tests$ showing clearly that the 
mechanical properties, such as compression strength and 
resistance to wearg were quite satisfactory for this 
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particular application, -- Other tests,, such as sudden - 
changes in acceleration-of the machine and substantial 
increases in yarn count or fabric take-down tensiong 
showed no adverse effects on the P, T. F, E. bearing 
materials. 
Fiomý these preliminary tests it was evident that 
P. T, r. E. provided a more reliable bearing system than the 
ball race systemg and al'so'appeared to be completely' 
satisfactory for the high speed experiments necessary in 
this work. 
Static torque measurements showed that this bearing 
system compared favourably with the ball race systemp as 
the static torque required to start the rotation of the 
crown wheal on the P. T. F. E. bearing was 5 lbs. ft. These 
results indicated that a torque measuring device with a 
range of 0-5 lbs. kt'. coýld be used, and this range would 
probably cover all the values of dynamic running torque 
obtained in these experiments This range would also 
provide twice the sensitivity compared with the range of 
0- 10 lbsefte that would have been necessary with the 
existing cast iron bearing system. 
Provided that reasonably constant values of running 
torque were obtained, which seemed likely as positive 
control of the crown wheel periphery had been achieveds 
then this P. T. r. E. bearing should give reliable dynamic 
torque measurements. 
4. ' kodifications to the machine drive to suit a gnamic 
torque measuring transducer 
A torque transducer and an appropriate meter to amplify 
the signal were acquired from Saunders-Roeq specialists in 
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the design and manufacture of torque measuring devices. 
A complete description of these units will be given in 
the following chapter. 
Preliminary testss with the torque'transducer mounted 
in various positions on tfie machine, showed that the most 
suitable drive arrangement for satisfactory dynamic torque 
measurements was a direct alignment of the motors-torque 
transducer and crown vihiel bevel gear. To achieve this 
the original casting and machine drive were removed, and 
a rigid frame was made to support the electric motors a 
variable speed system and the torque transducer - the frame 
being bolted'to the bed of the machine and to the floor. 
These units were mounted and aligned to the frames and 
gave direct drive to the crown wheel gears (Fig, 26), 
The transducer was mounted between two castingsp fitted 
with self-aligned race-bearings, and the shaft was supplied. 
with a split pin to protect the transducer against. anY 
excessive torque valuel such as might result from a needle 
seizure. 
The electric motor used in this work was a2H. ý* 
3 phase motor with a maximum shaft speed of 1250 r. p. m. 
As the bevel gear ratio from the main drive shaft to the 
crown wheel was a 6: 1 reduction, the maximum speed of the 
knitting cylinder was 200 r. p. m. thus providing a maximum 
knitting speed of approximately three times commercial 
speeds. 
A reliable variable speed system was a-nicisSitY for 
this work for a number of reasons. It enabled the machine 
to be brought to maximum speeds gradually, thereby avoiding 
excessive starting torque; it allowed a series of speed 
tests to be made from well below commercial speed to the 
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maximum speed; most important of all it was used to 
determine the precise speeds at which the various cam 
systems failed to produce satisfactory fabric or caused 
needle butts to break. 
A Carter hydraulic variable speed gear was used 
which proved to be extremely accurate and reliable. It 
gave constant speeds at any speed between o- 1250 r. pome 
and developed a 55 lbsAnches torque at any speed. thereby 
ensuring that no changes in torque on the knitting machine 
would affect the speed of the gear. 
I 
CHAPTER 4 
DESCRIPTION or THE METHODS USED TO MEASURE 
THE PERFORMANCE or THE VARIOUS CAMS 
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CHAPTER 4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS USED TO MEASURE 
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE VARIOUS CAMS 
Premnble 
In the previous chapter it has been shown how the 
knitting machine was modified so that high speed tests and 
machLne torque measureements could be made. 
This chapter is concerned with the. methods used to 
measure the performance of the various cam systems. 
,ý, In Section A. a description of the torque measuring 
device is given and a few torque values are examined. 
section B describes a force device which was designed and 
constructed for measurements of the forces directly on the 
cam system. This force device was used partly to supplement 
the torque value resultal, but also to provide more detailed 
information of non-linear and linear cam systems. 
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A, Method of Measuring Dynamic Machine Torque 
1. Introduction 
The measurement of dynamic torque is frequently used 
as a means of determining the performance of a variety of 
machine applications in theýengineering fields and many 
industrial firms specialise in the manufacture of different 
types of accurate torque measuring devices. 
It has been shown in Chapter, I that both Knapton (8) 
and Wignall (10) designed and developýd systems for 
measuring dynamic torque, and their results indicate that 
the measurement of torque is a suitable means of obtaining 
information about the forces on knitting cams and the 
effect of knitting variables on torque,, in circular weft 
knitting machinery. 
The measurement Of dynamic torque is usually obtained 
by measuring the angle of torsion in a certain length of 
driving shaft,, and this angle of twist is proportional to 
the transmitted torqueg viz, 
GO 
where Ta torque transmitted through the shaft; 
J= polar moment of inertia of cross sectiOnOf 
shaft (i. e. ia wr4 for a solid shaft) 
512 
Gx modulus of rigidity (12 x 106); 
6a angle of twist; 
La length of shaft. 
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This principle forms the basis of many different 
types of torque measuring device, but the methods of 
measuring the angle of twist (e) are various. For 
example, the value of 0 may be measured from a change in t 
M resistance of strain gauges mounted on a shaft. 
(ii) capacitance between two condenser plates, 
(iii) relative positions of a slotted disc observed by 
photo-electric cells, 
(iv) air gap of a small differential transformer. 
Examinations of a number of commercial products, 
showed that Saunders-Roe included. in their torque 
measuring equipment, units which were specificallY 
designed to measure very low torque values - the. measure- 
ment of e being obtained from a change in resistance of 
strain gauges. A torque transducer, with a choice Of 
two torque ranges of 0-6 lbs. ft. and 0-3 lbseftes 
and an indicating unit were obtained, thereforeq from 
this manufacturer (shown in. Fig, 26). 
2. Description of the-Torque Transducer 
An assembly drawing of the torque transducer is 
shown in Fig. 27* 
Torque is transmitted through a high tensile steel 
shaft, to which is cemented a network of bonded foil 
torsion strain gauges. The strain gauges are connected 
in such a way that an electrical bridge unbalance is 
created by torsional strain, The arrangement is such 
that the shaft strains due to bending# thrust and 
temperature are self-cancelling and do not contribute to 
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the electrical output. The strain gauges are protected 
by a tough, resilient, resin film and are covered by a 
rotor tube which carries a set of four silver slip rings, 
rrom an examination of Fig, 27 it may be seen that 
the slip rings (A) are connected to four terminals of the 
fully active strain gauge bridge network (B)9 and are 
fixed to the rotor tube (C) by a spin moulding technique 
in a dialectric (D) consisting of a thermo-setting resin 
with glass fibre. The resulting one-piece rotor 
construction has excellent mechanical and electrical 
properties, and cannot become loose or run eccentrically. 
The rotating part supports the stator housing (E) 
of the transducer, which is also fabricated as a one-piece 
glass fibre spin mouldings on a pair of high speed light 
section bearings M. The stator carries a set of eight 
silver-graphite brushes (G) giving two parallel contact 
paths per ring, the brushes being directly connected to 
an integral length of four core cable, which provides 
connection to the instrumentation system, 
The very small angular deformation of the torque 
shafts resulting from the torsional stress9 causes a 
change in the electrical resistance of the strain gauges 
and produces an electrical output voltage from the bridge 
circuits, which is directly proportional to the transmitted 
torque* 
The stator is prevented from rotating by a light 
cord attached to the stator and a fixed part of the 
machine. 
Very little maintenance was necessary with this 
transducer apart from removing the brush dirt and 
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occasionally relubricating the ball bearings.! The slip 
rings and brushes had been designed to last at least 10 a 
revolutions before wear was sufficient to warrant renewal 
of these parts. 
3, - Description of the Torque Indicator 
The torque indicator was used to amplify and record 
the voltage signal from the strain gauges. To achieve 
this the indicator uses a D. C* amplifier to drive the moving 
coil cirscale meter from the low level transducer output* 
The D. C. amplifier employs six transistors which are 
mounted in a temperature controlled block. Temperature 
control is effected by a circuit employing thermistors and 
a three-transistor balanced amplifier which maintains the 
temperature within very close limits. 
The accurate temperature control combined with the 
carefully balanced design of the amplifier enables high 
gain and. higý stability to be achieved, together With 
freedom from long term drift. The indicator also 
includes a stabilised power supply which delivers power 
both to the amplifier circuit and to the externally 
connected transducer. 
4, Preliminary Experiments with the pynamic Machine Torque 
Apparatus 
A few experiments were carried out to determine whether 
the modified knitting machine enabled reliable machine torque 
measurements to be made$ and whether the measurements 
provided adequate information for analysing the performance 
of the various cam systems. 
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An immediate observations on measuring. the. dynamic 
torque of the machine when knitting with a 45 0 linear cam 
under normal conditions of speed,, yam tensiong etc,, was 
that the torque. gradually dropped as the machine, began to 
warm up* and this decrease continued for approximately 
two hours before the torque value eventually settled at 
a constant value. It was considered that this rather 
long transition period of torque change may be an effect 
of the properties of the P, T 
,r, 
E, material, resulting in 
a slight change in frictional properties of the material 
when the temperature increased. Although it was realised 
that the various torque experiments could be made providing 
the machine had been sufficiently warmed up$ it was decided 
to investigate the torque change to see if it-was directly 
related to temperature changes in the machine bearing 
systems 
Measurement of the temperature 
_of 
the P. T. F. E. bearing 
syste 
one of the most widely used temperature measuring 
instruments is the thermo-electric pyrometer. An instru- 
ment of this type was used by Seedhom (18) for his researches 
on spinning machinesq and was made available for this 
experiment. 
The basic principle of the thermo-electric pyrometer, 
is that when two dissimilar wires are joined to form a 
complete electric circuit and two junctions are maintained 
at different temperaturesq an ejectro motive force (e. m. f. ) 
is set upq due to the algebraic sum, of an e. m. f. developed 
between two different metals placed in contactand an 
e. m. f. developed between the ends of a homogeneous wire 
when one and is heated. 
I -, ý 
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The magnitude of the e. m. f., therefores depends 
upon the temperature difference of the junctions and the 
metal used. If the cold junction is held at a uniform 
temperature then the e. m. f, developed can be used to 
determine the temperature of the hot junction; this 
arrangement of conductors is called a thermocouple. 
The complete pyrometer consisted of the following partsq 
thermocouples which were fitted into the knitting 
machine bearing, 
(ii) provision for controlling the temperature of the 
cold junction. 
(iii) an instrument for measuring e. mf. 
The thermocouples used for measuring the temperature on 
the P, T*F*E, bearing surface were made by twisting two 
dissimilar wires together and welding the ends with an 
electric arc system* Three very small holes were drilled 
in the 1/1611 thick P. T, r, E. material to provide close 
proximity temperature measuriments on the bottom bearing 
surfaceg and three holes were drilled in the cast iron 
periphery of the machine bed in close proximity to the 
P, T, r. E. The thermocouples were electrically insulated 
and fitted into these holes; the couple leads were 
brought out of the bearing and fixed to sockets that were 
mounted on the machine top plate. 
Seedhom's compact apparatus was used to measure the 
temperature changes from the thermocouple sockets* The 
apparatus included an arm for making electrical connection 
to the socket positionsg a controlled temperature cold 
junction comprising a thermoflask filled with melting ice, 
and a potentiometer for measuring the e. m. f. 
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To determine tlii'relatlcnshipýof torque and* 
temperature of the machine bearing system, the crown wheels 
without the knitting cylinders was rotated at a constant. 
speed of 60 r. p, m. from cold, and the torque and temperature 
measurements were noted every fifteen minutes. Tho 
results are shown in Table 1VIand plotted in Figo, 28* 
rrom rig. 28 it was evident that the torque and 
temperature were directly'related; the torque decreased as 
the temperature increased 'airid 'after 'a Oir16d-6f, tw6'h6urs' 
runnLngl, the temperature and torque became-constant. It 
appearedl, thereforeg that relfable torque iiiasurements 
could be made after the machLne bad, been rotatLng for two 
hours. 
(b) thý iffect on machine torque when the knitting 
conditions were varied. 
A series of preliminary experiments wem conducted to, 
see whether dynamic torque measurements provided adequate 
information for analysing'the performance of the various 
cam systems* 
These experiments were designed to shcii I 
(a) The effeýt of a change in knitting variable an machine 
torque whe-n using the 45 0 linear cam; 
(b) The difference in torque bqttween a 450 linear and a 
52 0 non-linear cam system; 
(c) The proportion of torque due to the machine'd moving 
parts and the needle/cam reaction. 
The machine was run for a period of time to ensure 
that the constant torque value of the bearing system had 
beeýn'achieved. The measurements were'then taken from the 
* See Appendix 
A 
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meter scale of -the torque. in4cator, using the 0-3, lbs. ft. 
range (where 1 division = 0.05 lbs. ft. )* 
The torque results, shown in Table 2 below, represent 
the average value taken from the meter. A fluctuation of 
0.05 lbs. ft. between the maximum and minimum positions of 
meter needle was noted at a machine speed of 60 r. p. m. 
TAB LE 2 
Exp, Knitting 'Conditions Torque 
Cam Yarn Take- Count Speed 
System Tens. Down 
(Gms) (lbs) (WO). 
I' 
(R, P, M) 
(a) 450 linear 5 2 1/28 60 1,55 
10 2 1/28 60 1160 
15 2. 1/28 60 1.70 
. 
5. 6 1/28 60 . .. 1.65 
5 10 1/28 60 1.70 
5 2 2/32 60 1,30 
5 2 2/2ý 60 1.75 
5 2 1/28 so 1.70 
5 2 1/28 100 2&13 
(b) 0 45 linear 5 .2 1/28 60 1655 
52 0 non- 
linear 5, 2 1/2 8 60 1&53 
(C) 
M No Cam - - 60 l. 3 3' 
(11) 450 linear No Yar n 60 1150 
(111), 450 linear S__j 21 1/28 
1 
60 1,55 
-1 1---. - --- f-- I 
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The results from experiment (a). Table 2. showed 
that a change in knitting variable provided only small 
changes in dynamic machine torque. Howeverg when it 
was considered that this was the effect of one feeder 
on a machine that would normally be fitted with at least 
eight feeders, it was clear that a change in kn#tIng 
variable would have a distinct effect on the total 
dynamic torque on a multi-feed machine. 
The results from experiment (b) were rather 
surpksing as they show little difference in the average 
dynamic torque between the linear and non-linear cam 
system. It had been considered. previously, that the 
reduced impact forces of the non-linear cam system would 
have resulted in a more obvious decrease in averageý 
dynamic torque. 
The results from experiment (c) showed that the 
main proportion (i. e. 85%) of the total dynamic torque 
was due to the moving parts of the machine (i. e. bearing 
system. sinker rings gears), and further examinations 
showed that most of this was caused by the crown wheal 
and knitting cylinder acting on the bearing surface# 
despite the large reductions in friction produced bY 
introduction of P. T. F. E. material, 
As the additional effect of knitting with a 45 
0 
linear cam represented such a low proportion (15%) of 
the total dynamic torque,, it was evident that the small 
changes in torque caused by,, for example, changing from 
a linear to a non-linear cam, would be very difficult 
to obtain with any real accuracyo Attempts to amplify 
these results furthers using a pen recorder or an - 
oscilloscope-did not provide much improvement as the high 
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proportion'of'bearing'torque restricted any sastantial 
Increases in sensitivity. 
Examinations of Knapton's dynamic torque results, 
obtained on a 4" diameter knitting machine# showed that 
the proportion of machine moving parts to needle/cam 
force was in the order of a 50-50 ratio, and this was 
satisfactory for reasonably sensitive and accurate 
measurements of torque to be made. it was evident from 
the experimentsp therefores that the 811 diameter machine 
with its much heavier crown wheel and larger friction 
contact areas in the bearing, was not as suitable for 
detecting small changes in dynamic machine torque as a 
small diameter machine. 
It was also considered that even if a complete ball 
race system wer; e fitted to the machine (discussed in 
Chapter 3) it would not reduce the machine parts ratio 
sufficiently for sensitive measurements of dynamic torque 
to be made. The answer to successful dynamic torque 
measurements on large diameter machines might be to use 
an air bearing, as this would eliminate the bearing 
forces completely. It was realised that as these 
bearings are still in the early stages of developmentq 
the fitting of such-a bearing would represent a research 
project of its own. 
Despite the lack of sensitivity the torque 
measurements were useful when certain knitting variables 
were increasedg as the results which are shown in 
Chapter 5 provided adequate information to serve as a 
guide to the performance of various cam systems, Howevers 
for more detailed information, especially as experiment (b)g 
(Table tv seemed to indicate that there is little difference 
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between the average torque of a 45 0 linear and a 52 0 
non-linear cam systemg it was considered worthwhile to 
develop a more sensitive and direct method of measuring 
the needle forces on the cams, which would not involve 
the measurements of the machine's moving parts. 
B. A direct Method for Measuring the Needle Forces - 
Strain-Gauge Force Device 
1. Introduction 
A direct measurement of the needle forces was 
obviously more desirable than measurements using a dynamic 
torque(machine torque)devices as the direct force results 
would be completely independent of and, therefore# 
unaffected byq the machine's bearing system and other 
moving parts of the machine. 
It has been explained in Chapter 1 that Wignall, 
measured the forces directly on separate parts of a linear 
cam system using a mechanical spring balance arrangementq 
and with this device obtained interesting information about 
the proportions of average forces at different stages of 
loop forming. 
In designing an apparatus for this work it was 
considered necessary to go beyond the spring balance system 
devised by Wignall,, and to design and construct an apparatus 
which would indicate the fluctuations in the force value as 
well as the average force values* rrom this it was hoped 
to be able to compare the fluctuations produced by linear 
and non-linear cam assemblies,, and also to detect the 
effect Of individual needles operating upon the cam systems., 
ç1w-r'r r-, ww 
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2. Description of the Strain Gauge rorce_Measuring Device 
(a) -Design'-oý 'the"Mechanical Apýparatus' 
To obtain a direct measurement of needle forces it 
was considered that the cams could be suspended so that no 
frictiom1contact would occur between the cam and other parts 
of the machine. In this way the needle butts would move 
the cam in a horizontal direction and the measurement of 
force could be obtained from the cam displacement. 
To avoid the complication of suspending individual cam 
systems with free movements it was realised that a convenient 
method would be to suspend the complete cam section assembly 
thus the cams could be mounted separately in the normal way. 
The jig designed and constructed to hold the cam section is, 
shown in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30. 
From Fig. 29-it may be seen that the cam section (A) 
is suspended by two 0.010" feeler strips (B) from the 
jig (C) - the feelers are clamped to the jig at thetopq and 
to the cam section at the bottom. A third 0.010" feeler 
strip (D) is mounted horizontally at the top of the jig and 
cam section. The arrangement of the three feeler strips 
callowed horizontal movement of the cam section, but 
restricted any vertical or radial movement, To ensure 
horizontal freedoms 0.01011 clearances were provided between 
the cam section and jig at positions E and F. and a 0.005" 
clearance between the base of the cam section and the machine 
bed (G)o Fig. 30. This arrangeifient satisfied the condition 
that no frictiom1forces of cam to parts of the machine 
should occur, 
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Three location pegs were accurately fitted to the 
jig and machine bed when the apparatus was correctly aligneds 
with a 0.005" clearance between the cam face and the 
knitting cylinder: This guaranteed accurate replacement 
of apparatus after it had been r'vmoved. 
It was realised that although the horizontal displace- 
ment, must be measured accurately, only approximately 0.005" 
horizontal movement of the cpm section was possible before 
f-rictiomlcontact occurred between cam face and knitting 
cylinder. 
In order to obtain accurate measurements of force from 
this short-displacement movement, it was decided to mount 
0.00411 steel feeler. strips between the cam section and the 
fixed jig (J and K. rig, 29)9 and to fit strain. gauges to 
the-feelers to measure the ýtrainp resulting from the needle 
forcese 
In this way the-complete cam. section was maintained 
virtually rigid in all directions. but the strain gauges 
could detect sensitively and accurately the movements within 
the 0.004" feeler strips. 
The complete apparatus Of Jig and cam section could 
easily be removed from the machine for cam setting adjust- 
ment or for changing the cam system; to guard against the 
possibility of upsetting the strain gauge feeler strips when 
changing a cam systemq keeper plates (L, Fig, 29). were 
fitted which ensured complete rigidity of the cam section 
and the Jig F these keeper plates could easily be removed 
when actually carrying out a knitting experiment* 
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(b) Description of electrical apparatus 
In the last twenty years the strain gauge has become 
a valuabie engineering tool and in many applications it 
has enabled rapid advancement in project development. it 
is cheap. easy to make, its mass is negligible and it is so 
thin that it can be regarded as part of the surface of a 
material. In'addition, the dimensions of the strain gauge 
can be adjusted to suit a wide variety of applications - 
for examples extremely small strain gauges have been used 
to measure the stress at the bottom of a screw thread; on 
the other scale larger strain gauges have been used to 
examine the deformation of a submarine hull under shock* 
.- In this work the size of the strain gauge was 
determined by the space'available for mounting the feeler 
stripsj, and relatively siall'strain gauges (I" x 4") were 
found to be suitable@ 
The strain gaugd is a small strain sensitive elementq 
and is made by arranging an electrical conductor (1*0* thin 
resistance wire) into a grid and'then mounting the wire 
grid on to thin paper. , 
The strain gauges were fixed to the feelerstrips by 
an even layer of durafix glue and were allowed to set for 
two days under a one pound weight. In this way uniformity 
of gauge to feeler was obtained and after setting had 
occurred the strain gauge and feeler would bilhave as a 
single unit, In that dimension changes made to the feeler 
strip would equally affect the dimensions of the strain 
gauges 
The application of needle force to a cam system would 
tend to move the cam section in a horizontal direction* 
resulting in One feeler strip being in tension and the other 
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in compression'. The changes in dimension wouldt there- 
fores be directly transferred to the actual strain gauge 
and would result in resistance changes, according to the 
following relationship 
Pt Rxa where R= resistance in ohmsl 
pa specific resistance of conductor 
material; 
La length of conductor; 
az area of conductor. 
To ensure that the recorded changes in resistance were 
due entirely to the horizontal compression or tension ' 
straiU39 it was necessary to guard against other factors 
which were known to affect the resistance of a strain gaugeg 
(19). viz. changes in temperature, bending motions# and 
moisture content* 
(J) Compensation for Temperature Changes 
It is known that strain gauges react not onlyto 
strain but also 1: 0 variations in temperature. 
Temperature changes can raise the resistance of the 
gauge wires expand the wire or expand the feeler strips 
all of which would alter the recorded strain and cause 
large errors in the results, 
To compensate for these effects, "dummy" strain 
gauges were fixed at right-angles to the active strain 
gauges, on both the compression and tension feeler 
ptrips. In this way the temperature compensating 
gauges would not record the horizontal strain and yet 
they would be close enough to record the same 
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temperature and, by connecting dummy and active gauges 
in series,, any changes in temperature would result in 
both gauges changing resintance together a'nd- therefore 
no errors would be incurred. 
(ii) Compensation for bending 
Another factor which would affect the validity of the 
recorded resistance would be slight bending movements 
of the feeler strips when the needle force was applied 
to a cam systeme To compensate for this it was 
necessary to fix extra strain gauges to the feeler 
strips diametrically opposite the active and temperature 
gauges. By connecting these extra gauges in seriest 
any change in resistance of a gauge due to bending 
would be completely compensated for by the opposite 
gauge - the horizontal strain would now be recorded by 
two active gauges on both compression and tension sides 
of the force device. 
(iii) Protection against moisture 
Moisture from the atmosphere can have detrimental 
effects on the strain gauge,, as it causes the cement to 
swell and reduces the insulation between the windings 
of the filament. Both these effects could cause large 
changes in the resistance of the strain gaugep which 
could exceed the variation in resistance due to strain. 
The strain gauges were protected from moisture by 
first drying them thoroughly with a fan heater and then 
coating them with several layers of digel wax. I 
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(c) Measurement of the Strain Gauge Output 
With the strain gauges attached to the feeler strips 
in such a way as to measure horizontal strain with 
compensation for temperature and bending effects and 
protected against moisture,, it was then necessary to connect 
the strain gauges into a suitable circuit in order to 
measure the strain gauge output, 
A circuit was required that would supply no signal 
when the gauges were unstrained but would supply a signal 
proportional to the change in gauge resistance when the 
strain was applied - such a circuit is the well known 
Wheatstone Bridge. The strain gauge leads were therefore 
connected in this ways, the theoretical circuit used for 
this particular application is shown in rig, 31, and the 
strain gauge connections are shown in rig, 32. 
The apparatus used to feed the Wheatstone Bridge 
circuit and to amplify and measure the voltage output from 
the strain gauges was a Bruel and Kjaer instrument (type 
1516) which is specifically designed for use with strain 
gauges. 
This instrument uses a3 Kc/s oscillator for feeding 
a Wheatstone Bridgeg'and the signal output voltage from the 
bridge is amplified in a3 stage amplifier, the output Of 
whichq together with a sample of the oscillator voltage* 
is fed to a phase sensitive demodulator circuit* A centre 
zero indicating meterg connected to the output of the 
demodulatorg indicates the magnitude and sense of the bridge 
unbalance and hence the strain. The advantages of the 
circuitry used are* high sensitivity to signalt insensitivity 
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to hum (the demodulator responds only to the oscillator 
frequency), and phase or sense discrimination permitting 
tension and compression to be displayed respectively as 
positive and negative deflections on the meter. 
A Wheatstone Bridge will always be in sligbt 
unbalance due to small divergencies between the componentss 
the capacitance influence of the wiring, etc. With the 
extreme sensitivity necessary for this kind of measurement 
any unbalance in the, bridge has to be completely eliminated 
before taking measurements. In order to achieve perfect 
balance* both an R and C balance are incorporated in the 
instrument, consisting of a set of resistors and capacitors 
across the bridge'supply. Output supply points are fitted 
so that auxilliary equipment such as a pen recorder or an 
oscilloscope can be used, 
Initial trials were made with the Strain gauge force 
measuring device,, to determine the most suitable means for 
obtaining sensitive and accurate dynamic results. 
A pen recorder was found to give high sensitivity 
but would not respond to the frequency changes from the 
force device output signal. It is known that pen recorders 
are suitable for detecting frequency change below 100 c/ss 
but the power required to drag the pen against the friction 
of the paper is too great to follow frequency response above 
100 C/se 
Although a pen recorder could have been used to 
determine the average force, it was decided that the most 
suitable equipment for this purpose was the Cathode RaY 
oscilloscope used in conjunction with a moving film cameras 
to 
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as this frictionless apparatus could be used to detect 
not only accurate average force value, but also to reveal 
detailed information of force fluctuations. 
A, Cosser double-beam oscillograph model 1035 mk III 
-ýcomprising. a cathode ray tube with a post deflection anodes 
and, an amplifier of variable gain,, was used in conjunction 
with an, oscilloscope camera model 1428 mk IIA. 9 capable of 
,, recording continuous wave forms. Film traces of 
the 
strain gauge output signal were obtained for many of the 
: experiments made with the force measuring apparatus* 
'3. Preliminary Experiments with the Strain GauLe 
Device 
Some experiments were made to deter-mine the reliability 
of the measured output frbm the strain gauge force measuring 
devicei-and to determine if the output was related directly 
to the needle forces. -, 
The 450 linear cam system was fixed to tbe*cam sections 
and th(i-strain-gauge force measuring device was located and 
clamped into its correct position on the nachine top plate* 
A film trace was takbn,, with an oscilloscope camera 
speed of'10 ins/sect when the knitting machine was producing 
fabric at a speed of 60 r. p. m. (A. Fig. 33). Examination 
of the film trace showed a clearly defined frequency of 
19 cycles/inch (i. e. 190 c/sec. ). 
The precise nature of this frequency'was not-immediately 
obvious; it could not be related to a needle force as there 
were 468 needles in the cylinder and at this machine speed 
of 60 r. pomeg an 
- 
individual needle would have produced a 
frequency of 468 c/sec or 46.8 needles/inch,, It was 
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considered that this frequency might be caused either by 
the indirect motion of some other part of the machines such 
as the crown wheel gear teeth or by the natural vibration 
of the force measuring device. In order to obtain more 
information, further film traces were recorded at a camera 
film speed of 10 ins/sec with the machine running at 20 and 
100 r. p. m. These traces, B and C. rig. 33, provided the 
same frequency of 190 c/s and therefore it seemed likely 
that this frequency was a result'of natural vibrations 
since a change in frequency would have been observed were 
it related to a function of the moving machine parts'. 
(a) Dampening the natural vibrations 
It was considered that this vibration force and 
frequency were probably obscuring the desired traces of 
needle forces. The vibration would therefore have to be 
eliminated or considerably reduced if accurate,, detailed 
information of the needle forces were to be observed. 
It seemed likely that the needle butts produced the 
natural vibration of the force system, although it might 
also have been produced by the vibrations of the machine. 
To determine more precisely the causes of this strain 
gauge vibratione film traces were taken with a camera speed 
of 10 ins/sec at machine speeds of 60 and 100 r. p*m* without 
needles in the cylinder. It was observed from the film 
traces at 60 r, p, m,. (A. rig, 34). that no vibrati(M force 
was evident. whereas the film trace at 100 r. p. m. (Be rig, 34) 
showed clearly the same vibration frequency as that observed 
with previous traces taken with needles in position. it 
appearedp therefore# that both needle butts and machine 
vibrations could produce the natural vibration. although the 
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machine vibration only affected the force device at 
higher speeds, Another experiment was conducted to 
illUstratt! the natural. vibration, A film trace was taken 
at a camera. speed of 10 ins/sec of one needle acting on 
the. cam, track, at a machine speed of 60 r, pome (Cq Fig*34); 
this film trace clearly shows the vibration force after 
the needle had left the cam track. 
A number of trials were made in an attempt to dampen 
or, I! '? duce the magnitude and frequency of. this natural 
Vibration, These trials, which involved modifying the 
force device (Fig, 29), 
_included 
: substituting the 0*010" 
"rtical feeler strips (B) with 0.06011 feeler strips; 
increasing the 0.010" top feeler strip (D) to a 0@10011; 
Clamping large weights to *Jig fixture (C); attaching 
weights to each side of the cam section with the weights 
immersed in oil., fixing cork and rubber washers under the 
strain gauge feeler strips etc* The film trace recordings 
Of the-above trials showed no substantial changes to'the 
natural Vibrations. and the force device was altered to its 
Original state. 
Further trials were made with thin sheet rubber 
' 
1130unted between the base of the cam section and the machine 
top Plate (i. e. position G9 Fig. 30). A film trace was 
taken at a camera speed of 10 ins/sec and a machine, speed 
Of 60 r. p, me with yarn supplied to the needles 
in the 45 0 
"near cam system. The film trace (A. rig. 35) shows 
a 
significant change in the frequency of the tracep and 
a 
Close examination shows that the new frequency 
is approxi- 
mately 45 c/in.,, i, e, 450 c/sec,, which agrees closely 
with 
the number of needles passing through the cam system 
in one 
second. 
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These results suggested that the introduction of 
the thin sheet rubber had been sufficient to completely 
eliminate the vibrational effects, and the traces obtained 
under these conditions were recording accurately the 
strains on the cam, due to the impact and movement of the 
needles upon it, 
To confirm this, film traces (B. Fig. 35) were taken 
at a camera speed of 10 in/sec for different machine speeds, 
Lee 209 309 40 and 50 r. p. m. Examination of the 
frequencies from the traces showed a distinct change with 
speed, and these were found to be directly related to the 
speed of the needles. 
Since the application of thin rubber had clearly 
dampened the natural vibration, it was necessary to 
determine the effect of the rubber on the overall sensitivity 
when the force system was subjected to a change in applied 
force. Experiments showed that although the overall sen- 
sitivity had been reduced approximately 30% by the rubbers 
the sensitivity was still very high - approximately four times 
the sensitivity obtained from the torque device. 
It was evident that the strain gauge force measuring 
device could now be used to determine accurately and 
sensitively the forces of needles in the cam system. By 
obtaining film traces of the strain ga-Age output signals 
not only could an accurate average needle force be measured 
but also individual needle forces and variations in forces 
could be obtained. It will be shown that these latter 
features provided entirely new and more detailed information 
on many aspects of the forces in knitting, which could not 
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be obtained from a machine torque measuring devices or 
any other system which measured the average force effects, 
(b) Selecting a certain section of needles for filming 
rilm traces of needles passing througb a 450 linear 
cam system showed that a variation in force amplitude occurred 
over a complete revolution of the needles -, probably due to a 
variation in stiffness from one needle to another* A 
section of 110 needles and-tricks were straightened and 
polished, to ensure that the needles would slide freely in 
the tricks, and a film trace was taken for a complete 
revolution of the machine without yarn supplied -(see Aq 
Fig. 36); (film speed 5 Ins/sec, machine speed 60 r. p. m. )* 
It is evident from this trace that a considerahe improvement 
had been achieved by polishing the needles and tricksq as not 
only had the force amplitude of the specially prepared 
section decreasedo but also the variation 1? etween needles 
had been substantially reduced. It was also far easier to 
obtain an average force value from the specially prepared 
section of this-trace. It was realised that although an 
improvement could be made to tho remaining needles and trickslo 
it was unlikely that a perfectly level amplitude would be 
obtained throughout the complete cycle. particularly as a 
number of the other needle tricks had been slightly damaged 
in previous experiments. To ensure accurate and consistent 
force results the prepared section of needles and tricks 
was therefore used for the filming of most of the knitting 
experiments. A film trace (camera speed 25 ins/see) of 
the prepared section when needles were knitting in the 450 
linear cam is shown in B. rig, 36, 
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It was considered advantageous to remove a number 
of needles on each side of the prepared section as shown 
in B. Fig, 36 since the following factors would then be 
made possible, 
It enabled the strain gauge device to be calibrated 
after each series of experimentsg without having 
to remove needles or unclamp and remove the strain 
gauge apparatus from the cylinder, 
The missing needles provided an accurate means of 
identifying the start and end of the prepared 
section on the film traces. To avoid wasting 
film, the traces were filmed from just prior to 
the polished needles entering the cam system to 
just after their leaving it. 
(Iii) The machine was always started and stopped without 
any needles being In the cam section, thus 
avoiding the initial high forces that could upset 
the strain gauge balance - especially with the 
steeper angled cams. An alternative method 
would have been to fit in the rigid keeper plates 
before starting and stopping the machine,, but for 
short experiments this would be inconvenient. 
Under abnormal knitting conditions,, such as high 
yarn tensions, large yarn diameters, etc, j the thin feeler 
strips tend to buckle and upset the balance; although this 
limitation would not restrict the scope of the present work$ 
since the torque apparatus was available and used to measure 
forces under theso severe knitting conditions, a possible 
method of overcoming this problem was to employ a more 
sensitive strain gauge fitted to thicker feeler strips. 
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(c) Calibration and-measurement of forces 
Calibration of the strain gauge force apparatus was 
made by hanging weights on a tray, which was suspended from 
the apparatus. Weights were added in 4oz, increments and 
a film was taken of the calibration; a typical calibration 
and film are shown in rig. 37. 
To obtain the values of forces, film traces were 
passed through an enlarger and the image was copied 
accurately on to a roll of recording paper. Average 
amplitudes could then be drawn easily, and values of force 
could be obtained from the corresponding calibration. 
(d), Effect of different types of yarn on the for'ce 
characteristics 
Using the 45 0 linear cam system, film traces were 
taken when knitting at 60 r, p, m, with a 1/28' worsted yarn 
and a 300 denier continuous filament nylon yarn - the yarn 
Lnput tension for both yarns was controlled at 5 gms. The 
traces which were taken at a-camera speed of 10 ins/see 
and at a higher sensitivity than previous traces, are shown 
in Fig, 37, and it m4y be observed that there is virtually 
no difference in the force amplitude. Measurements of 
yam frictiong under the same conditions of yarn input 
tension,, gave only slight differences in values of friction,, 
i, e, 0,302 for the 1/28 worsted yam and 0,290 for the 
300 denier nylon yarm. 
(e) Effect of different mechanical control of the yarn on 
the force characteristics 
it is known that the hyste reýis brake device . although 
not satisfactory for commercial purposess gives better and 
more uniform control of yarn tensions than the disc tensions 
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and that positive feed gives the most accurate control of 
the stitch length. To determine whether these systems 
have any effect on the force characteristicsq film traces 
were taken at a camera speed of 10 ins/sec and a machine 
speed of 60 r. p. m. The control of the yarn$ which was 
supplied to needles acting in the 570 non-linear cam. was 
achieved with M hyst? r " brake. (ii) positive feed. 
(iii) disc tension with compensator, and the film traces 
are shown in Fig. 38. 
It may be seen from these traces that no significant 
difference in force amplitude or individual peak force 
occurred and therefore no advantage can be gained by using 
the hysterisisbrake or positive feed rather than the disc 
tension for the force results, 
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CHAPTER 5 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
VARIOUS SHAPED CAM SYSTEMS 
Preamble 
It has been shown in previous chapters how the cam 
systems, knitting machine, torque and force measuring devices 
have been prepared for an experimental analysis. The purpose 
of this chapter is to compare the performance of the various 
cam systems when the needles acting in each cam are subjected 
to a wide range of knitting conditions. 
The performance of each cam (Le. 45 0 and 55 0 linear, 
52 0 1,57 
0 and 620 non-linear, 55_0 "straight and curved") will 
be assessed from the stitch length, force and torque results 
which were obtained when the knitting conditions such as cam 
setting, yam tension, take-down tension, yarn count and speed 
were varied. 
In the final part of this analysis the needle butt 
performance and the fabric appearance will be examinedg at 
knitting speeds much higher than commercial speeds,, to see which 
cam systemswill provide increases in rate of fabric production. 
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A& Experimental Procedure 
(a) Providing for"Standard" Knitting Conditions 
So that the different cam systems could be compared 
under precisely the same knitting conditions, it was 
important to establish certain "standard" machine and yarn 
conditions. The standard conditions chosen were those 
that would normally be used to produce a satisfactory 
commercial fabric on the 811 diameter machine, viz. 
Yarn input tension 5 gmse 
Yarn count it wcrsted or 300 den. 
Take-down tension x2 lbs, 
Speed = 60 r. p. m. 
(b) Choice of yarn 
A worsted yarn was used for most of the experimental 
work rather than a more uniform man-made fibre yarn, as it 
has a lower tensile strength* It was considered that if 
the various cam shapes were effective under all knitting 
conditions, when using this yarnq then there would be no 
difficulty with most other yarns. 
The breaking load and the percentage elongation of 
the jb worsted yarn were measured on the Ulster load tester* 
An average breaking load of 228,4 gms. and an elongation of 
8.7% were obtained over 20 separate tests. 
(r-) Cam Setting and Stitch Length 
Three specific stitch lengths of 0,, 196". 0.17611 
and 0.156" were used for these experiments, to give 
respectivelY slacks medium and tight fabric conditions. 
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To obtain the above stitch lengths, each cam system was 
adjusted vertically and the stitch length was measured 
from fabric knitted at the "standard" conditions; When 
a cam system was located at the correct depth to give a 
required stitch length, a vernier height gauge was used to 
measure the cam setting-, this vernier height gauge measure- 
ment was used to re-locate the cam setting for subsequent 
experiments. Sample fabrics were knitted for each experi- 
ment and, after they were allowed to dry relax# accurate 
measurements of the stitch3ength were made. This was 
achieved by unroving several complete course lengths from 
the 8" diameter fabric and measuring the uncrimped length 
on a H, A. T, R, A, course length tester. The stitch length 
values were obtained from 
Average coUrse length L (ins) 
Nos* of needles in cylinder n 
where n= 468 for the 8" diameter machine. 
B. Comparison of Stitch Length Results obtained with the Various 
Cam Systems 
1, Relationship between Cam Setting, Stitch Length and 
Robbing_Back 
(a) Effect of Cam Setting on the measured stitch length 
Each cam system was set to provide the slack, medium 
and tight stitch lengths and, for each settings the maximum 
needle depths from the sinker knock-over surface to the 
needle hooks was measured with a depth gauge; these results 
were added to the 0.01811 diameter of the needle hook to 
provide a value for the total cam setting. This total cam 
setting will be subsequently referred to as cam setting (G)* 
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The cam setting (G) results, together with the 
corz sponding measured stitch length values, are shown in 
Table 16; and plotted in Fig. 39. 
It may be observed from Fig. 39 that at any stitch 
length there is a wide variation in cam setting. For 
instance at the slack stitch length the cam setting (G) for 
a 52 0 non-linear was 0,101". whereas the 450 linear cam 
setting was 0.125". At the medium and slack stitch lengths 
the linear cams require a longer cam setting than the non- 
linear and the SSO "straight and curved" cams-, no such 
pattern is to be observed at the tight setting, and there is 
also less variation in cam setting. 
The relationship of cam setting and stitch length 
for every cam system is linear; the slopes for non-linear 
cams, howeverg are all steeper than those of the linear cams. 
Therefore, in changing from slack to tight structures,, a 
linear cam requires more vertical adjustment than the non- 
linear cam system. For instance a 450 linear cam requires 
0,04011 adjustment between slack and tight structuresq whereas 
a 52 0 non-linear cam requires only 0.02411 adjustment,, i. e. 
40% less vertical movement is required for this cam system* 
It is of interest to note that the 550 "straight and curved" 
cam behaves in a similar manner to the non-linear cam system. 
(b) Calculation of theoretical stitch length (L.. )-and the 
percentaperobbing back values 
In order to explain the differences between non- 
linear and linear cam systems, described above, it was 
necessarY to calculate the percentage robbing back values for 
each cam at each setting* It has been mentioned in 
* See Appendix 
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Chapter 1 that Knapton, in his work with linear cam systems# 
found that at all knitting conditions the actual stitch 
length (L 
a 
). measured from the fabric$ was alway; less than 
the theoretical stitch lengtý (I ") predicted from the t 
geometry of the knitting elements, 'Nearly all this 
difference in stitch length was a result of the*descending 
needle robbing yam from the previously knitted loop,, 
(i. e. robbing back). , 
The percentage robbing back was calculated from 
R, B, aLt-Lax 100, 
Lt 
Knapton calculated the theoretical stitch length 
(I 
t) of a 450 
linear cam system from the geometrical 
arrangement of the longitudinal axis of the yarn (see Fig, 40). 
using the relationship 
2Vd2 + az 4 
This expressiong however* assumes that the yam diameter and 
knitting element dimensions are negligible compared with the 
sinker and needle spacing. 
For the purpose of this present work it was 
considered more accurate to take into account the actual 
dimensions of the yarn diameter and knitting elements for the 
calculation of the theoretical stitch length, These 
dimensions were measured in the following manner. 
Using a standard microscope with 100 times 
magnificationg the yam diameter was measured under low and 
high tensions; at 5 gms. tension the Yarm diameter was 
0,01310 and at tensions above 20 gms, it was 0,010", 
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The dimensions of the knitting elementsq measured 
with a micrometerg were: sinker width z 0,008"t needle 
hook diameter x 0.018". and the sinker spacingo calculated 
from the circumference of the machine, was 0.054". These 
values, which were drawn to scale, (rig. 41). illustrated 
that the path of the yarn provided an angle of Orrap around 
the knitting elements of approximately 180 0- with Knapton's 
method the angle of-wrip was 150 
0 for the same cam setting. 
The values of Lt from this more accurate method 
comprised the vertical length of yarn between sinker and 
needle centre line (i. e, 2Hj see rig. 41). plus the yarn 
passing around the radii of the needle and sinker elements 
(i. e. C, Fig. 41). 
Thus, L 2H +C 00* (Vol) t 
The value of H was dependent upon the cam setting G,, and 
was obtained by subtracting the sum of the sinker and needle 
radii from the value of G,, 
i. e. ' H=G-0.013" , *, * 
(V, 2) 
In obtaining a value for Cl, 'it was not obvious, 
whether this length of yarn was determined from the actual' 
radii of the knitting elements, or whether it was determined 
from somewhere near the radius of the neutral axis of the 
yarn, It was important to determine this length of yarn 
accuratelyg as calculations showed that a wrbng choice of 
C would provide a significant error in the Lt values. For 
instances, if the knitting element radii were assumed to be 
corrects, dimension C would equal 0*040". and if the neutral 
axis of yarn were correct C would equal 0.072", 
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An experiment was conducted to establish the 
precise value of C, Ton needles were set, to give a cam 
setting C of 0,203" and yarn was passed around ten sinkers 
and needle hooks - the yarn was therefore under high tension 
as during loop formation. 
The Yam was marked and cut at each of the end 
sinkers and then removed from the knitting elements and 
measured accurately'under 10 gms. tension. This method 
provided consistent lengths of yarn of 4,30" when the 
experiment was repeated several times, This length of yarn 
represented the total. lqngth of yarn, in ten equivalent It 
values and therefore the length of yarn in one It value was 
0,43ý, A value qf 2H = 0.38" was obtained from formula (V. 2) 
where Ga0,203"1 therefore, from formula (V. 1) the value of 
c= 0*050", 
It was noted that this value of C was inbetween the 
values calculated from the knitting element radii and the 
neutral axis of the yam, The theoretical stitch length at 
any cam se-ttlng may now be. calculated from 
Ita 2H + 0.05011 ... (V, 3) 
where H is dependent upon the cam setting G, 
It was interesting to compare the values of I 
0t 
obtained for the 45 linear cam system at slacks medium and 
tight settingss when using this system, with those obtained 
using Knapton's methods (see below). 
Cam Setting 
-I 
(ins) This work L,, (ins) Knapton 
Slack 
Medium 
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0.274 
0.234 
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(c) Relationship between cam setting and robbing back 
Calculations of It and the percentage robbing back 
for each cam system at each cam setting, are shown in 
Table 16,, and cam setting G and robbing back were plotted# 
(see Fig, 42)o 
It is observed from this relationship that at the 
slack setting all the rion-linear cams have a lower percentage 
robbing back than the linear cam3, - this agrees with the 
relationship already established between cam setting and 
measured stiich length (see rig. 39). where it was observed 
that a longer cam setting was required for linear cams to 
produce a slack stitch. It was clear that this longer cam 
setting was necessary to compensate for the larger percentage 
of robbing back that occurred. 
The robbing back relatiDnship also showed that as 
the cam setting was increased from tight to slack, the 
percentage robbing back increased; although the increase was 
only slight with the non-linear and the straight and curved 
cams, it was quite substantial with the linear cams, This 
also explained whyg whin examining the measured i; titbh'- 
length/cam setting relationship, the linear cams required a 
larger range of cam setting movement to give a specific 
change of stitch length, It was clear that since more 
robbing back occurred with the linear cams as the stitch cam 
setting was increased. then more vertical movement was 
required to compensate for the robbing back. With non- 
linear ram only sufficient cam movement to alter the stitch 
length was requireds as robbing back only changes by a very 
small amount., 
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It was noted that at a tight cam setting the 55 0 
linear cam gave less robbing back than the 570 and 62 0 
non-linear cams; this presumably occurred because at this 
short stitch length, the needles in the 550 linear cam 
found it easier to draw yarn from the package than to rob 
yarm back. 
Since non-linear cams required less depth below the 
sinker level to provide a given range of stitch lengths, it 
was realised that the circumferential lengthsýof non-linear 
cams could be reduced,, which would compensate slightly for 
the extra lengths of such cams. However,, a comparison of 
circumferential lengths, shown later, gave only small 
decreases in length. 
2. Relationships Between Yarn Tension, Stitch Length and 
Robbing_Back 
(a) Effect of yaxm tension on stitch-length 
Each cam system was get in turn, under standard 
conditions of knittingg to provide the medium, slack and 
tight stitch lengths. For each cam system the yarn input 
tension was adjusted, in small increments between 2,5 gms 
and 30 gms, and sample fabrics from each test were unroved 
and the stitch length measured, The results for the 
medium setting are shown in Table 17*0 and stitch length 
against yarm input tension is plotted in Fig. 43. The 
results for the slack ýnq tight settings were found to give 
similar relationships of stitch length to those obtained at 
the medium cam settingg and are therefore not shown. 
* See Appendix. 
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An examination of Fig. 43 shows a significant 
difference between the various cam systems. . The linear 
cam systems give large decreases in stitch length with 
increases in tension, whereas the non-linear cam systems 
show relatively small decreases in stitch length with 
increases in tension. The compromise cam system (55 0 
straight and curved) gives a stitch length/tension relation- 
ship curve which lies inbetween the linear and non-linear 
cam systemse 
With all cam systems the greatest change in stitch 
lengths for a given change in tensions occurs between 2.5 gmse 
and 5 gms. and this change is greatest with the linear cam 
systems. It will be noted that the non-linear cam curves 
do not extend beyond 20 gms. input tension s- this is because 
holes appeared in the fabric when knitting at tensions above 
20 gmse 
These results show that an approximate 20% change 
of stitch length is obtained from an Increase of 5- 20 gms, 
input tension with linear cam systems,, and only approximately 
10% change with -non-linear cams, 
(b) Effect of yarntension on percentage robbing back 
To help explain the above-mentioned differences 
between the linear and the non-linear cam systems, the 
percentage robbing back values were calculated for each of the 
measured stitch length values; these are shown in Table 179 
and the yarm tension/robbing back is plotted in Fig, 44. 
Examinations of Fig. 44 show that with an increase 
in tension the percentage robbing back increases rapidly with 
the linear cam system Y particularly at the lower tension 
range* The non-linear cam systems also give an increase in 
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robbing back with increase in tension, although with these 
cams the percentage increase in robbing back is far less 
than with the linear cam systems, 
Another feature of interest is that at yarn tensions 
of 5 gms and above, non-linear cams give a lower percentage 
of robbing back than'the linear cams. 
(c) Positive feed as a stitch length controller 
Before a more detailed examination of the differences 
between non-linear and linear cams is given, a practical 
issue resulting from the above observations will be considered. 
Since the non-linear cams have no facilities for 
separate stitch cam adjustment, it was considered that positive 
feed might be used as an alternative method of obtaining a 
range of stitch lengths. 
To determine whether this was possible, a trip-tape 
positive feed system was used to supply different yarn course 
lengths to the needles in the 57 0 non-linear cam system, when 
this cam was fixed at the medium setting, Experiments showed 
that it was possible to knit a 12% range of stitch length 
without either causing yarn overfeed or increasing the knitting 
tension so high as to cause yarn breakage, 
The stitch length and corresponding tension values 
are shown below in Table 3. 
TAB IX 3 
57 0 Non-Unear cam System 
Pc)s,, reed Stitch Length (ins) Resulting tension (gms) 
0.180 2 
0.174 5 
0.166 10 
Oe159 20 
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These results may be compared with those given in 
Chapter 2, where it was shown that a 26% range of stitch 
lengths could be obtained when using positive feed with a 
fixed 450 linear cam system, 
Since the stitch cam adjustment on commercial machines 
normally permits at least a 30% range of stitch lengths, it may 
be concluded that positive feed is an inadequate stitch length 
controller with fixed non-linear cams, Howevers it was 
suggested, in Chapter 2,, that if positive feed were unsuitable 
as a stitch length controller, then certain alternative methods 
might be used. For example, a modification to provide aII 
vertical adjustment of either the cylinder or the complete cam 
system org on dial and cylinder machines. an adjustment of the 
height of the dial -a provision already available on these 
machines. 
It is clear from the above experiments that if non- 
adjustable non-linear cams are to be used on commercial 
machines$ then one of these alternative methods must be used 
to obtain a suitable range of stitch lengths. 
3, Calculations of Maximum Tensions within the Loop-Forming 
Portions of the Various Cam SYStems, and their Relation 
to Robbing Back and Stitch Length Values 
Examination of the loop-forming_portion 
It was considered important to make a more detailed 
examination of the loop-forming portions (i, e, the knitting 
point areas) of the cam systems, since it seemed likely that 
this portion determineds to a large extent, the knitting 
performance of a cam system. 
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Examinations of an enlarged scale diagram of the six 
loop-forming shapes (Fig, 45) illustrates the low change in 
displacement of the non-linear cams at the knitting point. 
The curved shape of'a non-linear cam is a necessary feature 
for continuous acceleration of the needle butt, but it 
inevitably means that more knitting elements are involved in 
loop formation than with linear cams. The cam shapes may 
also be used to show the path of the yarn during loop formation. 
However, to avoid confusion, the yarn is not shown in Fig. 45 
but the correct positions of the needles and sinkers are given. 
The yarn would wrap around the sinkers and needles as indicated 
previously in-Fig. 41. 
It is known from Amonton's Law (given below) that 
when yam passes over a metal surface an increase in tension 
will occur-, it is likely, therefores that with a non-linear 
cam the build up in yarn tension during loop formation would 
be far greater than with the linear cam, due to the extra 
number of yarn/metal contactss (ie. knitting elements). 
T2 
where T2 a yam output tension Qms) 
Ta yarn input tension Qms) 1 Wrl 8z angle of Lap, (radians) 
ju - coefficient of yarn/metal friction. 
Knapton showed a method for calculating the build up in tension 
within the loop-forming portion,, from the geometry of the 
knitting elements and the known value of yarn/metal friction; 
with this information he was able to explain a number of 
knitting effects observed when knitting with linear cams, 
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Measurements and calculations Of yarn/metal friction 
In order to cal6ulate the values of maximum tension 
within the loop-forming portions of a cam system, it was first 
necessary to establish a value of yarn/metal frictions under 
similar conditions to those present when actually knitting a 
yarn, An apparatus for obtaining the yarn/metal friction 
values was developed by Knapton (8) hnd was used in this work. 
The apparatus which is shown in Fig, 46, consists of 
a yarn take-up drnm rotating at approximately the speed of a 
knitting machine; two transducer heads with electronic 
amplifying meters to measure accurately and record the tension 
of the yarn before and after it passed over the metal surface, 
and a hysteresis brake unit to apply a constant yarn input 
tension. 
The transducer head units were calibrated by hanging 
weights,, in increments of 5 gms, up to a maximum of 50 gms,, 
on the three pulley system of the unit, and the meter reading 
was recorded for each weight addition. A typical calibration 
graph for the output tension unit is shown in Fig, 47, 
To determine a value for yam friction, the yam 
under test was passed around the metal surface at a known angle 
of lap (e 
0 )v the input tension was pro-set to a particular 
value,, and the output tension measured on the electronic meter; 
using Amonton's Law the values of friction under these 
conditions could then be obtained. To simulate actual knitting 
conditionss a sinker and needle, taken from the machine used in 
this work9 were used as the metal test surfaces, 
It was realised that there were only two important 
angles of lap during loop fomation, (i. e. 6o 0 and 1800)o 
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For instance, it has been shown in Fig. 41 where the actual 
yarn diameter and knitting element dimensions were drawn'to 
scale, that the yarn makes an angle of 180 0 with the knitting 
elements during loop formationg and this would apply to all 
the knitting elements in the loop-forming processs apart from 
the first angle of lap, (i. e. when the yarn first made contact 
with a knitting element). Examination of the feeding positiqn 
of the yarn showed that the first angle of lap was approximately 
0 60 6 irrespective of whether the yarn met a needle or sinker 
first. Howeverg for a preliminary analysis of the friction 
results, angles of lap of 60 06 90 0s 120 09 150 0 and 1800 were 
chosen. 
Using a J-r3 worsted yarng the input tension (T 1) was 
set to 5,10,15 and 20 gms. and the corresponding output 
tension (T 2) was measured for both the sinker and needleb at 
all the different angles of laps 
If these results follow Amonton's Law, then log 
2 
aT1 
plotted against e will provide a linear relationship 
passing through the originp and the slope will beequal to the 
value of yarn/metal friction (p). These values are shown in 
Table 18*and plotted in rig, 48, 
Several points of importance were noted from Fig, 48, 
For example* the curves were not linear since the friction 
value decreased with an increased angle of lap# and the curves 
did not pass through the origin. - There were different curves 
for each value of input tension, due to 6 decrease in value of 
friction with an Increase in input tension. It was also noted 
that although both the sinker and needle exhibited the same 
trendso the friction values of the sinker at almost all 
conditions were higher than those of the needle, 
* See Appendix 
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It was clear from the above observations that 
Amonton's Law could not be used for these results to give 
an accurate average value of yam/metal friction. 
It has been stated that the important angles of 
lap for loop formation were 600 and 180 0; since the 60 0 
lap (ýnly applies for the first tension change in the knitting 
elements this change may-be obtained directly from the 
experimental results of T1 and T2. Howevers for the 
remaining build up in tension at 1800 lap, it was considered 
that Howellts formula (given below) would be more suitable 
for an accurate value of yarn/metal frictions as this 
relationship is dependent upon input tension and radius of 
curvature (20), 
ce [RI 1-n 
-e where C=k (V. t); 
Rz radius of metal surface (m/m) 
C= coefficient of yam/metal friction. 
K, IM r) tnc4tr-es 
Although this relationship would take into account 
the effects of input tension and-radius of curvatureq the 
changes in friction which occurred with changes in angle of 
lap would still be unaccounted fort i. e. log, 
T2 when plotted 
T 
against 0 for Howell's expression should give a linear 
relationship as in Amonton's Law, 
ror a complete analysis,, therefore, angles of lap of 
1200 and 1500 were examined in addition to the value of 180 09 
and each angle of lap was examined separately when applying 
Howell's formula. 
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T 
If Howell's Law is obeyed, then logeloge T logo 6 
plotted against log 
R 
will provide a linear relationship, eT1 
the slope will equal (1-n) and the intercept on the y axis 
will equal log e 
k. 
The calculated values for the angles of lap 120 0 
150 0 and 180 0 for both sinker and needle are shown in 
Table 19* and plotted in Fig. 49. 
It may be observed from Fig. 49 that a linear 
relationship is obtained and the slopes are the same for each 
condition-, different log 
ek values, 
however, are evident 
for the sinker and the needle and also for the different 
angles of lap, giving different values of friction in each 
caseý 
It has been suggested by Schoenmaker (21) thA these 
differences in log, k relate to the fact that the actual 
CMgle of lap differs from the observed value, due to the 
extremely small and slightly differently shaped curvatures 
of the sinker and needle el6ments. However, at any given 
angle of lap, such as 180 
0, HowellIs Law was obeyed,, and 
therefore a value of (1-n) and log, k could be obtained. 
The points on the graphs for the sinker and needle 
at 1800 lap provided correlation factors of 0.987 and 
0,983 respectivelys indicating an excellent linear relation- 
ship. Calculations using the least mean square method 
provided the following n and k values. 
Needle n= 0*7781 
0.6060 
Sinker n=0.777 
kx0,9937 
* See Appendix 
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The valuer; of n and k may now be substituted into 
formula (V. 4) and the yam tension build up within the loop- 
forming portions may be calculated. 
(c) Calculations of the values of maximum tension and the 
, 
importance of their, positions 
Calculation of maxiTnum tension values 
To obtain the tension build up from the Input tension 
side of the loop-forming shapest the first change in 
tension (i. e. when the yarn first meets a knitting 
element), was taken from the experimental results of the 
60 0 angle of lapq (Table 18); the subsequent tensions 
were calculated at an angle of lap of 180 from Howell's 
formula (V, 4) by substituting the appropriate n and k 
values, depending on whether the yarn passed around a 
needle or a sinker. 
Before the tension build up for the reverse movement 
of the yam (i. e. robbing back)s could be calculatedg it 
was necessary to establish whether the yarn was robbed 
back from only one needle or from two needles to the 
right of the knitting point. To do this, comparisons 
were made of the actual percentage robbing backq obtained 
from the stitch length results,, and the makimum permissible 
percentage robbing backg calculated from the geometrical 
position of the knitting elements to the right of the 
knitting pointe The geometrical'robbing values were 
obtained in the following way. 
The geometrical stitch length at position needle 5 
(Fig, 45) for a 450*linear cam system at the medium Cam 
settingg for exampl6, may be calculated from formula (VoOj, 
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i. e. Za 2H + 0,05011 where HG-0.013" and G is t 18 
measured in inches directly from rig. 45. 
The maximum possible percentage robbing back from 
needle 5 (N 5) is thus obtained from 
t4 t5 
x 100 
t4 
where Z t4 
is the theoretical stitch length at the 
knitting point of the 450 linear cam system. 
In this way the maximum geometrical robbing back 
values from positions N5 and sinker 6 (S 6) for each cam 
system at the medium cam setting were calculated, and 
these values are shown below in Table 4. together with 
. the actual percentage robbing values, which are extracted 
from Table'17 when knitting at 5.10 and 20 gms input 
tension. 
TABLE 4 
Calculated titch Length Uns) and Geometrical % Robbing Back 
Knit- 
ting Linear Cams Non-Linear Cams St. & Curv 
Ele- 
o0000 
ment 45 55 -52 570 62 55 
L RB I RB I RB I Lt % RB I Lt % RB Lt % RB ttt 
N 0.234 10.226! 0,202 0.21f 0.222 0.226 4 
N 0.126 46.1 0.074 67.4 0.174 13,8 0.17L 19,5001 23*0 0.057 75.0 5 
S6-0.152 24.8 0.14E 32.0.126ý43.2 - 
Yam measured Stitch Length (ins) and Actual % Robbing Back 
Tens, 
(gm) L RB I 
it 
RB A% RB I RB I RB L% RB 
aaIaaaa 
5 o. 176 24.8 0: 176 22.1 0.176 12.9 0,176 18.510,176 20.7 
' 
0,176 22,1 
10 0,160 31,6 0 154 31,8 0,168il6,8 00169 21,3 
1ý0.167 
24*8 0,166 26,1 
20 0.144 138.4 10,133 140.010.1591 21.310.161 125.0 b. 156 ý 29.7 10.151133.2 
- 3.21 - 
It is evident from Table 4 that at 5 gms input tension 
the actual robbing back values are less than the maximum 
permissible robbing back values at N., for all the cam 
systems; this suggests, therefore, that yarn is only 
robbed back from the first needle after the knitting point, 
i. e. N5. 
For comparisons of maximum tension values at 5 gms 
input tension# the robbing back curve may be calculated 
using N5 as the starting position, and since no yam move- 
ment will occur over sinker 6, the tension in the yarn 
between S6 and N5 may be determined by the take-down 
tension force on each loop -a value of 2 gms was obtained. 
The subsequent tension values were calculated from 
formula (V, 4) in the same way as the input tension side. 
The values of input tension build up, calculated from 
an initial yarn input tension of 5 gms: are given in Table 5 
for each cam systems together with the robbing back tension 
values; these tension values were plotted against the 
positions of the knitting elements, and the intercept of 
the robbing back curve and the input tension curves 
provides the maximum values and positions of maximum 
tension for each cam system,, at the medium cam settings, 
(see Fig. 50). 
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TABLE 5 
Knitting Yam Tensions during Knitting 
(gms) - L. H. S. R. B. 
Element Linear Non-Linear St. & Curv. Tensions 
Posit- 45 0 55 0 52 0 57 0 62 0 55 0 
ion 
(T 1Y 5 5 15 
5 5. 5 
S 8 
N 19.0 7 7 
S 2 49,8 23.2 8 23,2 
N2 7.0 - 88.5 45.9 19.0 45,9 430 
S3 23,2 8 175 101 49oB 101 291 
N 3 45,9 1900 271 166 88,5 
166 160 
S 4" 101. 49o8 460 301 
175. 301 97,3 
N4 166 8805 443 271 . 
443 ... 43o8 
S5 301 175 460 21,9 
N 443 271 6,5 
S 2,0 
It may be seen from Fig* 50 that there is a significant 
difference in maximum tensions*between non-linear and linear 
cams and,, cýLs expected, the 52 
0 non-lifiear gives the largest 
value of maximum tension (i. e. 165 gms) and the 55 
0 linear 
provides the lowest value of maximum tension Uee. 45 gms)e 
Although the calculated value of maximum tension is high for the 
0 52 non-linear cam, it is still below the breaking load of the 
yarn of 228A gms, and this agrees with the practical results 
which showed that this cam system provided satisfactory knitted 
fabric at yarn input tensions up to 15 gms. 
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It-may be shownýthat no extra knitting elements are 
introduced when the cam settings of each cam system are 
increased from the, medium to the slack setting and, tbere- 
fore the tension build up and maximum tension values shown 
in Fig, 50-apply to-both medium and slack cam settings, 
With a decrease in cam setting from medium to tight,, a 
reduction of one knitting element occurs, for most cam 
systems, and the maximum tension values are reduced. The 
significance of this and the effect on thehorizontal forces 
acting on the needle,, will*be discussed later in part C, 
(ii) Positions of maximum tension value 
Knapton showed that the position of maximum tension was 
extremely importanti as it could be related to the stitch 
len&th measured from the fabric* To illustrate this it may 
be seen that the position of maximum tension from the 550 
linear cam system lies between S4 and N4 (Fig. 50). 
Referring back to rig. 45 the geometrical stitch length 
calculated from formula (V. 3) at this position should be 
approximately equal to the actuil. stitch length of 0.176". 
Calculations of the geometrical stitch length from the 
respective positions of maximum tension for each cam system 
am shown in Table 6. and they illustrate clearly that there 
is a close relation between these calculated values and the 
measured values of stitch length from the fabric (i. e* 0,17611). 
TABLE 6 
Calculated stitch length (ins) 
Linear Non-linear St. & Curv. 
45 0 55 0, 52 0- 57 0 62 0 55 0 
o. 178 6,182 0,174 0.179 0.185 01181 
- 1.24 - 
The positions of maximum, tension for the non-linear 
cams were further to the left of the knitting point than 
those for the linear cams and yet the calculated geometrical 
stitch length was stillývirtually the same (see rig. 50). 
This was easily explained, as-examination of the loop- 
forming curves (rig. 45) showed that the non-linear cams 
had a much slower rate of changeýof displacement than the 
linear cam at the knitting point,, and therefore the position 
of maximum tension, with non-linear cams must be displaced to 
the left in order to provide the same calculated stitch 
length. 
An examination of the values and positions of maximum 
tension may be used to illustrate why the linear cam system 
required a lower cam setting than the non-linear cam to 
provide the same stitch length,. - this aspect was observed 
previously in rig. 39. ý 
It may be seen from rig, 45-that after the needle reaches 
the position of maximum tension, its further vertical 
displacement is smaller in the case of the non-linear cam 
system than in the case of the linear cam system - i. e. less 
robbing back is required from the needle when using the non- 
linear cam. This also confirms the previous observations 
in rig. 42, where it was shown that less robbing back 
occurred with non-linear cams than with linear cams* 
(d) Effect of Increasing Yarm Input Tension on the Values and 
Positions of Maximum Tension 
It has been shown in Table 4 that, at 5 gms input tensions 
the needle at the knitting point robbed yarn back from N5 only, 
for all cam systems, In addition, Table 4 shows that when the 
yarn input tension was increased to 10 and 20 gms using the linear 
cams, the values of actual robbing back were still less than the 
LIBRARY 
125 
maximum permissible robbing back values from the N5 position. 
Therefore for tension build up, calculated from input tensions 
of 10 and 20 gmso the robbing back curve for the linear cams 
will still commence at N5 with 2 gms tension, 
With non-linear cams, however, it is evident from 
Table 4 that the actual robbing back values at 10 and 20 gms 
are now greater than the maximum permissible robbing back 
values provided from N., and therefore extra yarn must be drawn 
from the second needle after the knitting position U. e, N 69 
Fig, 45), This suggests that the robbing back curve will now 
be displaced to the rightg when using the non-linear cams at 
these higher tensionsq as a new starting position will be 
required. 
To determine this new position it was realised that 
since the needle butts were positively controlled in the non- 
linear cams9 an upward, movement of the needle butt would allow a 
certain amount of extra yarn to I? e drawn from between N6 and S6 
(rig. 45)9 before robbing back over the hook of needle 6 was 
necessary. 
To establish whether this extra length of yarn was, 
sufficientg calculations of the maximum permissible robbing back 
were made for the condition when the needle was in the S6 
position. ýThese values for each non-linear cam have been shown 
in Table 49 and it may be seen that they do provide a greater 
percentage value than the actual robbing back values for 10 and 
20 gms, 
This new starting position (i. e. tension =2 gms in the 
S 6-N6 region)9 will 
therefore be used to calculate a new robbing 
back curve for conditions when yarn is drawn from two needles 
after the knitting point. However, to understand the tension 
Fic, 51 
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build up in the non-linear cams at 10 or 20 gms tension, it ts 
necessary to consider both the robbing back curves, i. e. the 
new robbing curve starting in the S6 -N 6 region,, and the previous 
robbing curve in the N 5-S6 region. I 
The calculated valuesaF the input tension side from 
20 gms; for the 57 0 non-linear cam system,, together with the 
calculated values of the new robbing back curve (S. -N 6 ), are 
shown in Table 20, and these values together with the robbing 
back values from N 5-S69 given previously 
in Table 59 4Lrq plotted 
against the positions of the knitting elements (see rig. Sl). 
From Fig. 519 AB represents the input tension curve 
starting at 20 gms, and EF and CD represent the two robbing back 
curves where EF is the new robbing back curve from the S6-N 6 
region, and CD is the original robbing curve from the N 5-S 6 
region. 
The position where the final stitch length is drawn is 
at position J (Fig. 51) and the geometrical stitch length at 
this'point is 0.15811, which agrees closely with the measured 
stitch ledgth of 0.16111 from Fig. 43. From position J robbing 
back will now proceed until the needle reaches the maximum 
vertical displacement at the knitting point (N 4 ). The 
theoretical stitch length at the knitting point for the 57 
non-linear cam system is 0.216" (see Table 16)ýj therefore. the 
total quantity of yarn to be robbed back will be 0,21611 - 0,15811 
2 0,0589% Howevers examinations of Table 4 have shown that the 
maximum quantity of yarn that can be supplied by N, in the 57 
0 
non-linear cam system is 0,21611 - 0,174" = 0,042". Therefore, 
at a new position K, (Fig. 51). where Ita0.200", 0 the 
descending needle will require more yarn (i. e. O, OS8" - 0,04211 
0,01611) which must be drawn from the second needle after the 
knitting point. 
* See Appendix 
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This will result in a rise in tension at Position K 
to a value L where the intercept with the new robbing, back 
curve'(EF) is made - it will then be possible to rob - back the 
final yarn length of 0,016 inches, 
It may be seen that there are two high tension peaks 
when yarnis robbed from two'needless, but the important one for 
estimating both the stitch length and the maximum tension is 
the one determined by position J. This suggests that to 
estimate the maximum tensions and the stitch length for any of 
the cam systems, under all conditions of input tensiong-it is 
necessary only to consider the intersection of the input tension 
and the robbing back curve calculated from the first needle after 
the knitting point (i. e. N5 -S 6 region). 
The input tension build up values for all the cams at 
10 and-20 gms are shown in Table 2110 and are plotted against the 
position of the knitting elements in Fig. 52. 
Examinations of the curves for any cam system (Fig* 52) 
show that an increase in input tension produces an increase in 
maximum tension value,, and the position of maximum tension is 
displaced further to the left of the knitting point. Values 
of the geometrical stitch length were calculated-from these 
positions of maximum tension and are shown in Table 79 together 
with the measured stitch length values extracted from Table 17. 
* See Appendix 
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TAB LE 7 
Yam Linear Non-Linear 
In ut p 
Tension 45 0 55 T 52 57 62 ( ms) g 
Measured Stitch Length (ins) 
10 00160 0,154 0.168 01169 0*167 
20 0., 144 09133' O. 1S9 0,161 09156 
Calculated Stitch Length (ins'ý 
10 01158 0.153 0,163 01168 0.172 
20 0.140. 0.130 0.156 0,158 01161 
I These results give stitch lengths which are in 
remarkably good agreement with those measlired*from the resultant 
fabric. The values of maximum tension were also found to . 
correspond closely with the practical results. For instance, 
knitting trials showed that occasional holes appeared in the fabric 
0 
made with a 62 non-linear camp at input tensions above 15 gms, 
Examination of rig. 52 shows that the maximum tension value for 
the 52 0 non-linear cam at 20 gms input tension is 240 gms, which 
is slightly higher than the breaking load of the yarm.. (228 gms. ) 
Thus, both practical and calculated evidence suggests that 15 - 
20 gms is the maximum knitting input tension that can be used with 
this cam system to produce a satisfactory fabric using a Jý 
worsted yam. 
With the linear camso satisfactory fabric could be 
knitted at yam input tensions of up to 30 gmsq and examination, 
of the maximum tension values showed that they would still be below 
the breaking load of the yarm. 
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An examination of the values and positions of maximum 
tension illustrated why significant differences in measured 
stitch length occurred between the linear and non-linear cams, 
when the yarn input tension was-increased -a feature that was 
observed previously in Fig. 43, 
It may be seen from Fig. 52 that for a given change 
in input tension, the movement of the position of maximum 
tension to the left of the knitting point was approximately the 
same irrespective of the type of cam system. Examination of 
the shapes of the cam (Fig. 45) explained why this should occur 
the non-linear cams have a slow change in displacement and 
therefore a given movement to the left. of the knitting point 
provides only a relatively small decrease in the-distance of 
the needle below the sinker level, and therefore in the 
calculated stitch length. With linear camsg howeverg the same 
movement to the left of the knitting point gives much greater 
changes in depth below sinker level, and therefore greater 
differences in calculated stitch length. 
C. Comparison of the Forces Developed within the Various Cam Systems 
A description of the experimental procedure when using 
the torque device or the force measuring deviceg has been given 
in Chapter 4, In the following experiments most of the resu 
' 
lts 
for the practical analysis were obtained using the more sensitive 
strain gauge force measuring device. Howevers for certain 
experiments9 such as when severe knitting conditions were applied, 
the torqueý device was more suitable for obtaining the results. 
Measurements of forces with and without yarn when the machine 
_speed 
wasincreased 
The force values were obtained from the force measuring 
device at machine speeds ranging from 20 - 120 r. p. m., when 
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using each cam, set at the slack settinge The values are 
given in Table 22-1-and the force/speed relationships with and 
without yarn are shown in Fig. 53. 
An examination of the'forces without yam (Fig. 53) 
shows that the force increases-with speed for all cam systemsq 
and the rate of force increase appears to be dependent upon 
the maximum angle of the cam irrespective of whether the cam 
is linear or non-linear. For instance there is a greater 
increase in force for the 62 0 non-linear, from 20 - 120 r. p. m. 
than for the 45 0 linear caip. 
The measured increase in force with increase in speed 
is a large effect; for example, with the 450 linear cam the 
force increases from 540 gms to 990 gms with an increase in 
speed of from 20 - 120 r. p. m. g i. e. almost 100% increase in 
force - similar large increases in force may be observed for 
the other cam systems. 
When yarn is supplied to the needles (Fig. 53)0 the 
force also increases with speed for all cam systems, The 
difference between the forces with and without yarn for any 
cam at any speed gives the force component due to the insertion 
of yarn to the needle hooks. It may be observed from rig. 53 
that the yarn force component is reasonably constant with 
speed for all the cams. 
2. Expressions for the forces acting on the needles 
Munden (7) has given the following expression for 
calculating the forces acting on the needle in linear cam 
systems I- the forces are shown in Fig. 54. 
I* See Appendix 
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P(P cos 0+ sin 0) 
«1 _ 112) rDS 0- 2v sin 0) 
where Sa horizontal force required to move the needle up 
or down the cam track (gms); 
cam angle (degrees); 
coefficient of friction between the needle butt and 
cam track, and between the needle shank and the 
trick walli 
Pa force resisting the vertical movement of the 
needle (gms), '' 
Knapton suggested that with the introduction of yam 
to the needles the same forn of equation would applyg but the 
value, of P would now be given by 
p+p F. e 
where PF is the force resisting the vertical movement of the 
needless and P. is the force on the needle book due-to the 
tensions in the yarn, 
S 
(P F+p e) (p cos 0+ sin 6) 
((l - V2) c6s 0- 2p sin 61 
or SxpF 
(V cos 6+ ein 0) 
«1-112) cos 0- 2v ein 61 
Pe (ji cos 0+ sin 6) 
((l_V2) Cos 0- 2p sin ei 
Therefore, the horizontal force required to move the 
needle up or down the cam track without yarn is given by 
cos 0+ sin 0' (VOS) 
{(l _ 12) cos 6- 2v sin 0) 
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and the additional component of horizontal force due to the 
insertion of yarn to the needle hooks is given by I 
P (p cos 8+ sin 0) s2 39 0 oo* (V. 6) 
«1 - 112) cos 0- 2v ein 0) 
3. The forces acting-on the needles without yarn supplied to 
the needle hooks 
(a) Calculation of the forces 
Equation (V. 5) Oas used to calculate the forces on the 
needles for each of the designed cam systemso For these 
calculations a value of V=0,1 was assumed a reasonable 
value for well lubricated hardened steel components,, and 
an average value of*P Fi 10' gms was obtained by finding the 
average weight necessary to move the needle vertically in 
its trick - this'was measured by hanging weights on the 
needle butts. 
ror the 45 0 and 55 0 linear cam sy'stemse the calculation 
of the force S1 was straight forward, as e0 was equal to 
45 0 and 55 0 respectively for all the needles acting in the 
cam systems; the total force (i. e. ZS1) was obtained from 
nxS1 where na number of needles acting in the cam systemo 
With non-linear cam systems and the 550 straýght and 
curved carnq the angle 0 varied, throughout the cam profile, 
and to obtain a value of force ES 1 it was necessary first 
to measure the value of 0 for each needle position, For 
examples Fig, 55 shows the displacement curve for the 
leading edges of the 57 0 non-l-inear cam, and, the needles 
acting on this cam system are shown numbered 1- 32, At 
any needle position the angle of e may be measured quite 
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accurately (or calculated as shown in section C. 
Chapter 2) and the value of S1 for each needle may-ba 
calculated from formula (V. 5). The value of horizontal 
force ES 1 is obtained, thereforeg from the sum of the S 
values calculated from all the needles acting on this 
cam system* 
These calculated values for the non-linear cam 
systems and those obtained for the linear cam systemsare 
shown below in Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
Cam System Nos. (5f Needles 1 
(gms) 
45 Linear 25 348 
55 Linear 18 394 
52 Non-Linear 35 308 
57 Non-Line4r 32 . 328 
62 Non-Linear 28 335 
55 Str, and Curve 41 353 
It is noted from Table 8 that although the non-, linear cam 
systems have more needles acting on the cam track than the 
linear cams,, the calculated horizontal force ES 1 for non- 
linear cams are slightly smaller, This is due to the 
fact that a large proportion of the needles in the non- 
linear cams act on relatively low cam angles, with 'only a 
few acting at'the maximum cam angle, whereas all the 
needles in the linear cams act at the maximum cam angle* 
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__omparison 
of the calculated and measured forces 
The measured values of force/speed without Yarn were 
extracted from Fig., 53 and are shown again in Fig. 56. 
The calculated force values ES, given in Table 8 are seen 
to be smaller than the measured valuess even at the lowest 
machine speed of 20 r. p. m. However,, extrapolation of the 
measured values to zero speed in Fig. 56 provides 
reasonably close agreement with the calculated values. 
For exampleg from Table 8 the calculated force for the 
450 linear cam a 348 gms and this value (shown at position 
Q in Fig. 56) may be compared with the extrapolated 
measured value for the same cam which equals 420 gms 
(shown at position R,, Fig, 56), 
Since the calculated force S1 is a relationship in 
which the mass of the needle butt is considered equal to 
zero andq thereforeg impact forces at the ends of the, 
linear cam are not taken into account,, it seems reasonable 
for the calculated and measured force values to agree at 
zero speed. 
As there is a difference in the values Q and R. 
howevers the estimated value of friction (p a 0.1) seems 
to be a slightly inaccurate assessment of the true 
conditions of friction in the knitting machine. For 
example, with the 45 0 linear cam a value of friction of 
Uz0.15 is necessary to give a value of Q equal to the 
extrapolated value of force at zero speed (R). Different 
values of friction (p) would be necessary for the other 
cams to give complete agreement between the calculated 
force values and extrapolated values of measured force at 
zero speed; since this extrapolation is a linear extension 
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of a non-linear relationship between force and speed,, 
the values of friction (p) thus obtained are not likely 
to be very accurate.. In view of these considerations, 
the value of ua0.1 was used for all subsequent 
calculations of the forces. 
(c) Attempts to explain the. measured force increases which 
occur when the machine sR! ed is increased 
Calculations of forces acting on the needle under 
dynamic conditions 
In order to explain why there should be such signifi- 
cant increases in force with increase in machine speed,, the 
forces needed to accelerate and decelerate the needle butts 
through the cam, system were calculated. The needle butts 
will resist the acceleration with an inertia force 
my (V. 7) 
where FIz inertia force (gms); 
yaI acceleration and deceleration 6f the needle 
butt (cms/sec 2A, 
mx W/g where W is the weight of the needle 
(0.564 gms). 
The inertia force will have a direction opposite to that 
of acceleration and,, using D'Alambert's principleg a free' 
body diagram of all forces may be made and the dynamic 
condition may be analysed as a static problem (Fig,, 57. A)., 
With the linear cam systems it is known that the 
needle butt provides instantaneous changes in acceleration 
at the three points of impact within the cam system ands 
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therefore. a value of inertia force cannot easily be 
evaluated for these types of cam system, However, it 
has been shown in Cbapter 2 that non-linear cams have 
been designed to provide continuous velocity and , 
acceleration characteristics and that a real value of 
acceleration (ý) at any position on the cam profile may 
be obtained from 
ya v2yis n v2d2 a-Y 
dX2 
where the derivative d2y/dX2 gives the vertical displace- 
ment on the theoretical acceleration curve. 
The acceleration curve for the 570 non-linear cam 
is shown in Fig. 55 and at needle 3. f6r examples the 
vertical acceleration d2y/dx2 is 5.25 ins. - Therefore,, 
at a horizontal needle velocity of 200 ft/mins (i. e. 100 
r. p. m. ) the acceleration 5 is 8,400 ins/SeC2 or 
21,330 cms/sec2, Thus from formula (V. 7),, the inertia 
force on needle 3= 21,330 x_0.564 a 12,27 gms. 
981 
Similarly,, the inertia force F, may be obtained for each 
needle acting in the 57 
0 non-linear cam system. 
Since values of inertia force may be calculatedg the 
forces acting on the needle may now be resolved again for 
each portion of the 57 
0 non-linear cam system (Fig, 57. B). 
Resolving forces horizontally and vertically on the curve 
portions abq cd and ef gives the following relationship# 
(P + D(sin e +pcos e) S3ar MY Go* (V*8) (1 - itz) cos 6- 2p sin e 
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This may be written 
s3a (p F+ 
4) -f (Poe). 
Resolving forces b6rizontally and v6rtically"-on-the 
curve portions be, de and fg,, gives 
S4x 
(P 
F- my)(sin, 6 +p Co$ 0) 0** (V*9) (1 - vz) cos 6- 2v sin- 0 
This may be written 
s4z (Pr - MY) MAO). 
It is noted that m_V is added to PF in'formula (V*8) 
as the needle butts are accelerating in curve portions 
ab, cd and ef, but z6 is subtracted fr6m Pr in formula' 
(V, 9) as the needle butts are decelerating in curve portions 
bc, de and fg. 
.I ýhe respective acceleration and deceleration portions 
are given as A ýnd D on the acceleration curve shown in 
Fig, 55 and referring back to needle 3 (Fig. 55)'it may be 
noted that the needle butt is accelerating. Therefores, 
from formula (V, 8) 
(10 + '12,27)(f(pq6)) 
where f(v96) is 0*393 when calculated from the cam. angýe 
at needle 3. thus providing a value of S3 a 8,754 ems, 
Calculations for a horizontal needle Velocity 
, 
of 
, 
200 ft/min at each needle position on the 57 0 nqn-Ilinear 
cam system are shown in Table 9 where values of 
609 f(P*e)9 PF9 mý# S3 and S4 are given. 
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TABIX 9 
Needles in pr 
00 
MY S or S S 
57 0 Non-Lin, e0 M196) Qms) 100 r., p, m, 
3 4 
(gms) 
- 
g(ti, e) 
5 
(gms) 
Cam - QMS) 
(Fig. 55) 
(a) 1 0 0010 10 5618 1,52 
2 5 0119 10 10,35 3.87 
3 15 0,39 10 12,27 8.75 
A4 30 0.78 10 16.35 15.79 
5 40 1*14 10 6,77 19,13 
6 45 1,39 10 1,12 16.29 
(b) 
7 50 1,72 10 5.18 8*27 
8 40 1,14 10 11,40- - 0.73 - 1.03 
D9 30 0.78 10 16,60 0,47 - 3.10 
10 10 0*29 10 19.0 - 0.08 0,65 
(c) 
11 10 0,29 10 17.6 810, 
12 20 9*51 10 15.2 12.75 
13 35 0,94 10 131.6 22,20 
A 14 45 1,39 10 10*35 28,30 
15 55 2,18 10 6,20 35,30 
16 57 1 2.40 10 1.72 28,13 
ý (d) 
17 55 2*ýB 10 3,45 14,28 
is 55 2*18 10 8.62 3,0 
19 50 1.72 10 9180 0,30 
D 20 45 1,39 10 13,8 - 0189 - 3.4 
21 40 1.14 10 14.5 0,73 - 30 
22 25 0,63 10 16,25 - 0,36 - 2,27 
K, P, 23 0 01.10 10 16,6 2,69 
24 10 0,29 10 14,2 7,01 
A 25 30 0,78 10 12,1 17.11 
26 40 1*14 10 7,26 19,69 
27 
-1 f 
50 1,72 10 2,41 21,34 
Continued 
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TABIX 9 (Continued 
Needles in 
0 
pF MY S3 or S4 S5 
0 57 N6nvLin. M. 6) (gms) 100 r. p. m. (gms) 
g(uge) 
(gms) 
Cam (gms) 
(Fig. 55) 
28 4S 1*39 10 3,45 9.1 
29 40 1, l4 10 9, io O. i 
30 30 0,78 10 13,8 0,47 - 1.8 
D 31 15 0.39 10 1ý. B 0.17 - 0,63 
32 5 Mig 10 6; 9 0*60 
A= Acceleration E (S +S ES 
Da Deceleration 
345 
3? 4ý 16,2 
It may be obýerved that for certain needles in, theý 
decelerating portion (i. e. in curves be', de and fg)* the 
inertia force mý is larger than the value'of PF and this 
suggests that these needles (i. e. needles 8,, go 10; 20j, 211, 
220 30 and 31) will cross over to the non-leading edges of 
the cam system ahd in doing so, *the needles will move from 
one side of the needle trick to'the other and start to drive 
the machine. I 
For these special needles a new relationship of horizontal 
force was found (Fig, 57. C) 
S5a 
(P 
F- my)(sin 0 cos 0) so* (VOIO) 
(I T P-) ýos e 
This may be written as 
S5v (Pr 9(119 0) 
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The values of g(U. 6) and S5 were calculated for the special 
cross-over needles and are shown also in Table 9. 
The total horizontal force in the direction of needle 
movement was therefore obtained from E(S 3+S4)+ IS 5 and 
at the horizontal velocity of 200 ft/min the values for the 
S7 0 non-linear were 324 - 16 n 308 gmse 
This value may be compared with the horizontal force 
at zero speed, Ue, IS 328 gms), for the 57 0 non-linear 
cam (Table 8), '. 
These values show that only'a small difference in 
calculated horizontal force has resulted from increasing 
the machine speed from 0 to 100 r. p. m* In fact, there is 
a slight decrease in force, mainly due to the few needles 
which cross over to the opposite side of the trick and start 
to drive the machine. 
Further calculations of the horizontal forces 4 39 S4 
and S5 for the 57 
0 non-linear camo at different horizontal 
velocities (V) of 50 ft/min (Le, 25 r. p. m. ) and 300 ft/min 
(i. e. 145 r. p. m. ). also show that there is only a small 
difference in the E(S 3+S4+S6) compared with the IS, 
values at zero speed - these values of SS and S are 
1.30 45 
given in Table 23. 
It is interesting to note from the results in Table 23* 
that at 50 ft/min no needle butts cross over to the non- 
leading edges* whereas at 300 ft/min,, the cross over needles 
are more numerous than at 200 ft/min. 
Flurther, measurements of force with the 57 0 non-linear 
cam for a speed range of 20 - 200 r, p. m. are given in 
Table 24*and plotted in Fig. 58. To ccxnpare the calculated 
horizontal forces with these measured values'$ the calculated 
* See Appendix 
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values of E(S 3+S4+ S5 ) for the machine speeds of 25,9100 
and 145 r. p. m. (Table 9 and Table 23) are also plotted in 
Fig. 58. 
Fig, 58 shows that the measured force increases until 
a machine speed of 120 r. p. m. is attained, (as shown 
previously in Fig* 56)9 but remains substantially constant 
up to the maximum machine speed of 200 r. p. m. The 
calculated forces E(S 3+S4+S5). on the other hand, are 
substantially constant for the calculated speed range from 
25 - 14S r. p. m. 
, 
This analysis provides interesting information about 
the acceleration forces of the needles, and this will be 
used later to estimate the maximum knitting speeds that 
might be expected from non-linear cams, However, the 
analysis indicates clearly that the needle acceleration 
forces do not contribute to an increase in measured force 
when the speed is increased. 
(ii) Friction and lubrication effects 
The previous analysis with the non-linear cam has 
shown that the needle acceleration forces, at low and high 
speeds, provide virtually no increase in the sum of the 
calculated horizontal forces and therefore no explanation 
has been given for the marked increase in measured force, 
which occurs when the machine speed is increased. 
It was suggestedg therefore, that the observed force 
increases with increase in machine speed may be due to 
either (a) an increase in value of friction (U), i. e. the 
friction between the needle butt and cam track and between 
the needle shank and the trick wallg or (b) an increase in 
FiC4 S9 
x 45 0 UNE-AR 
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value of Pr, i. e. the force required to move the needle 
vertically ýn. its trick. 
(a), Effects of increase in value of friction (p) 
At first sight it would appear that an increase in 
friction with increase in machine speed would offer an 
explanation of the observed effects sincep using equation 
(V. 5) it can be shown that the value of ES- increases with I 
increase in friction W for both linear and non-linear 
cam systems - see Fig. 59. The value of S1 calculated 
for each needle in the 570 non-linear cam, using four 
different values of us is given in Table 25. 
However, a more careful examination of Fig. 53 reveals 
that the measured force increases cannot easily be related 
to an increase in friction (p). The effect of introducing 
yarn to the needles is to increase the force required to 
rotate the machine by a constant amounts which does not 
change appreciably with increase in machine speed for any 
of the cam systems. It has been stated previously that 
the additional force, due to the inclusion of yarn in the 
knitting systems is given by formula (V. 6); from this 
formula an increase in value of friction (U) with an increase 
in machine speed would imply an increase in the calculated 
yarn force (ES 2)' It would appears thereforeg that since 
the measured force component of the yarn does not increase 
with speeds the increases in measured force cannot simply 
be explained by an increase in friction (p). 
(b) Effect of increase in value of P 
Another possible explanation. as suggested earlier, for 
the force increases with increase in machine speed, is that 
a change in P. occurs as the speed increases, So far it 
has been ass=ed that Pr has a constant value of 10 Zms. 
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A further examination of the forces acting on the 
needle (see rig, 60),, shows that the friction forces US 
and UR may be considered as resulting from point contact 
between the needle and the trickq and the needle and the 
cam face (22)o However, Pr may be thought of as 
resulting from a contact between two surfaces,, namely,, 
the surface of the side of the needle shank and that of 
the trick. These surfaces are well lubricated by means 
of a film of oil,, and it was decided to consider the effect 
of speed on this lubrication and therefore on PV. It is 
known that for a Newtonian fluid, the shear force (f) 
needed to overcome the viscous drag, when a mass of fluid 
is bounded by two parallel planes at a distance 'alt is 
given by 
"i 
ai 
(V411) 
where v1 is the visCOsity of the oil; 
v1 is the velocity of the oil on the moving surface. 
Experiments by Colomb and Poiseuille (23) sbowed that the 
shear force was Proportional to the velocity ando therefore, 
the viscosity of the oil was constant with increase in 
speed. In addition to thisq early investigators$ such as 
Towers (24) and Reynolds (25Y, have suggested that there is 
no actual metal contact between well lubricated surfacesp 
since they are. separated by a film of liquid lubricant 
which exerts a pressure which is zero at the boundaries of 
the area of contact and a maximum at some point in the area. 
If the surfaces are not parallel, then as the velocity of 
sliding increases the pressure exerted by the lubricant in- 
creases and tends to push the sliding component further away 
from the fixed portion. Since in practice the metal surfaces 
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may be considered to be comprised of a series of small 
bumps and hollows, then this pressure increase, exerted 
by the lubricant, will reduce the number of contacts of 
the bumps and give a reduction in the sliding inetal/metal 
friction force M. 
The theories described above, often referred to as 
boundary hydrodynamic lubrication, may possibly explain 
the measuiW force increase with speed, which was observed 
in this work. For examplet Fig. 61 shows a sketch of the 
possible relationships of the shear force (f) against 
speed needed to overcome viscous drag and the solid friction 
force (U) against speed. It may be seen from Fig. 61 that 
by adding these two curves, the relationship of resultant 
force is similar to the measured force values with speed 
(see Fig. 56)e 
To establish more precisely whether a condition of 
boundary hydrodynamic lubrication was responsible for the 
measured force increases,, further experiments were carried. 
out using the force measuring apparatus and the 450 linear 
came It was considered that if a lubrication effect did 
cause the measured force increases then an experiment 
without oil between the needle and trick should give' 
relatively no change in force, with increase in speed. 
Also, if a thick oil were used (i. e. an oil with a greater 
viscosity than normally used) then the force gradient would 
be steeper than that obtained with the normal oil. 
The force values were measured at 20 r. p. m. increments 
for a speed range of 20 to 120 r. p. m. for three conditions 
of lubrication. 
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(1) ordinary lubricant (i. e. Vickers,, Trinivol-M) as 
used for all previous experiments; 
(2) no lubricant at all; 
(3) thick oil (Vickers, Vymox-H). 
The force values are given in Table Wand plotted 
in Fig, 62, and it is seen from Fig* 62. that the'force 
values behave as predicted above. It is suggested* 
therefore,, that the addition of the shear force (f) needed 
to overcome the viscous drags and the metal/metal friction 
force (U) provides an increase in the force PF as the 
machine speed is increased; at speeds above 120 r, pems 
the force PF remains substantially constant# probably due 
to'the reduction in metal/metal friction (U) as shown in 
Fig. 61. 
It may be concluded* therefore, that the increases in 
measured force with increase in machine speed,, as shown in 
Fig. 56, are due to an increase in the value of force P. 9 
and a calculation from formula (V. 5) showed that a value 
of PFx 30 gms, gives an agreement with the measured force 
results for the 45 0 linear cams-at machine speeds abovw 
120 repomo 
4, The horizontal forces acting on the needles with Yarn 
supplied to the needle hooks 
(a) Examination of-the measured forces 
The measured force developed within a cam system when 
yarn is supplied to the needles comprises : 
M the horizontal force to move the needle up or down 
the cam track without yarn, and 
(ii) the addttional component of horizontal force due 
to the insertion of yarn to the needle hooks. 
See 
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The first of these forces has'been exaýmined in detail 
in the previous section. 
To obtain a value of horizontal force due to the 
insertion of yarn, it was necessary to measure the total 
force with yarn and subtract this from the force values 
without yarn. 
It has been observed from Fig. '53 that the effect of 
introducing yarm to the needle hboks increases the force 
required to rotate the machine by an amount that does not 
change appreciably with an increase in machine speed, for 
any cam systems 
'A value of the additional y*a'rn force component may be 
obtained, thereforeq from any speed. For example,, the 
force values with and without yarn at 60 rp, m. obtained 
from each cam system at the slack cam settingg are 
extracted from Table 22 and are shown again in Table 10. 
TAB LE 10 
Measured Force Linear Non-Linear St. 
Column (gms), 60 r, p, m, & Curved 
Slack setting 45 0 55 0 52 0 57 0 62 0 550 
A With Yarn 1020 1140 1020 1260 1170 1140 
B Without Yarn 780 900 720 930 960 870 
C Force due to 240 240 300 330 210 270 
Yarn 
Calculated 
Values (gms) 
Slack setting 
D Max, Tensions 70 45 165 125 95 125 
E Epe v 155 101 - - - - 
r Force due to 
-I 
Yarn ES 2 I 
216 
-I 
220 222 230 145 
.] 
230 
--- -- 
-ý 146 --t 
Subtracting column B from column A in Table 10 gives 
the additional component of the yarn force (see column C). 
Thp values in column C show that there are only 
relatively small differences in yarn force between different 
cam systems. This was surprising, a's the calculated maximum 
yarn tension, shown in Fig. 50 and given in column D of 
Table 109, are much higher for non-linear cams than for linear 
cams ýa significant difference in the force results might 
therefore have been expected, This aspect is investigated 
below. 
(b) Calculations-of the additional component of horizontal 
force due to Insertion of jarn to the. needle hooks 
An expression for the additional component of horizontal 
forces due to the insertion of yarn to the needle-hooks has 
already been given in formula (V. 6),, 
Leo S2. 
P, (sin e+o cos e) 
(1 - uz) cos 0- 2v sin e 
Knapton (8) suggestedw and Wignall (10) showed, that P0 may 
be obtained from the sum of the calculated tension values 
acting vertically on ih4 needle hooks during loop-formation. 
These yarn, tension values have been calculated in Section B9 
for tho various cams may (Chapter 5), and the values Of Pe 
II 
be obtained from this analysis (e. g, Table 5 and Fig. 50), 
ror the linear cam, the total horizontal yarn force is 
given b3r 
ES 2. 
n(EP, ) (sin 0+p cos 0) 
(1 - uz) cos e-2U sin e 
where n is the number of needles acting on the cam track$ 
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(Table 8)9and ZP e is the total'yarn'tension -value acting 
on the needle hooks, The values of IP e for-the 45 
0 and Sto 
linear cam are given in column Eq'Table 10, 
With non-linear cams and the str4ight and curved cam, 
where different angles of 6 are measured for each needle 
position. it was necessary ýo obtain a value of Pa and hence 
force S 29 'for each needle in the loop. -tforming portion of the 
cam system* 
, 
For an example, the values of P0 from Fig, 50 
and the calculated value of Sý2 for the individual needles in 
the Sio non-linear cam are given in Table 27*V The'sum of 
the values of S2 provide a value for the total horizontal 
force due to the inserted yarn, i, e, IS 2" 
The calculated values of horizontal force IS' for all 2 
the cam systems are shown in column r (Table 1610and it may 
be noted that there is no significant difference in force 
between the various cam systems these calculated results. 
are thýr4fore in agreement with the practical force 
measurements (column C, Table 10), However, a comparison 
of the maximum tension values for the 450 and 550 linear cams 
(given in column D9 Table 10) show that theý550 linear cam 
has a 65% lower value of maximum tension. and yet, the 
caiculated'force 1S2 is virtually the same for both of these 
cams* Although this suggests that otpeper angles with 
linear cams may ba employed without-any increase in hori-. 
zontal force or machine torque, it. must be appreciated that 
the forces on the individual needle butts would be higher 
under these conditions, and thereforei the steeper angled 
cam would have greater restrictions in maximum machine speed, 
Comparisons of the maximum tensions for the 55 0 linear 
and 520 non-linear cam are surprising, as the 520 non-linear 
can provides an increase in maximum tension of almost 400%0 
* See Appendix 
1,48 
a, nd. yet there is no difference, in calculated forces-between 
the cam systems... This is explained by an examination of 
the loop-forming shapes (Fig, 45). where it is seen that 
the angles of 6. for non-linear cams* at all the needle 
positions a; ve much lower than the angle of 0 for the linear 
cams r- the maximum angle in the loop-forming portion of the 
52 0 non-linear cam is 309, whereas all the needles in the 
0 linear cam function at 55 
This suggests that the much higher maximum tensions 
developed in non-linear cams do not produce a serious effect 
on machine performance, as they do not result in much higher 
total horizontal forces than the forces in linear cams. 
It may be noted that the difference between the 
calculated and measured force is greater for the non-linear 
cams than for the linear cams (Table 10). 7 This can only be 
explained by the presence of an additional force of yarn 
against yarno since the affect would be greater for non- 
linear cams due to more knitting elements acting in the loop- 
forming portion* 
Examination of the forces of non-linear cams (Table 10). 
showed that an increase'in cam angle from 52 
0 to 570 provided 
an increase in both the calculated and measured yarn forces* 
whereas an increase in cam angle from 57 
0 to 620 provided 
a decrease in calculated and measured forces. This suggests 
that the increase in the cam angle 0 from 520 to 570 had a 
greater affect on yarn force than the reduction in force due 
to fewer knitting elements acting in the loop-forming portions. 
When the cam angle is increased from 57 0 to 62 0 the opposite. 
effect occurs* 
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(c) Calculations of the maximum knitting speeds with 
non-linehr cams 
Using the previous analysis of the &rces; acting on the 
needle with and without yarn, it was now possible to make an 
assessment of the maximum knitting speeds., obtainable with 
non-linear cams'. 
A simple experiment was made to determine the breaking 
load of a beedle butt when the needle was supported in the 
trick wall. The knitting cylinder was clamped in a 
horizontal plane and weights were suspended 'from the needle 
butt until breakage occurred. It was found that for twelve 
tests the static load required to break the butt varied from 
30 to 45 lbso 
The horizontal force acting upon each of the'needles in 
the stitch portion of the 570 non-linear cam may be calculated 
for machine speeds* for. example. of 100 and 3,, 000 r. p. m. e, ' 
without yarn being supplied to the needles, Using a value 
of PF equal to 30 gms, the values of horizontal force were 
calculated from equations (V. 8). (V. 9) and (V, 10)9 and are 
given in Table 11. 
The calculated values for the additional component of 
horizontal force due to the yarn (i. e. S 2) were taken 
from 
Cable 27) and are shown also in Table 11. The yarn, forc. es 
for needles 11 to 19 were determined from the fabric take- 
down tension (i. e. 2 gms/needle) since these needles were 
not in the lc*p-forming zone. 
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TABLE 11 
$70 Non-Libear Cam System 
Needle Pps, 
Calculated Horizontal Force Calculated Force 
Without Yarn Due to Yarn 
S (rig. 55) 2 
100 r. p. m. 3,000 r. p. m. 
11 13,8 49880 0.58 
12 23,0 7,, 4bO 1002 
13 41,0 119750 1188 
14 5610 139750 2.78 
is 78.9 130000 kq3q 
16 76,0 40020 '4,80 
17 57,6 49300 4,36 
is 1 46,6 w 79300 4,36 
19 34,8 11*200 3.44 
20 22,5 11,700 . 16,70 
21 17,7 10,1100 78,. 60 
22 81,65 50550 129,00 
23 (KP) 1.34 - . 11,583 1 6,6 
24 . 
4,58. 3*920 2,0 
For any needleg the calculated', týtal horizontal forceg, 
when yarn is supplied to the needles, is bbtained from the sum 
of the horizontal force due to yarn (S 2) and the corresponding 
horizontal force'wIthout yarn. 
Examination of Table 11 shows that at 100 rpm, which 
is slightly above the commercial speed for a Stt diameter 
machine, the Maximum horizontal force without yarn occurs at 
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needle 159 (i. e. the approximate position of the maximum cam 
angle)t whereas the maximum total force with yarn occurs in 
the loop-forming zone (i. e. needle 22), and has a value of 
137*6 gm3, 
At 3,000 r. p. m. (approximately 30 times commercial speed), 
the maximum calculated horizontal force with or without yarn 
occurs at needle 149 and is equal to 139750 gms. At this 
very high speed the component of force due to the yarn is 
negligible compared with the force without yarn, which is 
dependent upon the machine speed, 
This value of calculated maximum horizontal force may 
be compared with the measured breaking load of the needle butt 
of 30 lbs. (i. e. 139620 Zps) and the analysis suggests that 
speeds as high as thirty times commercial speed might be. 
achieved with a non-linear cam before needle butt breakage 
would occur. 
It was realised, however,, that imperfections in the 
manufacture of a non-linear cam would make this speed 
unobtainable in, practiceo but the value may beused as a-guide 
to the maximum possible speeds, as far as butt breakage is 
concerned. 
(d) Effect of cam setting on the force values 
The values of force at the medium and tight cam settings 
were measured* with yarn supplied to the needles, at a machine 
speed of 60 r. p. m. These values are shown in column G, 
Table 129 together with the force values obtained previously 
for the slack cam setting. The values of force obtained with- 
out yarn are shown in Column HO and, by subtracting these values 
from the values given in column G, the additional component of 
yarn force is obtained (see column J. Table 12). 
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TAB LE 12 
Column Measured Force CaTd 
Cam Systems 
, gmsf 60 
1 
r9peme Setting Linear Non-Linear S. & CU, 
45 0 55 0 
. 
52 0 57 0 62 0' 55 0 
G With Yam Slack 10020 19'140 10020 16260, 1#170 1#140 
Medium 1,080 10190 19080 10360 10250 19190 
Tight 19190 lt300 19190 11480 16360 10300 
H Without Yarn All 780 900 720 930 960 
ý70 
Settinp 
i Forcd dud'-fo Slack 240 240 300 3.30, 210 270 
Yam, Medium 300 290 3,66 430, 290 320 
Tight 410- 400 470 550, 400 , 430 
Calculated 
Values 
(gms) 
X Maxo Tensions Slack. 70 45 170 130, 95 '130 
Medium 70 45 170 130 95 130 
Tight 45 30 130 95 95 95 
L Vorce due to Slack 216 220' -ý22 230 145 -ý30 
Yarn, ES 2 Medium 
216 220 222 233 145 ý33 
Tight 138 146 135 130 145 130 
Fici G3 
1-70 
I- ro 
1-64 
ti 
I 
in 
In 
13 
I-GI 
i I-ad 
1.55 
X 45" LlNeAR 
+ 55" UNEAm 
55 ST CURVCD + 
CAM SETTWC, - MF-ojutA 
5 to Is 20 25 
152" NON LINEAR 
I-G4 
tu 
3 
or 
C( 
1-58 
k55 
570 NON LINEAR 
G2* NON LW4EAR 
0 
............ 
CAM 5C-TriWci- MCDIUM 
10 20 25 
YAMN INPUT TF-WSIOtA (CiMS) 
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were measured at a machine speed of 60 r. p. m. when the yarn 
input tension was increased from 5 to 25 gms, The values 
obtained from the medium setting are shown in Table'28%, ' and 
plotted in Fig* 63, 
It was observed from rig. 63 that the torque values for 
the linear cams increased significantly when the tension was 
increased to above 10 gms, and yet only marginal increases 
in torque were observed with non-linear cams* 
The horizontal component of force due to the yarn (ES2) 
was calculated from formula iV, G)g for yam input tensions of 
50 10 and 20 gms for the 57 0 non-linear and 450 linear cams* 
These values are given in Table-13 and show that the force 
Is 2 increases with increase in input tension due to the 
increase in yarn tension (P 0) for both cam systems9 but doe5 not 
account for the higher measured values of torque obtained with 
the linear cams. 
TABLE 13 
Yarn 
Input 
ES 2 
(gms) 
Tension 57 0 Non-Linear 45 0 Linear- 
5 230 216 
10 324 300 
20 447 399 
* See Appendix 
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However, from previous investigations into the effect 
of yarn tension/stitch length (Fig. 43)9 it was shown that 
linear cams provided larger reductions in stitch length as 
the tension increasedg whereas only small changes in stitch 
length occurred with non-linear cams, It followso 
therefores that it was the more tightly knitted loops that 
caused the high torque values with the linear cams. 
S. Comparison of the Force Results when the Profiles of 
the non-linear Cam Systems were set with both Correct 
and Incorrect Needle Butt Clearance 
It has been shown in Chapter 2 that an important 
condition for obtaining continuous acceleration in non-linear 
cams was that the needle butt must maintain contact with the 
calculated leading edge of the cam profile throughout the 
knitting motion* , To achieve this it was important that the 
non-leading edges of the cam profile allowed only a minimum 
needle butt clearance. It became evident. however, that it 
was equally important to avoid setting the profile with 
insufficient clearance, 
Fig. 64 shows a film trace taken at a camera film speed 
of S ins/sec of the needle forces acting in the 520 non- 
linear cam,, at a machine speed of 60 r,. p. m, Trace A shows 
the forces when the cam profiles are set with correct clear- 
ances and Trace B when the profiles are set with insufficient 
clearance* 
In some parts of trace B extremely high forces are 
apparent and a closer examination of the cam profile showed 
that at one or two positions the needle butts tended to jamp 
due to the tightness of the cam. Some of the needles - 
0 0.1q0 
.., 
Z 
F(C4 G5 A 
45' LWEAP, 
57* P40N LlMr. AFZ 
55* ST. ý- C-up., IEz) 
v 
CANI 5ETTII-4C; - M5DIUM 
45" LINCAK 
57* "Of4 L1,14RAR 
55" 5T. ý CJRVF-D 
13 
93, -x "q 
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10 
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ý( lý 
4G 13 10 
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presumably those with slightly thicker butts - were subjected 
to three or four times the force of the other needles when 
passing through the tight positions; this high force would 
eventually lead to butt breakage & 
It is interesting to note that no difference in fabric 
appearance occurred,, and no needle butts actually broke 
during a series of experiments at this cam setting without 
the strain gauge apparatus this high force effect would, 
thereforethave gone undetected. This experiment illustrated 
how useful this measurement of cam force would be for machine 
builders to test the cam systems on new machinery. 
D. Comparison of the Knitting Performance of the Various Cam 
Systems 
1. Effect of Take-Down Tension on Stitch Length and Torque 
Each cam system was set to provide slackg medium and tight 
stitch lengthsq and the take-down tension was varied from 
2- 10 lbs in increments of 2 lbse The values of stitch 
length and torque were recorded for each test, and the results 
for the medium setting'are shown in Table 29; * the results 
from the-other cam settings are not shown as they gave similar 
results* The relationship of stitch length/take-down tension 
for the 45 0 linear, 57 0 non-linear andýthe. 550 straight and 
curved camq is shown in Fig. 65A, 
An increase in stitch length Of aPProximately 5% occurs 
for an increase in take-down tension of 8 lbs, for the 45 0 
0 
, -linear and 57 non-linear camg whereas no increase in stitch 
length is observed for the 550 straight and curved cam 
(see Fig. 65A). 
* See Appendix 
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,/ The increases in stitch length are explained easily, 
as an Increase in take-down tension will increase the loop 
tensions on the right-hand side of the knitting point, and 
this will restrict the robbing back movement of the yarn. 
Therefore a needle descending to the knitting point will 
find it easier to draw extra yarn from the package, and a 
larger stitch length will occur. This explanation may be 
related to the diagrams of tension building up and positions 
of maximum tension (see Fig. 66). An incrgase in take-down 
tension of 8 lbs will provide higher values of tension in 
týe-rcbbing back curve (see curve AB), and therefore the 
position of maximum tension will be displaced nearer to the 
knitting point - thus the calculated stitch length will 
increase and may be related to the increases in measured 
stitch lengthg as shown in Table 14, 
TAB LE 14 
Cam System Take-Down Measured Calculated 
Tension Stitch Stitch 
Ubs) Length Length 
(ins) (ins) 
450 Linear 2 0.176 0.178 
10 0.186 01189 
570 Non-Linear 2 0*176 0,179 
10 0,184 0,188 
The values of calculated stitch length when the take-down 
tension is 10 lbs are 0.189 and 0.188 for the 4S 0 linear and 
570 non-linear cam respectively, and these values are in close 
agreement with the measured values at 10 lbs. For both the 
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calculated and measured stitch lengths, the 57 
0 non-linear 
provided less increase in stitch length for a given increase 
in take-down than the 450 linear cam. This is explained by 
the difference in shape of the linear and non-linear cams. 
,. 
Since the 55 0 straight and curved cam has an unrestricted 
area for free movement after the knitting point, it was 
realised that an increase in take-down tension would tend to 
pull the upthrow needle vertically, until a point was reached 
where the tension in the loop of'this needle was less than 
the downward frictional forces of the needle in its trick. 
Therefore an increase in take-down tension would give greater 
vertical displacement of the needle, but would not affect 
robbing-backg since the initial values of tension for this 
curve would always remain at the same low value. 
The results of machine torque/take-down tension obtained 
from the torque meter are shown in Fig, 65B and it is noted 
that approximately 6% increase in torque occurs for an increase 
in take-down of 8 lbs. Further measurements using the strain 
gauge force device,, which measures only the needle forcesq 
showed virtually no increase in force with an increase in take- 
down tension; this suggests that most of the increase in 
torque is due to the loading of the bedring system by"the addi- 
tional take-down weight* 
2,, Effect of Yaxm Count on Stitch Length and Toraue 
Yarn counts ranging from 1/32 to 2/24 worsted were used 
for knitting fabrics with all cam systems at slack, medium and 
tight settings, Torque measurements were recorded, and stitch 
length values were measured from each sample fabric; only the 
values from the slack setting are showng as this setting allowed 
the largest range of yarn counts to be used (see Table 30P, 
See Appendix 
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From the relationship of stitch length/yarn count 
(Fig. 67A)q it was observed that with an increase in yam 
count from 1/32 to 2/24, the stitch length decreased by 
9% for the 550 straight and curved, but remained reasonably 
constant for the other cams, although the 62 0 non-Linear 
provided slight increases in stitch length. These results 
may be explained as follows. 
It is to be expected that an increase in yarn count 
would result in increases in tension build-up, and therefore 
higher maximum tensions,, due to the greater angles of yam/ 
metal contact and yarn/yarn contact, With most of the cam 
systems the increases in tensions would be similar for both 
the input tension side and robbing back side,, and therefore 
no changes in robbing-backg and hence stitch length, would 
occur* With the 550 straight and curved cam, however, the 
input tension side would produce a greater increase in 
tension build-up than the robbing-back side,, since the needles 
in this cam are not controlled by the cam system after the 
knitting point,, and are free to rise to the required height 
to allow immediate robbing-back. With this cam, therefore,, 
an increase in yarn diameter would result in more robbing 
which would give shorter knitted stitch length values. 
Fabric knitted from a 2/28 worsted yarn with the 520 and 
570 non-linear camsq exhibited many small holes, and the yarn 
was extremely weak and therefore difficult to unrove. This 
illustrated clearly that the values of maximum tension were 
in excess of the breaking load of the yarn,, and it suggested 
that the range of yarn counts that may be knitted with linear 
cams would be reduced when using non-linear cams, 
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For examinations of torque and yarn count, it is more 
useful to plot torque against cover factor (c, f*) - see 
Table 30* and Fig. 67B - 
where c. f. x1 
LI -N- 
w 
L= measured stitch length (ins) 
worsted count. w 
To avoid confusion only the values of torque and cover factor 
for four cam-s are shown in Fig, 67B. From Fig. 67B,, an 
increase of only 7% machine torque was observed for an 
increase in cover factor of from 0,, 90 to 1,35; however, a 
substantial increase in torque occurred for all cam systems 
when the cover factor increased from 1.35 to 1.50. This 
relationship suggests that the limiting cover factor, for 
reasonable machine performance, is 1,. 35--as above this, 
extremely high torque values occur and irregular breakage 
of needle butts occurred. The results of torque and cover 
factor are in close agreement with the observations made by 
Wignall (10)9- 
3. Effect of Machine Speed on Knitting Performance 
Each cam system was set to the medium cam setting, and 
fabric was knitted at machine speeds ranging from 40 to 200 
r. peme A machine speed of 200 r. p. m. which is approximately 
three times the commercial speed for this 811 diameter machineg 
was the maximum speed that could be obtained on this modified 
commercial knitting machine. For these experiments the 
machine speed was increased in 20 r, pm. increments, and each 
speed change was maintained for the maximum time permitted by 
the gravity take-down unite 
* See Appendix 
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The following information was obtained in order to 
assess the performance of the varloud dam systems I 
(a)- A comparison of stitch length value at different 
machine, 6peeds. 
A comparison of fabric appearance at speeds above 
commercial speeds. 
(c) The maximum knitting speeds prior to needle butt 
breakage. 
(d) A comparison of the circumferential lengthq of the 
six cam systems. 
(a) Comparison of stitch lenalh values 
The stitch length values are, shown in Table 31'j' 
and stitch length/speed is plotted in rig. 68. 
It may be seen from rig. 68 that the effect of speed 
on stitch length is completely different for linear and 
non-linear cam systems, With linear cams the stitch 
length increases up to a speed of 100 r. p. m. and remains 
reasonably constant until the maximum speed is reached. 
The 55 0 straight and curved cam provides a slower rate 
of increase in stitch length, and the stitch length 
continues to increase up to the maximum speed of 200 
r, p, m, With non-linear camss however, it is interesting 
to note that virtually no change-in stitch length occurs 
between 40 and 200 r. p. m. 
Examination of the knitting point areas of the linear 
cam systems showed thai there was sufficient clearance to 
allow the needle butt to move freely in either upwardsl 
downwards or horizontal directions$ for a distance 
* See Appendix 
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equivalent to the needle spacingg whereas with the non- 
linear cam systems the needle butts were positively 
controlled throughout their movement, 
With linearý cams functioning at speeds between 40 
and 100 r. p. m. it was considered that the forces of the 
yarn were sufficient to overcome the frictional forces 
and the acceleration forces of the needle butts at the 
knitting point; this consequently caused the needle to 
rise before it reached the upthrow cam, thus allowing 
robbing-back to occur immediately - this was confirmed 
by observing the peedle, butts through a cut-away portion 
of the cam section using a travelling microscope. As 
the speed increased up to a 100 r. p. m. the acceleration 
forces increased and the needle butt did not rise as 
muchs therefore less yarm was available for robbing-back 
and the stitch length increased, 
At speeds between 100 to 200 r. p. m. it was considered 
that the acceleration force of the needle was sufficient 
to exceed the yarn forcess and the-needle butt moved 
horizontally (and even downwards at theý highest speeds), 
until it reached the upthrow cam. The upthrow cam lifted 
the needle and provided the same robbing-back values,, and 
therefore a constant stitch length at the higher speed 
range. 
It is evident from the above analysis why a non-linear 
cam system provides pq qhange in stitch length when the 
machine speed is increased - the movement of the needle 
butt is predicted by the cam system and will therefore 
always rise to the same height after the knitting point, ) 
irrespective of needle butt speed, and hence provide the 
same percentage robbing-back. 
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(b) Comparison of fabric apRearance produced at high speeds 
Examination of the fabric produced at high speeds 
showed that linear cam systems provided a distorted fabric 
with irre&ular loop sizes and occasional holes from speeds 
above 140 r, pem.; non-linear cams and the 55 0 straight 
and curved cam, however,, gave a good quality fabric at the 
maximum speed of 200 r. pm. (see Fig. 69). This difference 
in fabric appearance must be attributed to different needle 
butt control, and it was considered that with linear cams 
the needle fling from the upthrow cam would be quite large 
at higher speeds., and vary froiq needle to needle depending 
an the stiffness of the needle in the trick walls,. More 
needle fling will occur with slack, needless and therefore 
variations in robbing-back and hence 100P size, will occur 
from one needle to the next. 
From the examination of faliric appearance at high 
speeds, it would appear that non-linearcams were far more 
suitable for high speed knitting than linear cams, and the 
. limitations of maximum speed with 
linear cams may be 
determined by the appearance of the fabýic. 
' 
(c) Conparisons of maximum knitting speed- 
The maximum knitting speeds prior to needle butt 
breakage were noted during the speed trials and the following 
information was obtained 
(i) The needle butits in the 450 and 55 0 linear cams gave 
satisfactory performance up to speeds of 160 and 3.20 
r. p. m. respectively, but above these speeds an 
occasional needle butt broke. 
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The needle butts in the 62 0 non-linear cam provided 
satisfactory performance when continuously running 
at a speed of 200 r. pom. but an occasional needle 
butt broke when starting and stopping the machine. 
This suggested that the maximum angle of a knitting 
cam system is ultimately determined by the high forces 
introduced when starting and stopping the needles, 
rather than the forces involved in continuous running 
at high speeds. 
(Iii) With the 520 and 570 nonrlinear cam and the 55 0 
straight and curved cam, satisfactory needle butt 
performance was achieved at the maximum speed at which 
it was possible to rotate the machine (i. e. a machine 
speed of 200 r. p. m. which is three times commercial 
speed) and no butt breakage occurred when starting 
and stopping the machine. 
Comparisons of Circumferential Lengths 
To assess the overall rates of fabric production for 
each cam systemg it was necessary to compaiýe the circum- 
ferential lengths. 
To illustrate the circumferential lengths,, the stitch 
cam portions of each cam system were superimposed on the 
same diagram (see Fig. 70). The circumferential length 
was assumed to be twice the horizontal distance between 
the knitting point and the clearing height - this usually 
being the case with multifeed plain knitting machines, 
It may be seen from rig. 70 that a 55 0 linear Cam 
would provide more feeders than any other cam, and a 550 
straight and curved cam would provide the least number of 
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feeders. It is interesting to note that a 57 0 non- 
linear cam system provides approximately the same number 
of feeders as does the 45 0 linear cam system, 
4. General Conclusions and Sup., Zestions for Future Work 
The maximum machine speed values may be compared 
with the corresponding values of circumferential length to 
determine the rates of fabric production. 
10 It has been shown, for example* that a 57 non- 
linear cam and a 450 linear cam have approximately the same 
circumferential lengthO and yet practical speed tests have 
shown that the maximum speed was 160 r, p*m, for the linear 
cam (i. e. approximately twice the commercial speed)-, and 
greater than 200 rop. m. fbr'the non-linear cams (i. e. more 
than three times commercial speed). It is clear, therefore,, 
that a minimum increase in fabric production of 30% may be 
achieved by using the non-linear cam. 
In addition, calculations of the maximum horizontal 
force acting on the needle in the 57 
0 
non-linear cam, have: 
shown that machine speeds as h4gh as 30 times commercial speed 
might be achieved with the non-linear cam, It was pointed 
out that imperfections in the manufacture of a non-linear cam 
would make this speed unobtainable in practices, although the 
calculations provide a guide td the high speeds that might be 
expected from non-linear cams* and suggest that much greater 
speeds than those obtained with the linear cam may be achieved. 
it was considered that the 55 0 straight and curved 
cam systems which was designed with controlled acceleration 
characteristics. might also provide extremely high maximum 
knitting speeds compared with the linear cams. 
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It is suggested that a non-linear cam with a 
maximum cam angle of 550 could be used on commercial machines 
to provide at least three times commercial speed. or, If f or 
immediate purposes it was thought to be desirable to maintain 
a separate adjustable stitch cam, then a cam system such as 
the 55 0 straight and curved might be used to provide 
approximately twice the present rate of fabric production. 
Since the theoretical evidencq suggests that speeds 
much greater than three times commercial speed may be achieved 
with non-linear cams, it is considered that,, for future work,, 
the knitting machine should be completely redesigned, to allow 
high speeds up to approximately 30 times commercial speed to 
be obtained. Modifications to the machine, necessary to permit 
continuous running at these high speeds,, as discussed previously 
in Chapter 3,, woula include a complete roller bearing system 
for the main crown wheel assembly# and a balanced fabric 
rolling mechanism* 
With such a machine It would be possible to assess 
the maximum practical knitting speeds for both the non-linear 
and straight and curved cams. and an assessment could be made 
as to whether the limiting speed were caused by poor fabric 
appearance, O needle butt breakage or latch and needle hook 
failure. 
CHAPMR 6 
INCREASING THE RATES OF FABRIC PRODUCTION ON 
CIRCULAR WEFT KNITTING MACHINES BY REDUCING THE 
AMPLITUDE OF THE VERTICAL NEEDLE MOVEMENT ' 
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CHAPTER 6 
INCREASING THE RATES Or FABRIC PRODUCTION ON 
CIRCULAR WEFT KNITTING MACHINES BY REDUCING THE 
AMPLITUDE OF THE VERTICAL NEEDLE MOVEMENT 
Preamble 
It has been stated in Chapter 1 that the rate of fabric 
production in circular waft knitting machines is determined by : 
(a) the number of feeders, 
(b) the circumferential speed of the knitting cylinder. 
The number of feeders that may be fitted to a machine 
of given diameter is determined by the circumferential length of 
each feeder, and this in turn is dependent upon : 
M the cam angle, 
UL) the amplitude of vertical needle movement; (i. e. the 
vertical distance between the needles at the clearing 
position and the knitting point). 
in Chapter 5 it has been shown that large increases in 
fabric production may be achieved from a combination of steep cam 
angles and higher machine speeds with non-linear cam systems, 
The purpose of the work in this chapter is to consider the alter- 
native method of increasing rates of fabric production$ i. e. 
reductiOn3 in amplitude of vertical needle movement, 
This feature of machine construction was investigated 
as follows : 
6 
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A. By an examination of new types of needle to give 
reductions in latch motion, 
B. By the application of a compound tubular needle to a 
circular weft knitting machine, 
By the applIcation of a lifting sinker motion to a 
circular waft knitting machine. 
A. ConsideringNew Types of Needle to give Reductions in 
Latch Motion 
From an examination of the latch needle during loop 
formation (see Fig, 3,, Chapter I)g it is evident that the 
vertical distance between the running position and the clearing 
Position (i. e. the distance necessary to clitar the old loop from 
the end of the open latch) represents almost 50% of the total 
vertical needle movement, It is considered that if any 
substantial reductions in vertical amplitude are to be achieved 
then the needle must be redesigned to function without this latch 
clearing motion. 
iIý 
A few provisicnal designs of such fieedles are shown in 
rig, 71, Diagrams Aq B and C and D Consider latch components 
which are designed to open either upwards against the back of 
the needle hook or outwards away from the needle stem - both 
types of latch motion reduce the vertical amplitude by avoiding 
the downwards latch motion employed with the conventional latch 
needle, 
Diagram A considers a latch component that opens upwards 
against the back of the needle hook, and is Pivoted in the same 
way as the conventional latch needle. Diagrams B. C and D 
consider latch components that are ftee to move outwards through 
the slot in the back of the needle stem$ where B and D are 
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pivoted at a lower position on the needle stem and C is 
pivoted from the cylinder wall. 
I For all the designs A to D it was considered that a 
satisfactory mating of latch and hook could be achieved by a 
spoon shape at the end of the latch, This is similar to the 
conventional latch needle but with thýse special designs the 
spoon is inverted and acts on the inside of the needle hook. 
The conventional latch needle is often termed a 
self-acting needlep as the knitted lo6ps, open and close the 
latch during loop formation. With the special designs, 
however$ it was apparent that a mechanical system must be used 
to open and close ihe latch. 
Some provisional mechanical systems for opening and 
closing the latch component may be seen from Fig, 71* 
For design A, a-fixed presser is mounted on the trick 
wall and this would close the latch on to the hook when the 
needle descended; the latch would be opened by means of a 
spring when the-needle was lifted by the upthrow cam* 
For design B the latch component would close on to 
the-needle hook due to the shape of the trick wall, as the needle 
descended, and could be opened by means of a compression spring 
between the latch and needle stem, 
For desim Ca projection on the back of the needle 
hook would close the latch when the needle descended, and a 
tensioý spring would open the latch when the needle was raised. 
For design D an external presser arrangement would 
operate to close the leaf spring to the hooks and the latch would 
open when the presser was released. 
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It was appreciated that although a mechanical system 
for opening and closing the latch might be made to work on these 
lines, the resultant needle would inevitably be complicatedg 
and modification to the knitting cylinder would be difficult. 
It was considered that a more appropriate needle to 
suit the necessary requirements would be a modification of the 
existing compound needle,, which is used on some warp knittirig 
machines. The existing warp knitting needle is shown in A,, 
rig. 720 and it comprises a hook portion (M) made from metal 
tubing,, and a tongue portion (N) which slides freely in the 
tube. The hook and tongue portions are mounted in separate 
horizontal barsq and the relative motion necessary to bring 
the tongue and hook together Is provided by a cam shaft 
arrangement which is attached to the horizontal bars. 
If such a needle were to work on circular weft knitting 
machines,, where needles would be knitting one after the other 
instead of togetherg both the hook and tongue portions would 
require separate needle butts and separate cam systems. The 
proposed design of the compound-needle to be used* for this work9 
on a weft knitting machine is shown in B. Fig. 72. 
B, Application of a Compound Needle to a Circular Weft Knitting 
Machine 
1, construction of the needle 
The compound needle was chosen for use on circular weft 
knitting machines, as this needle not only provides reductions 
in vertical amplitudes but the mechanical control of a cam 
system for opening and closing the tongue and hook is much 
more precise than the mechanical systems shown for the other 
modified needle designs. 
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The first compound needle to be made for this work 
was constructed from the tongue and hook parts of an 
existing fine gauge (i, e,. 28 n. pi. ) warp knitting needle. 
To construct the needle,, the aluminium coating was removed 
and replaced by suitable gauge needle butts which were 
soldered to the shanks of the hook and tongue. Although 
this needle was considered to be suitable for use on 
circular weft knitting machinery,, it was decided to 
consiruct a coarser gauge needle for the practical appli- 
cationg as this would reduce the number of needles to be 
made. 
The largest warp knitting compound needle that could 
be obtained was designed for a 14 gauge machine. A number 
of these needles were obtained and the aluminium casting 
was removedg the tongue and hook shanks were'fitted intoo 
and soldered too thin hyperdermic tubes to give an overall 
gauge of 7 n. p. i. Needle butts were ground from 7 gauge 
latch needles and soldered to the tongue and hook portions. 
A number of modified compound needles suitable for circular 
waft knitting machinery were constructed, Both the fine 
gauge and coarse gauge compound needles c6nstýucted in this 
work may be seen in Fig. 75. 
2. Modifications to a Circular Weft Knitting Machine 
The circular machine obtained for this work was a 
rot , ating cam box type with a small cylinder diameter (i. e. 
1 inch diameter). It had previously been used as a two 
feeder machine (i. e., the maximum number of feeders that may 
be fitted to aI inch diameter machine), for making pyjama 
card fabric. 
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This small diameter machine was considered entirely 
suitable for the investigationg as any part of the knitting 
head could be modified easily or remade with normal 
engineering machine tools; also with such, a small diameter * 
cylinder only a relatively few modified needles were required. 
The modifications made to the machine to suit the 
requirements of the needle included so 
A new I inch diameter cylinder cut with 20 needle 
slots which were chamfer6d at the top of the 
cylinder to suit the shape of the back of the 
needle hook. 
(ii) A cam section with a window so that the needle butt 
performance could be observed. 
(III) Special cam systems for the hook and tongue portions 
(discussed in detail In the following part), 
(iv) A yarn feeding system which cuided the yarm through - 
tubes to the needle hooks. 
The modified machine is shown in Fig. 73. 
Cam desirn to suit the compound needle 
To illustrate the requirements for the cam design, the 
loop-forming action of the compound needle is shown in A. 
rig. 74. At position J (clearing, position) yam is introduced 
to the hook of the needle and the old loop is, below the . tongue. 
At position K (knock over position) the. old loop is Pressed, 
over the closed tongue and hook, # and 'the new yarn, is trapped 
in the hook. 
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At position L (knitting point) the new loop is drawn 
below the cylinder top and the length of yam in the loop is 
determined by the needle depth below the cylinder. At position 
H (running position) the yam remains in the hook until clearing 
commences. 
The relative motion of hoiýk and ton ' portions may Pe 
be shown as a line drawing (see B, rig'. 74). and from the. 
measurements of their vertical displacements,, a cam system was 
designed (C, Fig. 74), 
The cam systems, were made from lengths of cast steel 
bar of 1.411 outside diameter and 1.011 bore. The ba-r was cut 
across the diameter to provide semi-circular pieces, and the 
cam shapes were filed carefully by hand. Great ýare was 
necessary in the making of these cams as correct motion of 
needle and hook parts depended upon the accuracy of the cams. 
Both a single feed and a four feed compound cam, system werý 
constructed foi Ws work. 
The compound cam system may be'compared with the 
original latch needle cam system (see Fig,, 75) and it is noted 
that the circumferential length has been reduced by approximately 
50%; this suggests that four feeders can be fitted to the 
machine which means that twice the rate of fabric production 
may be achieved. 
4, Experimental Trials and Conclusions 
The preliminary knitting trials with a single feed 
compound cam system were successful as satisfactory fabric was 
produced at commercial speeds (i. e. 750 r. p. m. ). To complete 
the works additional yarn feeding attachments were fitted to the 
machine and the four feed compound cam system was tested* 
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Knitting trials at commercial speeds with this cam 
system were also successful and satisfactory fabric was 
obtained. 
This investigation has shown,, therefore,, that 
compound 'needles would function satisfactorily on circular 
waft knitting machinery, and could be used to increase rates 
of fabric production without either izkcreasing the cam angle 
or increasing the machine speed. 
It wag appreciated, however, that a combination of 
compound needles and the non-linear cams (discussed in 
Chapters. 2- S) may be used to give much greater increases 
in rates of fabric production than can be obtained when using 
latch needles, as higher machine speeds as well as more 
feeders would be possible. It was also realised that for 
extremely high speed knitting, the compound needle would be, 
more suitable than a latch needle; with the latch needle 
the continued impact of latch and hook could eventually cause 
hook breakage or latch pivot wear, whereas tongue and hook 
of a compound needle would be unaffected by increases in 
machine speed. 
Another aspect of knitting with compound needles 
on circular weft machines is that they should prove to be as 
versatile as the latch needle and therefore could be used to 
produce the most complicated knitted structures that involve 
tuck and miss stitches. For instaneel tuck stitches could 
be achieved by lowering the tongue prior to its reaching the 
knock-over heightq thus drawing more yarn into the hook 
without knocking over the previously knitted loop. miss 
stitches could be obtained by lowering both tongue and hook 
portions prior to clearing height and therefore avoiding 
drawing more yarn from the package. 
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With stitches such as single pique, double pique, 
etc. 9 the selection to tuck or miss would be controlled by 
cam design$ and with structures such as double Jersey and 
patterned fabric independent needle butt selection could be 
achieved by a pattern wheel. 
C. The Application of a Lifting Sinker Motion to a Circular Weft 
KnittinS7 Machine 
1,, Loop-forming action and a sinker modification 
with sinker type knitting machines, which are employed 
for making single Jersey fabric, the only movement of the sinker 
is the withdrawal motion at the feeding point to'allow the 
descending needlO to move-down to the knitting point and draw a 
loop. it was considered that if the sinker could be controlled 
to give an upward vertical displacement at the knitting point, 
then the amplituft of a cam system could be reduced considerably, 
The relative positions of sinker and needle hook 
during loop formation are shown In A. Fig, 76,, for the existing 
commercial madhines and in Bp Fig. 76, for the proposed machine 
where the sinkers rise at the knitting point. 
From Ba Fig. 760 it may be seen that a lifting sinker 
movement could provide a reduction of 50% of cam amplitude, 
thus allowing twice the number of feeders to be fitted to the 
circ=fer, ence of the michine, in the same way as has been 
achieved by redesigning the compound needle, To provide for 
a vertic , al sinker movementq 
it was necessary to modify the 
commerciaLl sinker. c. rig. 76 shows a typical c6mmercial 
sinker and D9 rig. 76 shows the type of sinker that would be 
r, uitable for this PrOJect- It was considered that an upward 
lift of the modified sinker could be achieved by a cam system 
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acting on the sinke 
'r 
butts. Several sinkers, of the typ a 
shown in D. rig. 70P, were made by soldering rectangular 
steel pieces to the web holding section of-the commercial 
sinker. 
2., Modification to a circular weft knittina machine and 
desiER of the cam systems 
A machine, similar to the one used for the compound 
needle work was acquired for the sinker projects (i. e. a 1" 
diameterv two feeds, rotating cam box machine). The 
advantages of such a small diameter machine are that modifi- 
cations or new parts could be made easily with standard machine 
tools, and only a few modified sinkers were necessary. 
The main modification made to the machine was to cut 
completely through the existing slots of the sinker ring,, so 
that the new sinker butts would protrude through and would be 
acted upon by a sinker cam system. Other machine modifications, 
included new cam sections and a redesigned sinker top; the 
modified machine is shown in Fig* T$e 
The cam systems used for the sinker project consisted 
of two separate cams - one to move the sinker butts up and-down, 
and one to control the needle butts. It was not necessary to 
make a new cam system for the needle butts, as the upper cam 
system constructed for the compound needle hook portion had 
been designed to-provide a vertical movement equal to half the 
amplitude of a commercial machine (C,, Fig. 74). and, therefores 
was entirely suitable for the preliminary trials on the sinker 
project. 
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For the sinker cam (see Fig. 77), it was necessary 
not only to lift the sinkers up and down at the knitting point, 
but also to move the sinker back so that the needle could pull 
through a new loop. To achieve this the sinker cam system 
constructed for this work pushed the sinker butt both upwards 
and outwards. Springs were attached to the sinkers to ensure 
correct vertical displacement and the downward movement of the 
sinkers was controlled by the inclined cam in the sinker top, 
which pushed the sinkers back to the running position. 
3, Experimental Trials and Conclusions 
I 
Preliminary trials indicated that a lifting motion 
of the sinker could be used to reduce the amplitude of vertical 
needle movement by 50%. since yarn was easily drawn over the 
knock-over portion of the rising sinker by the needle hook, 
The main drawback with such a machine$ however,, is that the 
fabric must rise with the sinkers-, this introduces a problem 
which involves the fabric take-down tension and the size of 
the loops. When large loops are being produced and an average 
take-down tension is applied, the loops stretch as the sinkers 
rise and occasionally a loop will fall over the sinker knock- 
over portion and go below the sinker level. With smaller 
loops this does not occur but the c6nstruction of the fabric 
is too tight for normal commercial use. Also with these 
smaller loops a high take-down tension is necessary to clear 
the loop from the end of the latch. 
It was obvious from these preliminary investigations 
that more elaborate modification of the machine was necessary 
in order to produce a satisfactory machine operating with a 
lifting sinker motion. On8 possible modification would be 
to incorporate sinkers with longer knock-over portions. 
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The principle, howeverg appeared to be sound and# 
with suitable modifications$ it is suggested that the 
application of a lifting sinker motion would enable a rate 
of fabric production twice that of co=ercial production to 
be achieved. Even greater increases should be possible if 
non-linear cam systems of the type described in Chapter 2 
were used. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of Phase I of this workq described in 
detail in Chapters 2-S. was to determine whether curved cam 
systems, designed with mathematically controlled acceleration 
characteristicsq could be used on waft knitting machinery to 
provide higher rates of fabric production. 
Two linear cam systems (i, e, 45 0 and 55 0 cam angle) 
which provide no acceleration control for the needle butts were 
constructed and the performance of these commercial type cams 
was compared with that of three non-linear cams* (i, eo 52 09 
570 and 620 maximum cam angle) and a 550 straight and curved 
cam,, which were of polynomial design and provided acceleration 
control for the needle butts. 
in the analysis given in Chapter Ss calculations of 
the yarn tension build up within the loop-forTaing portions of 
each cam showed that, for all cam systems, the values of 
maximum yarn tension and the stitch lengths calculated from 
these positions were in close agreement with the experimental 
results. The calculated maximum tension values for non-linear 
cams were greater than those of linear cams$ due to the much 
slower rate of change in displacement of the non-linear cams 
which involved more knitting elements in the loop-forming 
processe ror examples a 520 non-linear cam provided a maximum 
tension value of 240 gms when calculated from a high yarn input 
tension of 20 gms, whereas the corresponding maximum tension 
value for the 45 
0 linear cam was 110 gms, When knitting 
fabric with these cams at 20 gms input tension, holes appeared 
in the fabric with the 52 0 non-linear cam but not with the 45 0 
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linear cam. This was easily explained as the measured breaking 
load of the yarn was 228 gms and this value had clearly been 
exceeded in the case-of the non-linear cam. 
At input tensions below 20 gms the maximum tension 
values of all the non-linear cams were below the breaking load 
of the yarns and satisfactory fabric was produced. 
The stitch length values calculated from the positions 
of maximum tension and measured from the fabric for an. input 
tension of 20 gms, for example, were respectively 0,156" and 
0.15911 for the 52 0 non-linear cam,, and 0,140" and 0,14411 for 
the 45 linear cams thus illustrating extremely close agreement. 
This close agreement between the calculated and 
measured results suggested that the method of calculating the 
tensions within the loop-forming portions might be used to 
predict the knitting performance of any new cam shape prior to 
its manufacturee 
To measure the machine performance$ a torque device 
was acquired and mounted to the main drive of the machine-, 
this instrument measured the total torque required to drive the 
machine. In addition* a strain gauge force measuring device 
was designed and constructedo which measured directly the force 
of the meedle butts on the cam. It was evident that the force 
measuring devices which was used in conjunction with an 
oscilloscope, provided much more detailed information of the 
needle butt performance than did the machine torque device. 
For instance# large needle forces caused by damaged needle 
tricks, bent needles or badly aligned cams, etc., could be 
detected easily on the oscilloscope traces, recorded on film 
and the faulty component located, These results suggested 
that a direct force measuring device of this type would be 
extremely useful for knitting machine builders, to test new 
cam systems, knitting elements# etc. 
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The results obtained from the strain gauge force 
measuring device showed that an increase in machine speed 
produced an increase in the horizontal force for all cam systems. 
In attempting to explain these force increasess the acceleration 
forces of the needles were calculated for different machine 
speeds. These values showed that the calculated horizontal 
force acting an the needle under dynamic conditions did not 
contribute to an increase in the horizontal force. However, 
experiments with and without lubricant on the needles showed 
that the measured force increase could be explained . from a 
condition of boundary lubrication. It was suggestýd that the 
supply of lubricant between the needle shank and the trick wall' 
produced an increase in the shear force needed to overcome the 
viscous drag of the oil when the machine speed was, increased - 
thus the force resisting the vertical movement of the needle in 
its trick increased with an increase in machine speed. 
Further measurements of the forces showed that the 
total horizontal force was similar for both the linear and non- 
linear cams. It was explained that although non-linear cams 
produce much higher maximum yarn tension values than do the 
linear cams* the effort to drive the machine was unaffectedg as 
the cam angles in the loop-forming portions of the non-linear 
cam were always less than the angles, of the linear cams. 
The needle butt performance and the fabric appearance 
were examined at knitting speeds much higher than commercial 
speeds to see which cam systems would provide increases in the 
rate of fabric production. Knitting trials with the 45 
0 and 
550 linear cams showed that the limiting speeds'were approximately 
160 r. p, m, and 120 ropom, respectivelys as above these speeds 
fabric distortion occurredq holes appeared in the fabric and 
occasional needle butt breakage occurred. 
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With the non-linear cams (i. e. 52 0 and 570) and the 
55 0 straight and curved cam, satisfactory knitted fabric was 
produced at 200 r. p, mi (i. e. three times commercial speed) 
with no needle butt breakage, The limiting speeds for the 
non-linear cams could not be obtained since the maximum safe 
speed for the other moving parts of the knitting machine was 
200 r. p. m. Howeverg calculations of the acceleration forces 
of the needles were used to show that speeds as hiZh as 30 
times commercial speed might be obtained with perfectly made 
non-linear cams, before needle butt breakage occurred. 
From a comparison of ther circumferential lengths of 
the various cam systems, it was concluded that the 520 and 570 
non-linear cams and the 55 0 straight and curved cam could be 
used on commercial machines to provide two to three times the 
normal rate of fabric production. It was suggested that a 
high speed machine should be developed in order to establish 
f. 
the maximum speeds of the curved cam systems, and to determine 
whether the limiting speeds were due to poor fabric appearance, 
needle buttbreakage or needle and hook failure. 
The purpose of Phase II of this work, described in 
Chapter 69 was to determine whether reductions in the amplitude 
of vertical needle movement could be achieved,, so that more 
feeders and hence increases in rate of fabric production could 
be obtained. 
Warp knitting compound needles were modified and 
furmished with latch needle butts and a four feed compound cam 
system was fitted to a 11"diameter circular weft knitting 
machine -a machine which normally functions with a maximum Of 
two feeders when latch, needles are used. 
The application of the modified compound needle to a 
circular weft knitting machine was successful, and satisfactory 
fabric was produced at co=ercial speeds. This work showed 
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that twice the co=ercial rate of fabrLc Production could be 
achieved with modified compound needles. 
Further reduction in the vertical amplitude was 
attempted by providing a lifýting motion to the sinker. This 
involved the redesign of the sinker and modification to the 
sinker ring of a small diameter machine* The lifting motion 
of the sinker allowed loops to be produced with a cam system 
of half the normal a=plitude. The inevitable lifting of the 
fabric at the knitting point# however,, did provide a problem 
and to overcome this the sinkers require a further modification. 
It is considered that, ultimately, the maximum rates 
of fabric production for a circular weft knitting machine will 
be achieved by a combination of non-linear cams, compound type 
noodles and a lifting sinker motion. 
APPE9DIX 
TABLE 15 
Time 
(=ins) 
Torque 
Ubs ft) 
Temperature 
(0c) 
0 1,28 23A 
15 1,12 24,6 
30 1101 25.8 
45 0,96 26,3 
60 0.93 26.6 
7S 0.91 27.0 
90 0190 27.2 
105 0190 27.3 
120 0189 27,4 
135 0,89 27A 
ISO 0089 27,4 
I 
0 Room Tf,, mp.. 23.2 
TABLE 16 
Measurvd G-ins Cam Systems 
Stitch Length 
(ins) I it-ins Linear Non-Linear St. & Curv. 
a 
45 0 55 0 520 1 ý7 0 62 0 550 
G 0,125 ' 0,123 0,101 0, '11.1 0,116 0,114 
Slack - 0,196 1t 0*274 0.270 0,226 0; 246 0,256 0,252 
IV' RB 2895 27,4 13*3 20*3 
I 
23,4 22*2 
G 0010S 01101 01089 0.096 0.100 0.101 
Medium 0,176 1t 0&234 0*226 0,202 Oe216 0,222 0,226 
RB 24,8 22,, l 12,9 18,5 21,6 22.2 
G 0,085 0,079 0.077 0,082 0,084 01088 
Tight - 0*156 It Oa194 0,182 0,178 0*188 0.192 0*200, 
RB 20,1 
1 
14,8 12,9 17.5 19.3 22,5 
TAB LE 17 
Measured Stitch Length (ins); Cam Setting - Medium Y In ut arn p 
Tension Linear Ron-Linear I St. & Cury. 
Q ) W 
45 0 S5 0 52 0 __ 57 0 62 0 S50 
2,5 00196 0,197 00181 0,184 0,185 0,187 
5 0*176 0*176* 0*176 0,176 0.176 0,176 
10 01160 0,154 0*168 0,169 0.167- 0.166 
15 0.151 0,143 ' 0,163 . 0,165 0,162. '01159 
20 0.144 Oo133' 00159 00161 -O, lS6 00151. 
25 00140 1 0,131'1 0,, 153, 0,146 
Robbing Bark. 
2,5 16,3 12 **9 16.4 14,5 '16.7 16,4 
5 24,8 22,1 12.9 . 18'i 5 20,7 - 22.1- 
10 31e6 3198 16o8 -21.3 24o8 . 26,1- 
15 35,5 36v-3 19o3 23,6 -27.0 29.6 
20 38A 40,0 21o3 25,0 29,7 33o2 
25 40,1 41,5 - 31*1 35,4 
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TABLE 20 
Knitting 
Element 
Positions 
Yarn Input 
Tensions (Gms) 
570 Non-Linear 
Robbing Back 
Tensions 
(gms) 
T1 20 
S 
28,0, 
S2 67,6' 
N 2 116 
S3 220. 
H3 334,, - 295 
S4 192 
N (K, Po) 4 98;. 8 
S5 S694 
N5 22,, 3 
S6 9.8 
N6 2 
0-4 
Ln 0 to 0 
W-1 c4 C, 4 8 c4 0 r4 c4 m 
ca _: il c4 9, m 
cn c4 it 
' j -: 2, 0 e-i Aý . IN 9b U) - 
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to 
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TABLE 22 
Speed Measured Force Without Yarn (gms) 
(r. p*m. ) Linear Non-Linear St, & Curv, 
450 55 0 5io 570 62 0 55 0 
20 S40 600 480 630 660 600 
40 660 7.50 630 780 610 720 
;0 780 900 720 93Q 960 $70 
so 900 1020 840' 'joso li-10 960 
100 960 1110 930 1140 1170 1020 
120 990 1130 950 11180 1040 
Measur6d Fbrce, *W#h Yarn, (gms) 
20 78b 640 7SO 990' '870 870, 
40 900 990 9CO 1110 1050 1020 
60 1020 1140 1020 1260 '1170 1140 
80 1110 1230 X140 1350 1320 1260 
100 1200 1290 1230 1446 1380 It'20 
120 
1 
1210 
1 
1300, 
1 
1250 
'1 
'1450 
A 
-, 1400ý 
-, .I 
1330 
TABLE 23 
Reedles in 57'ý' Pr my (9ms) S3 or S4 S3 or S4 or S5 
non-lLnear cam Qm) 25 r. p, m (gms) 145 r. p. m. (gms) (rig* 55) 
1 10 0,32 1.03 11.6ý 2.19 
2 10 01,65 2.06 23.30 6.43 
A 3 10 0.76 4.23 27.20 14.63 
4 10 Oo65 8.25 2300 25,85 
5 10 0.43 11,89 151,50 29olO 
6 10 0.11 14.05 3.88 19.29 
(b) - 
7 10 0.32 16.64 11,65 - 1.47 
8 10 0.71 10,59 '25,60- - 11.40 
D 9 10 1.04 6*94 37.30 - 12ogO 
10 10 1019 2o5S 42.70 - 2.46 
(c) 
11 10 1 1.10 3,22 39o6O 14.40 
12 10 1 0195 5.54 34.2 22.36 
13 10 0,82 10.19 29.5 37.22 
14 JLU 0.65 14,80 23.3 46.30 
15 10 0,39 22.65 14.0 5200 
16 10 1 0.11 24.26 3o88 33o3l 
(d) 
17 10 Oo22 21.33 7.76 440 
18 10 0.54 20.62 19.40 2.40 
D 19 10 0.67 16.05 24.1 124 
20 10 0.87 12.70 31,10 - l8o8 
21 lo 0.91 10,36 32.60 - 16.5 
22 10 1.02 5o7O 36.5 - 9.6 
23 10 1.04 1.12 37,3 4.78 
24 10 0089 1 3.16 31.8 
1! 12.11 
1 
A 25 lo 0.76 8.34 27.2 28o85 
26 10 0.45 11,92 16.3 30., 0 
27 lot 0011 17.39 3.88 M86 
Continued 
F 
I ý, 
TABLE 23 (Continued) 
Needles in 57 0 
non-linear cam 
(Fig. 55) 
p r 
QM) 
v (F , 12 ýM3) 
25 r. p. m 
rS *53 04 
(gms) 
my (gMS) 
145 r, p. m. 
S or S or S 345 
UMS) 
M 
28 10 Oq22 1ý. 60 7, t76 3j 
29 10 0,58 1Q. 73 2110 - 8, tOS 
D 30 10 0187 7q05 31tl' -. 10900 
31 10 0,187 3962 3141 3q5O 
32 10 0,43 1085 15.5 0.42 
Az Acceleratioii I(s 3+s 4) I(s 3 +. S 4+s 6) 
Da Deceleratior) 325 
. 
302 
TABLE 24 
Speed 
(r. p. me) 
Measured Force Without Yam (gms) 
57 0 Non-Linear Cam 
20 630 
40 780 
60 930 
80 1050 
100 1140 
120 1150 
140 liso 
160 1140 
180 1150 
200 1150 
TABIX 25 
Needles 80 Horizontal 
Force S1 (gMS) -pF. 10 gms 
(Fig. 55) x 001 = Oe2 = 0025 x 0*3 
1 0 1101 2.08 2,66 3.3 
2 5 1*93 3.11 3.78 4,53 
3 15 3993 5*50 6.45 7.56 
4 30 7,75 10,65 12,79 1515 
5 40 11.40 16.70 21,00 28,2 
6 45 13,90 21.40 28.40 41.7 
7 50 17,20 28,80 40*10 76.0 
a 40 11.40 16.70 21,00 28.2 
9 30 7,75 10s65 12,79 15*5 
10 10 2,90 4,24 5900 6oO 
11 10 2.90 4o24 5,00 64 
12 20 5,06 6.94 8,15 9.46 
13 35 9*42 13o25 16.20 20A 
. 
14 45 1300 21o4O 28.40 41,7 
15 55 2140 42*00 75.00 324.0 
16 57 24*00 SO. 40 107.0 ; 
17 55 21,80 42.00 75oO .0 32 
18 55 21.680 42oOO 75.0 324.0 
19 50 17,20 28.80 40.10 76oO 
20 45 1300 2lo4O 28o4O 41,7 
21 40 11.40 16o7O 21,00 28.2 
22 25 6.34 8.67 10,15 l2o2 
23 0 1001 2,08 2.66 34 
24 10 2.90 4.24 5100 6,0 
25 30 7.75 lOo65 12.80 15.5 
26 40 11.40 16,70 21.00 28.2 
27 50 17.20 28,80 40.10 76.0 
28 45 13,90 21.40 28.40 41,7 
29 40 lle40 16.70 21,00 28.2 
30 30 7.75 10,65 12.80 1505 
31 15 3o93 5150 6.45 7o56 
32 5 1,93 4oS3 3.78 4o53 
is 1n 
328 539 79%36 
TABLE 26 
Speed Measured Force (gms); 
145 0 'Linear Cam 
(r. p. m. ) Ord, oil No Oil Thick Oil 
20 -540 880 1400 
40 670 950 . 
1720 
60 Boo 890 '1810 
so 920 830 1820 
100 980 830 - 
120 1000 810 
TABLE 27 
Loop-rorming Actual Needle 
i i 
57 0 Non-Linear Cam 
Needle 
Position 
t on Pos 
(rig. 55) Pe S, 5 (Fig. 45) (gms) Qms) 
N 1 
20 12,0 16., 7 
N2 21 69.1 78,6 
N3 22 198,, 3 . 
129,0 
N 4(K*P*) 
23 (K, P, ) 65,7 6,6 
N5 24 815 2,0 
2: s5a 232,9 
TABIX 28 
Yarn Input Torque Ubs ft) - Medium Cam Setting 
Tension Linear - Non-Linear St, Curv, 
(gms) 
45 0 55 0 52 0 . 7o 62 0 650 
5 1,55 1*56 le55 1,57 1,56 1:., 55 
10 1,57 1,58 "58 Is! 1,58 1,57 i. 56 
1,61 1.60 l, "60 1,59 1.58 i. 59 
20 1,66 1,64 1,. 62 1,60 1,58 ll:., 62 
25 1,71. 1,69 1.59 i.. 67 
i 
TABLE 29 
Take-Down Measured Stitch Length (ins) 
Tension Linear Non-Linear St. & Cury. 
Ubs) 
0 45 0 55 0 52 0 57 0 62 55 
2 0*176 0,176 0,! 176 0.17§ 0.176 0.176 
4 0.179 0.180 CF; 180 10.179 0.178 0.177 
6 0,102 0.182 0,0181 0.170 0,179 0.176 
a 0,183 0,185 0&183 00180 0*182 0.175 
10 0,186 01186 01185 00183 0.184 0,176 
ýTorque (lbi* ft) 
2 1155 1.57 lf55 1,57ý 1155 1,55 
4 1.57 1160 1458 1,59- 1.59 1.56 
6 1159 1,63 1,60 1*62. 1,60 1,58 
8 1*63 1,65 1&64 1*65- 1,64 , 1*62 
10 1*66 1,68 1; 68 1,67* 
T 
1.66 
-I 
. 1,64 
4 
TABLE 30 
Yam Mleasured Stitch Length (ins) - Slack Setting 
Count 
(Wor- Linear Non-Linear st. &Curv. ý, 
sted) 
45 0 55 0 52 0 57 0 62 0 55 0 
1/32 0.199 0.195 01,198 0.195 0.197 0.197 
1/28 0.19b 0.196 01196 0.196 0,196 0.196 
1/24 0.191 0.193 01195 0.193 01199 0.187 
2/32 01,191 0,194 0.196 0.193 0.203 0.184 
2/28 0.192 0.195 0,198 0.194 0.204 0.179 
2/24 0,194 0.192 01196 - 0.203 - 
Cover Factor (C*F. ) & Torque (T) lbs. ft. 
YICO C. F. To C. F. To C. F. To C. F. To C. F. To 
IC. 
F. To 
1/ 32, 0.89 1.51 0.91 1.50 0.89 1.51 0.91 1.52 0.90 1.50 0.90 1.51ýt 
1/28 0.97 1.52 0,97 1,53 0.97 1.53 0.97 1.55 0,97 1*53 0*97 1*514k 
1/24 l. o7 1.56 1.06 1.52 1.05 1.56 1.06 1.61 1.02 1,56 1*09 1.58; 
2/32 1,31 1,63 1.29 1.54 1.28 1.60 1.30 1.64 1.21 1.58 1.36 1.63ý 
2/28 1.39 1.67 1*37 1.56 1.35 1.62 1.38 1.66 1.32 1.62 1.48 1.76 
2/24 1,49 1091 1,51 1,80 1,48 1.86 - 1.95 1.42 1.73 - 2.3 
TABLE 31 
Speed Measured Stitch Length (ins) 
Linear Non-Linear St. & Curv. 
45 0 55 0 520 570 62 0 S5 0 
40 0,172 0.168 0,176-, 0,175, 0,178. O. X73, 
60 0,176 0*176' 0,176 0,176' 0,176' 0, ý76* 
80 0,183 00185 0.177 0.174 0.177 0.179 
100 0.187 0*189- 0*176- 0.175. 0.177. O. X81- 
120 0,187 06189 0*177 0*176 0.178 0*183 
. 140. 
0,186. 0.177 0.175 0*184 
160. 0.188 0,, 176". . 0.174. 06i8s.. 
180' OoI77 '0*176 OýiV 
200 0,176 0.175 0.180 00188 
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